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ABSTRACT

Measurements related to reactor physics parameters were made
in three heavy water lattices. The three lattices studied consisted of
0.250-inch-diameter, 1.03 w/o U 2 3 5 uranium fuel rods arranged in tri-
angular arrays and spaced at 1.25, 1.75, and 2.50 inches. The following
quantities were measured in each of the three lattices studied: the ratio
of the average epicadmium U 2 3 8 capture rate in the fuel rod to the aver-
age subcadmium U 2 3 8 capture rate in the fuel rod (p28); the ratio of the
average epicadmium U 2 3 o fission rate in the fuel rod7 to the average sub-
cadmium U 3 5 fission rate in the fuel rod (625); the ratio of the average
U 2 3 8 capture rate in the fuel rod to the average U2 3 5 fission rate in the
fuel rod (C ); the ratio of the average U 2 3 8 fission rate in the fuel rod
to the average U 2 3 5 fission rate in the fuel rod (628); and the effective
resonance integral of U2 3 8 in a fuel rod (ER12 8 ). The results of an
investigation of systematic errors associated with these measurements
have-led to many changes and adjustments in the experimental techniques
and procedure which have improved the general precision of the experi-
mental results.

A new method was developed to measure the ratio C * which simpli-
fied the experiment, significantly reduced the experimental uncertainty
associated with the measurement, and avoided systematic errors inher-
ent in the method used to measure C* in earlier work.

The value of ER12 8 was also measured by a new method in which
the results of measurements made in an epithermal flux which had a
1/E energy dependence are combined with the results of measurements
made in a lattice.

The experimental results were combined with theoretical results
obtained from the computer programs THERMOS and GAM-I to deter-
mine the following reactor physics parameters for each of the three
lattices studied: the resonance escape probability, p; the fast fission
factor, E; the multiplication factor for an infinite system, ku,; and the
initial conversion ratio, C.

Methods were developed to measure that portion of the activity of
a foil which is due to neutron captures in the resonances in the activation
cross section of the foil material. The resonance escape probability was
determined by a new method, using the resonance activation date, in
which the use of cadmium is not necessary.

-----------------
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Introduction

The Nuclear Engineering Department of M.I.T. is conducting a

research program, the Heavy Water Lattice Project, under the sponsor-

ship of the United States Atomic Energy Commission. The general

objective of this project is to carry out experimental and theoretical

investigations of the physics of subcritical lattices of partially enriched

uranium rods in heavy water. Several reports describing the results of

previous investigations associated with this project have been published

(B2, B2, H3, H4, M1, M3, P1, P2, S1, Wi, W2).

1.1 Area of Interest and General Scope of the Present Work

As a part of the general program of the Lattice Project, the work

to be described in this report deals primarily with processes involving

neutrons in the epithermal portion of the neutron energy spectrum. A

parameter that is often used to serve as an index of the physical proper-

ties of a multiplying medium is the multiplication factor, k.,, for an

infinite assembly. The definition of k., is the ratio of the rate at which

neutrons are produced to the rate at which neutrons are consumed in an

assembly large enough so that the loss of neutrons by leakage is negli-

gible. The value of k., can depend appreciably on the ratio of the number

of epithermal neutron processes to the number of thermal neutron pro-

cesses. The epithermal energy region can be subdivided into the fast

energy region and the resonance energy region, each of which is dis-

tinguished by particular neutron reactions limited to that region. The

fast energy region is characterized by those neutrons whose energies

are great enough to cause the fission of U 2 3 8 , and the resonance energy

region is characterized by neutron capture in the many resonances in

U 2 3 8 absorption cross section. The upper limit of the fast region is

-----------
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usually taken as 10 Mev, and the lower limit of the fast region is usually
238set equal to the threshold energy, about 1 Mev, for the U fission pro-

cess. The resonance region extends from the lower limit of the fast

region to the cadmium-cutoff energy, about 0.4 ev, which is usually

chosen as the upper limit of the thermal energy region. Because the

neutron energy spectrum can be divided into these few distinctive regions,

the analysis of the physics of reactors is often made on the basis of these

energy groupings.

In the familiar four-factor expression for k

k 0 = Afp (1.1.1)

the fast fission factor E, if appropriately determined, can account for

reactions which occur in the fast region; the resonance escape proba-

bility p accounts for neutron captures in the resonance region, and the

combination vf accounts for reactions in the thermal region. The fast

fission factor, e, and the resonance escape probability, p, are the factors

which are of primary interest in the present work since they characterize

the epithermal neutron processes. Another reactor physics parameter

which is strongly dependent on the epithermal reaction rates relative to

the thermal reaction rates is the initial conversion ratio, C, defined as

the ratio of the rate at which Pu is produced to the rate at which U 2 3 5

is destroyed. The value of k. is closely related to the critical size and

mass of a thermal reactor, and the value of C is related to the lifetime

of the fuel.

1.2 Experimental Methods

None of the parameters, k., p, e, and C, which are sensitive to

the epithermal reactions, can be measured directly, but they can be

related to quantities which are measurable. The measurable quantities
238

to be considered here are: the ratio of the epicadmium U capture

rate to the subcadmium U capture rate, p 2 8 ; the ratio of the U 2 3 8

235
fission rate to the U fission rate, 628; the ratio of the epicadmium

235 235U fission rate to the subcadmium U fission rate, 625; and the
238 235 *ratio of the total U capture rate to the U fission rate, C . The

fast fission factor, E, can be related to the fast fission ratio, 628, as

follows:
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E = 1 + 6 v a218 , (1.2.1)

where v., and v are the average numbers of neutrons produced per
238 23523

U and U fission, respectively, and a 2 8 is the ratio of the U 2 3 8

capture rate to the U238 fission rate in the fast region. The resonance

escape probability, p, can be expressed in terms of the measured micro-

scopic parameter p 2 8 by means of the following simple relation:

1 (1.2.2)
p 1 + p28fG

where f is the thermal utilization factor and G is the ratio of the sub-

cadmium U238 capture rate to the total "thermal" absorption rate in

the fuel. (The term "thermal" is set in quotation marks because the

exact neutron reaction rates included in this term are not uniquely

determined; see Section 6.1.) Equation 1.2.2 represents a very simple

approach and yields a very approximate value of p. More sophisticated

(and complicated) expressions for p usually involve not only p2 8 but

also 625 and 628. The definition and thus the particular expression used

for p must be consistent with the definitions used for k. and the other

factors, r, f, and E.

The multiplication factor, k.., can also be expressed directly in

terms of measured quantities. One such expression, which is derived

in Section 6.1, is:

k ~~v 25 +&28 (V28 -1-a 28)
k +

(1+-a25 ) + C I C + - 1)( -G )(1+a 25) - 62 8 a 2 8

(1.2.3)

235 235
where a.2 5 is the ratio of the U capture rate to the U fission rate,

and C* is a leakage correction factor to convert the measured value of

C * to the value which would be obtained in an infinite system. Again,

care must be exercised to ensure that the formulation used embodies a

definition consistent with other formulations of the same parameter and
239 239.

with formulations of other parameters. If capture by U or Np is

neglected, the initial conversion ratio, C, may be be related to the

-_- 
"""MW
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measured microscopic parameter

C = C (1+a 2 5 )~ (1.2.4)

Experimental determinations of reactor physics parameters have

two purposes. First, they provide data to which theoretical results may

be compared and thus provide a test of the theoretical treatment. Second,

they can provide data and results in areas in which theory is not suf-

ficiently developed to produce results of sufficient accuracy. An example

of the first case is the thermal energy region where theoretical treat-

ments such as THERMOS (H4) can produce results which can be considered

equal to or better than experimental results (B2, S1). An example of the

second case is the epithermal energy region in which only Monte Carlo

treatments yield adequate space and energy dependent neutron distribu-

tions.

1.3 Objectives and General Program of This Work

With the above considerations in mind, the general objectives of

the research to be described in this report were as follows:

1. To measure quantities which can be used to characterize the

lattices studied and, in particular, the epithermal portion of

the neutron spectrum.

2. To reduce the experimental errors associated with the

measurements of these quantities by improving the experi-

mental methods and techniques.

3. To eliminate or correct for systematic errors associated

with the experimental methods and techniques.

4. To seek new measurements to make and new methods of

making existing measurements in the area of interest.

5. To analyze the experimental results for consistency and

compare them to the results of other investigations.

To accomplish these objectives, the microscopic parameters p 2 8 '

6 25 and 628 were measured in three different lattices which were studied

during the course of the present work. The method used to measure C *
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was modified extensively, and many experimental details associated with

irradiation and counting techniques were improved. An extensive investi-

gation of systematic errors was carried out. As a result of this investi-

gation, the experimental foil arrangements were modified to eliminate

the effects of some sources of systematic error, and, where the effects

could not be removed, correction factors were developed to compensate

for the effects. To aid in the understanding, interpretation, and analysis

of the experimental results, additional measurements were made, such

as the determination of the microscopic parameters as a function of

position within the lattice and the measurement of the intracellular acti-
239 64

vation distributions of Np and Cu . The investigation of the reso-

nance energy region was extended by measuring the resonance activity

of several nuclides irradiated in one of the lattices studied. The results

of this investigation indicate that the methods presented can provide

valuable data to which sophisticated theoretical treatments of the reso-

nance energy region may be compared. In addition, the new methods

provide new approaches to the experimental determination of the reso-

nance escape probability, p, and the effective resonance integral of U 2 3 8

in the fuel rods, ERI2 8 . To aid in the interpretation and analysis of the

experimental results, analytical results obtained by means of the com-

puter codes THERMOS (H4) and GAM-I (J1) were used. Since experi-

mental results for similar systems are not available, and since differ-

ences between the results obtained for other systems, e.g., water-

moderated assemblies, and the three lattices studied cannot be readily

studied, the results of the present work were examined mainly for self-

consistency and compared to the results of measurements by Peak et al.

(P2) made in a miniature lattice assembly at M.I.T. The assembly by

Peak et al. was experimental and exploratory in nature, and the resulting

measurements required corrections as large as 25 or 30 per cent in

some cases to compensate for the effects of neutron leakage from the

small assembly. Thus the present results actually provide a test for

the results of Peak et al. rather than vice versa.
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1.4 Contents of Report

The experimental facilities, equipment and methods used to make

the experiments are presented in Chapter II. In Chapter III, the investi-

gation into systematic errors is described and discussed, and any cor-

rection factors which become necessary as a result of the investigation

are derived. The experimental results of the measurements described

in Chapter II are presented in Chapter IV together with a discussion of

their associated errors. The general methods used for data reduction

are also described in Chapter IV. The results of the theoretical calcu-

lations obtained by means of the two computer programs, THERMOS (H4)

and GAM-I (J1), are presented and discussed in Chapter V. The experi-

mental results are analyzed, with the aid of the theoretical results, and

discussed in Chapter VI. The conclusions drawn from the results of this

research and recommendations for future work are given in Chapter VII.

The nomenclature is given in Appendix A. The references are given in

Appendix B. The computer codes written to aid in the data reduction

are described and listed in Appendix C. The input data for the THERMOS

and GAM-I programs are presented in Appendix D. In Appendix E, the

fraction of the epicadmium activity, of a uranium foil irradiated in a

lattice, caused by fast neutrons is derived.
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CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND METHODS

Introduction

This chapter deals with the facilities, equipment and methods used

to make the experiments. Chapter III describes and discusses the

investigations of possible systematic errors associated with the methods

used. In Chapter IV, the experimental results will be given for the actual

quantities measured and for the parameters derived from them for the

various lattices studied.

2.1 Experimental Facilities

The primary source of neutrons for all the experimental work was

the M.I.T. Reactor (MITR) which is moderated by D 2 0, contains MTR-

type fuel elements and operates at a nominal power level of 2 Mw (L1).

Figure 2.1.1 is an isometric view of the MITR and its experimental

facilities. Figure 2.1.2 is a plan view. The facilities used in the work

to be described were the lattice facility, the beam port of the Medical

Therapy Room, the pneumatic sample tubes, and an in-core sample

thimble.

2.1.1 The M.I.T. Lattice Facility

Most of the experiments were made in the lattice facility which

uses the MITR thermal column as a source of thermal neutrons.

Figures 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 are cross-section views of the lattice facility

which has been described in detail in earlier reports (H2, M1, P1).

An exponential tank is supported above a graphite-lined cavity or

"hohlraum." Neutrons from the thermal column enter the cavity and

are effectively reflected through 90 degrees into the bottom of the tank.

An experimental and theoretical design study of the cavity was done by

Dr. J. T. Madell and is described in detail in Ref. (Ml). A graphite

------------- 
I I I
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FIG. 2.1.1
CUT-AWAY VIEW OF THE MIT RESEARCH REACTOR
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IRRADIATION FACILITIES

Estimated Thermal

Facility No. Size Flux at 2MW Special Features
Available n/cm

2
-sec

Horizontal Beam Ports All ports have readily available the

4" 6 41 " i.d. at tank wall following services:
6" 4 61" i.d. 8 x 1012 1. Demineralized cooling water

12" 1 121" i.d. 2. 11OV AC
3. Access to basement

Rotary Horizontal Ports 4. Access to reactor top
6" 2 6j" i.d. at tank wall, 8 x 1012 5. Inert gas system

6. Off gas system
Horizontal Thru Ports 7. Waste drain. In addition the 6"

6" 1 61" i.d. 8 x 1012 at point and 12" ports have shutters use-
4" * 1 41 " i.d. closest to tank ful for changing experiments

Vertical Thimbles
Graphite 3i" * 6 3i" i.d. - up to 12" long 0.6 - 1.0 x 10'" Fast flux up to 5 x 10's available in
In-tank 1" (in reflector) * up to 10 1" i.d. - up to 24" long 2 x 10' in-tank thimbles (also gammas up
In-tank 1" (in core) up to 3 same size 3 x 10'" to 3 X 10s r./hr.

Thermal Column 1 Holes up to 14" x 14" ex- 109 - 102 The therman column has lead and

tend into thermal column. cadmium shutters
Larger holes can be made
if needed

Pneumatic Rabbit 4 Space for sample 1" dia. x 8 x 1012 "In" to "out" travel time is 0.5 sec.
Tubes 2j" long

Medical Therapy 1 --- Thermal 101 Opens into operating room beneath
Facility Fast 107 reactor

Gamma Facility Many Flexible 104- 10 a r./hr. Spent fuel storage

* Note: Some of these facilities have sample changers to permit insertion and removal
They use standard aluminum cans as outside containers (j" i.d. x 1'" or 2X" long).

IPHI

-f--I

of samples during reactor operation at full power.

6s4 4TH3

SUCHa

i CHI

semi

MITR FUEL

ELEMENT -

POSITION 13

CAVITY SAMPLE
IRRADIATION TUBE

LEAD SHUTTER
HORIZONTAL SECTION THROUGH REACTOR AND EXPONENTIAL FACILITY

F IG. 2.1.2
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CONCRETE SHIELDING BLOCKS

72" TANK

48" TANK

m m , W ..% w . _ LIFUEL ROD

-.- DUMP LINE

EACTOR
CORE

STEEL SHIELDING DOORS

BORAL LINING

GRAPHITE REFLECTED HOHLRAUM

VERTICAL SECTION OF THE SUBCRITICAL ASSEMBLY

FIG. 2.1.3
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LIFTING EYE
NOTCHED GIRDER

UPPER ADAPTOR

FUEL

END PLUG
URANIUM ROD
ALUMINUM CLAD
END PLUG

GRID PLATE
LOWER ADAPTOR

ROD SECTION

72" TANK CONNECTIONS

CONTROL ARM DRIVE

PLAN VIEW OF THE SUBCRITICAL ASSEMBLY
FIG. 2.1.4
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pedestal located immediately below the tank shapes the entering flux to

approximately a J radial distribution. The design of the pedestal was

the result of work by Dr. P. F. Palmedo and is described in Ref. (P1).

With the MITR operating at 1.8 Mw, the flux entering the bottom of the
10 2

tank is about 10 n/cm2 (P1).

A sample tube is located in the graphite wall of the cavity directly

opposite the thermal column. Boral-lined steel doors between the

thermal column and the cavity reduce the neutron flux entering the

cavity by a factor of at least 103 (P). Irradiations in both the exponen-

tial tank and the cavity sample tube were started or ended by the opening

or closing, respectively, of the steel doors.

The exponential tank is removable so that different sized tanks

may be used, and tanks 48 inches and 36 inches in diameter have been

used. The sides of the tanks are covered with 0.020-inch-thick cadmium

to approximate bare, i.e., unreflected, thermal systems. The exponen-

tial tank is contained in a 72-inch-diameter outer tank. The space

between the exponential tank and the outer tank can be filled to permit

the use of radial reflectors or external poison regions if necessary; this

has so far not been done. The tanks are 67-1/4 inches high.

The fuel rods are suspended from double girders at the top of the

tank. The spacing of the fuel rods is determined by the relative spacing

of the girders and by notches on top of each girder. Tabs of the upper

adapters of the fuel rods fit into these notches. The lower adapters of

the fuel rods fit into positioning holes of a grid plate situated at the

bottom of the exponential tank. Usually each lattice had a removable

central cluster consisting of the central fuel rod and two adjacent rods

of the inner hexagon. The lattices are normally assembled on the floor

of the reactor building and placed in the exponential tank by means of a

crane, after removing the tank lid.

The tank lid contains a smaller eccentric lid; the two lids may be

rotated independently of each other. The smaller lid has an eccentric

10-inch hole with a transparent plastic shutter. By proper positioning

of the two lids, any portion of the exponential or outer tanks is accessible.

The 10-inch hole is fitted with a removable glove box which has a plastic

bag attached. The plastic bag and glove box permit fuel rods and
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experimental apparatus to be inserted or removed from the lattice tank

while preventing the degradation of D20 in the system by atmospheric

H 20. If necessary, pieces of apparatus can be placed in the lattice before

the lattice is put into the exponential tank.

Before the tank lid is removed, the D 2 0 is drained from the exponen-

tial tank into a storage tank. The exponential tank is dried before D 2 0 is

reintroduced into it. During operation of the system, the D 2 0 is circu-

lated through an ion exchange column and two heat exchangers, one for

heating the D 2 0 and one for cooling it. The temperature of the D 2 0

during irradiations was usually between 75*F and 85*F, and the maximum

temperature change during these irradiations was about 10*F.

During the present work, three lattices were studied. Each lattice

had 0.250-inch-diameter, 48-inch-long uranium fuel rods containing

1.027% U2 3 5 by weight. The cladding was 0.028-inch-thick, Type 1100

aluminum with an outside diameter of 0.318 inch. A 0.005-inch-thick

air gap separated the fuel and cladding. Aluminum end plugs, three inches

long, were inserted into the cladding which extended three inches beyond

the fuel at each end. Both end plugs were drilled and taped so that upper

and lower adapters could be fitted to the fuel rods. In the lattices, the

fuel rods were arranged in triangular arrays with rod-to-rod spacings of

1.25, 1.75 and 2.50 inches, respectively.

Figure 2.1.5 shows a cross-sectional view of the cavity sample

tube and its neutron flux distribution. The flux in the cavity is well

thermalized and it is assumed that spectrally averaged thermal cross

sections such as those of Westcott (W2) can be used to calculate thermal

reaction rates in this flux. A Westcott "r" value of less than 10~4 was

determined from the gold-cadmium ratio of 800 for 0.008-inch-thick gold

foils. The gold-cadmium ratio was the same with or without a lattice in

the exponential tank. Thus the cavity sample tube provides a standard

irradiation position in a Maxwellian flux which can be used simultaneously

with the lattice.

The sample tube is 5/8 inch in diameter and samples were intro-

duced by-attaching them to a 1/2-inch-diameter, 6-foot-long polyethylene

rod. The polyethylene rod had no effect on the flux distribution in the

sample tube (P4).
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2.1.2 Other Facilities

The other facilities of the MITR which were used in the present

work were the Medical Therapy Room beam port (P2), the pneumatic

sample tubes, and an in-core sample thimble. The neutron flux in the
10 2 ,Medical Therapy Room beam is about 10 n/cm with a Westcott 'r

value of about 0.01 (R2). This provides a facility with a well thernial-

ized neutron flux which is independent of the lattice facility. The pneu-
12 2

matic sample tubes have a thermal neutron flux of about 8 X 10 n/cm

with an epithermal "tail" which has been found to vary as (A3). The

tubes are good for short irradiations of small samples.

The MITR fuel element position 13 shown in Fig. 2.1.2 contains a

partially loaded fuel element. The fuel element has no central fuel

plates, and a sample thimble extends down through the element. On the

basis of fast chopper results (A3) and the absence of strong resonance

absorption, the epithermal component of the neutron spectrum is
1assumed to vary as at this position. This facility provides a thermal

flux of about 3 X1013 n/cm 2 with a relatively large " tail.

2.2 Measurements of the Microscopic Parameters

The four microscopic parameters, p2 8 , C , 625 and 628, which

will be defined below, were measured in each of the three lattices studied.

In addition, since one of the objectives of the present work was to obtain

results of higher precision, improvements have been made in the methods

and techniques which are used to measure the four parameters. The

measurement of each parameter had at least two detector foils in common

with at least one other measurement; in fact, one detector foil was

common to all four parameter measurements. Hence, all four of the

microscopic parameters were usually measured in the course of one

experiment. After outlining the method used to measure each parameter,

the experimental details and techniques will be described for all the

parameter measurements together.
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2.2.1 Methods of Measuring the Microscopic Parameters

2.2.1.1 p2 8

The microscopic parameter p2 8 is related to the cadmium ratio
238

of the average U capture rate in the fuel, R28

I_ averag U238
1 average epicadmium U capture rate in the fuel

~28 =R28 average subcadmium U23 capture rate in the fuel

(2.2.1)

The value of R 2 8 , the U2 3 8 cadmium ratio, was measured by irradi-
28 235

ating two identical uranium foils, depleted in U content to 18 parts

per million, in equivalent positions (positions of equal height and

radius) inside fuel rods in the exponential tank with one foil surrounded

by cadmium. By "identical" is meant two foils with the same U2 3 5

content and with the same diameter, weight, and thickness to within a

fraction of one per cent. The Np239 activity of each foil was measured

and then the cadmium ratio, R2 8 , was obtained from the ratio:

D39
R = b (2.2.2)

28 D 39'
c

where D refers to a measured activity of a depleted uranium foil, the

superscript 39 means that the Np239 activity was the measured activity

and the subscripts b and c refer to bare and cadmium-covered detector

foils, respectively.

2.2.1.2 628

The fast fission ratio, 628' is defined by the following relation:

total 238 fuel (2
6 -i average talU fission rate in the ful; (2.2.3)

28 average total U2 3 5 fission rate in the fuel

it may be rewritten (W3):

EEC- a -y(t) -S~
628 = P(t)F(t) = P(t) (2.2.4)

28L1 - a -y(t)j

FIMMMM RMINI RIM 1"W"IT-
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The terms in Eq. 2.2.4 are defined as follows:

P(t) is the ratio of measured fission product activity per U 2 3 5

fission to the measured fission product activity per U 2 3 8 fission.

y(t) is the ratio of measured fission product activity of a foil

depleted in U235 content to the fission product activity of a foil of

natural uranium (or from a foil of fuel material if such material

is available) when both foils have been irradiated in the same

neutron flux.

W N 28
a is the ratio where the W's represent

WD ND)
detector foil weights and the N's represent numbers of atoms per

cubic centimeter; the subscripts D and N refer to the depleted

uranium detector foil, and the natural uranium detector foil,

respectively.

528

EC is the ratio , an enrichment correction;
NF NN

the subscript F refers to the fuel material.

S is the ratio (N)25 N)28

The derivation of Eq. 2.2.4 from Eq. 2.2.3 is given in Refs. (W3) and

(B1).

To determine 628, both P(t) and y(t) in Eq. 2.2.4 must be measured.

In all the methods used so far, this requires two experiments. First, a

reference value of the fast fission ratio, 6?8, is determined for a particu-

lar lattice configuration by using the La40 counting technique discussed

in Section 2.2.5. Then the quantity y(t) is measured in the same lattice,

and the quantity P(t) is determined by using Eq. 2.2.4 combined with the

measured values of y(t) and 628 Once P(t) has been determined, it will

remain the same for the different lattices with the same fuel rods, pro-

viding the counting arrangement remains unchanged. Hence, further

determinations of 628 require only the measurement of y(t) which, when

inserted in the expression F(t) and multiplied by P(t), yields 628'
The quantity y(t) was measured by irradiating two uranium foils,
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one foil depleted in U 2 3 5 content and one natural uranium foil, at the

same position inside a fuel rod in a lattice in the exponential tank. The

gross fission product activity of each foil was measured and 'y(t) calcu-

lated:

FP

'y(t) b (2.2.5)
N FP

b

where-N refers to a measured activity of a natural uranium detector

foil and the superscript FP means that the gross fission product activity

was the measured activity, and the subscript b indicates that bare foils

were irradiated.

2.2.1.3 625

The ratio 625 is defined by the relation:

5235
6 _ average epicadmium U fission rate in the fuel (2.2.6)
25 average subcadmium U235 fission rate in the fuel

25

2 EC (2.2.7)
25 A25

ASC

As shown in Refs. (B1) and (H4):

NFP N DFP-
Nc ~ 1E cD

25
FP DFP ]FP D FP
b 1-ED b c 1ED) c

(2.2.8)

235
where eN is the atom fraction of U in the natural uranium and ED i

the atom fraction of U in the depleted uranium. All activities in

Eq. 2.2.8 are to be determined at the same time after simultaneous

irradiation. This formulation of 625 is more general than an earlier

one given in Ref. (W3) which was restricted to lattices containing natural

uranium fuel studied in earlier work at M.I.T.

oil 11
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The value of 625 was determined by irradiating two sets of foils in

equivalent positions inside fuel rods in a lattice in the exponential tank

with one set of foils surrounded by cadmium. Each set of foils consisted

of one depleted uranium foil and one natural uranium foil. After the rela-

tive fission product activity of each foil was measured, 625 was calculated

from Eq. 2.2.8.

The value of 625 can also be related to the average gold-cadmium

ratio in the fuel, RAu, by means of the following equation (K3):

6 _ constant = constant pAu (2.2.9)
25 (R Au-1)

2.2.1.4 _C_

The ratio C * is defined by the relation:

/ 238
C (=average total U capture rate in the fuel (2.2.10)

average total U 2 3 5 fission rate in the fuel)

To determine this ratio experimentally, Eq. 2.2.10 is rewritten:

S(238 capture rate of fuel material in a Maxwellian flux

I U 2 3 5 fission rate of fuel material in a Maxwellian flux /calculated

U 2 3 5 fission product activity of fuel material

X irradiated in a Maxwellian flux

Np 2 3 9 activity of fuel material irradiated in
a Maxwellian flux measured

average Np239 activity of fuel irradiated

X 2 in the lattice

average U fission product activity of fuel
irradiated in the lattice measured

or,

25 39

C = C A.(2.2.11)

(M ) b
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In earlier work at M.I.T., (W1), Eq. 2.2.11 was written:

A 25 A 39

C = M 9A A 5 STD (RSTD(t) (RLATt).
M )(b

(2.2.12)

The value of CSTD was calculated with the aid of Westcott's method of

averaging cross sections and with the known atom concentrations of the

fuel. Both RLAT(t) and RSTD(t) were measured in the exponential tank

with and without a lattice, respectively. This procedure required that

the determination of the two ratios be separated by as much as several

months. The irradiation times for both experiments should be the same

to ensure that the two ratios have the same time dependence. The ratios

are functions of time after irradiation because the U235 fission product

activity and the Np239 activity do not decay with the same time depend-

ence. For both ratios, aluminum alloy foils containing 9.8/o uranium by
235

weight enriched to 93.17 atom per cent U and depleted uranium foils

were used to measure the U fission product activity and the Np 2 3 9

activity, respectively.

The method of measuring C * has been modified extensively to

simplify the experiment, achieve higher precision, and avoid systematic

errors associated with the use of aluminum alloys inside the fuel rods

(see Section 3.2.3.1). By using the well thermalized flux in the cavity

sample tube instead of the exponential tank filled only with D20, the four

activities in Eq. 2.2.11 can be measured simultaneously. Regrouping

the terms in Eq. 2.2.11:

A25 A39
C= C* )(Afl = CSTD RN). (2.2.13)

(b M
*

The ratio CSTD is calculated as described after Eq. 2.1.12. The new

experimental ratios, which are not functions of time after irradiation

and do not require a specific irradiation time, permit much more

latitude in planning and performing the experiment.

The ratios were measured by irradiating a natural uranium foil

and a depleted uranium foil back-to-back inside a fuel rod in the
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exponential tank, and a natural uranium foil and a depleted uranium foil
239

back-to-back in the cavity sample tube. The Np activity of the

depleted uranium foils and the gross fission product activity of both the

depleted and the natural uranium foils are measured. Then the two

ratios are:

D39
R b (2.2.14)

N D 39'
H

and

NFP _ EN FP
b 1-E b

R= 1-ED b (2.2.15)

N FP _ N FP
H 1- eD) N

where the subscript H refers to the cavity or "hohlraum" sample tube.

The value of C * can also be obtained from the measured values of

P28 and 625 via the following relation (W1):

1 28

C 1+6 , (2.2.16)

SC

28

where 5 is the ratio of the U 238 capture rate in the fuel to the
2355235 f )SC

U fission rate in the fuel below the cadmium cutoff of about 0.4 ev.

2.2.2 Foil and Fuel Slug Fabrication

The foils used were made of 0.250-inch-diameter, 0.005-inch-

thick, natural and depleted uranium, respectively. The depleted

uranium had a measured atom concentration of 18 U235 atoms per

million U238 atoms (W3). Both the natural and the depleted uranium,

obtained from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, were of high purity

and no observable activities due to impurities were produced during

irradiation. Foils of both U 2 3 5 concentrations were fabricated in the

same manner.
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The materials from which the foils were made had a nominal

thickness of 0.005 inch. Foils of each enrichment were all punched

from the same original piece of uranium. The thickness of the foil

material was carefully measured with a micrometer and areas of the

material used to make detector foils were selected so that they were

free of fissures and surface defects and were of uniform thickness.

The foils were made with a modified commercial punch and die

set. The diameter of the foils should match the diameter of the fuel

as closely as possible. The punch was ordered slightly oversize; the

die, slightly undersize. The diameter of the punch was precision-

ground to match the diameter of the fuel. Then the die was opened up

by means of a tapered brass rod and lapping compound until a press

fit between the die and the punch was obtained. The uranium foils made

with this "zero clearance" punch and die set had no detectable burr.

As a foil was punched, it was clamped between the punch and a steel

rod extending through the die so that the foil would not become crowned

or dished by the punching process.

Each foil was weighed with an accuracy of about ± 0.02% on a high-

precision balance. The measured foil weights were plotted against the

measured foil thickness. The variation in foil weight was found to be

directly proportional to the variation in foil thickness. The foils were

arranged according to weight and placed in a plastic foil holder. The

foils were reweighed periodically because their weights gradually

decreased owing to the formation and loss of the oxide coating.

A set of fuel slugs with lengths varying from 0.020 inch to 10 inches

was made. The slugs were precision-cut with an alundum grinding wheel

from 0.250-inch-diameter, 1.027% U235 by weight, uranium rod. By

means of an appropriate combination of the fuel slugs and 0.005-inch-

thick, natural uranium shim foils, detector foils could be located at any

height, within 0.005 inch, inside a fuel rod. The variation of the flux for

a change in height of 0.006 inch is about 0.05% for the lattice with the

shortest relaxation length.
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2.2.3 Foil Arrangements

The microscopic parameters were measured by irradiating,

simultaneously, three sets of uranium detector foils. Each set consisted

of a natural uranium foil and a depleted uranium foil. Two of the foil

sets were irradiated in the exponential tank and one set was irradiated

in the cavity sample tube. In the exponential tank, one of the foil sets

was surrounded by 0.020-inch-thick cadmium.

A foil packet was made up for each set of foils placed in the expo-

nential tank. Each detector foil was sandwiched between two uranium

"catcher" foils, identical to the detector foil. The catcher foils prevent

U235 fission products produced in uranium of a differing enrichment

from reaching the detector foils. The three depleted uranium foils and

the three natural uranium foils were placed back-to-back between two

0.060-inch-thick fuel slugs or "buttons." The diameters of all of the

foils and the fuel buttons were matched as closely as possible. The foils

and fuel buttons were placed inside an 0.125-inch-long Teflon sleeve

with a wall thickness of 0.005 inch. At each end of this packet was placed

a 0.020-inch-thick "holder" foil to keep the Teflon sleeve in position.

The holder foils were made of Type 1100 aluminum for the bare detector

foil packet and of cadmium for the cadmium-covered detector foil packet.

The holder foils were 0.258 inch in diameter, 0.008 inch larger than the

diameter of the fuel or uranium foils, and 0.004 inch smaller than the

internal diameter of the aluminum cladding of the fuel rod. In some of

the experiments, the Teflon sleeves were replaced by sleeves of Mylar

tape and the 0.020-inch-thick aluminum holder foils were replaced by

0.020-inch-thick fuel buttons. The use of the two different sleeves pro-

duced no detectable differences in the results.

The foil assemblies were placed between two fuel slugs in a lattice

fuel rod. In the case of the cadmium-covered detector foil assembly, a

cadmium sleeve was positioned outside the 0.028-inch-thick aluminum

cladding of the fuel rod so that the mid-point of the cadmium sleeve was

located at the same height as the mid-point of the foil packet. The cad-

mium sleeve was formed by wrapping 0.001-inch-thick, 1-inch-wide

cadmium around the outside of the cladding twenty times to form a
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sleeve 0.020 inch thick and one inch long. A compressive force was

applied to the fuel inside the fuel rod to ensure that the foils were kept

tightly together. A schematic drawing of the foil arrangements in the

lattice is shown in Fig. 2.2.1.

The bare detector foils and the cadmium-covered detector foils

were usually irradiated at a height of 20 inches from the bottom of the

fuel region (the length of the fuel region was 48 inches) and in two dia-

metrically opposite fuel rods adjacent to the central fuel rod of the

lattice. Bare gold foils were placed in each fuel rod about 10 inches

above the uranium foil packets so that the flux at the uranium detector

foil locations could be monitored and normalized if necessary. The

gold monitor foils, prepared as described in Section 2.2.2, were

0.250 inch in diameter and 0.008 inch in thickness. Figure 2.2.2 shows

the fuel rod arrangements and detector foil locations.

The set of foils irradiated in the cavity sample tube had each

detector foil sandwiched between two foils identical to the detector foil.

The three depleted uranium foils and the three natural uranium foils

were placed back-to-back inside an aluminum sleeve 0.125 inch long

with a 0.005-inch-thick wall. The aluminum sleeve kept the foils aligned.

A 0.250-inch-diameter, 0.250-inch-long piece of polyethylene was placed

on each side of the foil stack. This foil packet was inserted into a 0.250-

inch-diameter hole drilled through a 0.500-inch-diameter, 6-foot-long

polyethylene rod. The packet was held in place by Mylar tape. The hole

in the rod was located so that, when the rod was fully inserted into the

sample tube, the foils would be 18 inches from the cavity end of the tube.

Figure 2.2.3 shows the foil arrangement.

2.2.4 Counting Methods

The depleted uranium detector foils were gamma counted for both

fission product activity and Np239 activity. The natural uranium foils

were gamma counted for fission product activity only. The counting was

done in an air-conditioned counting laboratory which had an electrical

circuit independent of the rest of the building to minimize the electrical

noise reaching the counting equipment.

The foils were fission product counted by the integral gamma-ray
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counting technique with a baseline equivalent to 0.72 Mev. Before being

counted, the foils were allowed to cool for about four hours so that the

23-minute U 2 3 9 activity formed could decay almost completely to Np

In its decay process, U239 emits a 1.2-Mev P ray. The cooling period

avoids the possible inclusion in the fission product counting of brems-

strahlung radiation associated with the 1.2-Mev p ray. The baseline of

0.72 Mev avoided the bremsstrahlung radiation arising from the 0.72-Mev
239

P ray emitted during the decay of Np . The equipment used to count the

fission product activity of the uranium foils consisted of a Baird Atomic

Model 815BL scintillation probe, a Baird Atomic Model 312A high voltage

supply, a Baird Atomic Model 215 linear amplifier, a Baird Atomic

Model 134 scaler, and a Baird Atomic Model 960 timer. The scintillation

probe contained a 1-3/4-inch-thick, 2-inch-diameter NaI(Tl) crystal, an

RCA 6342A photomultiplier tube, and a preamplifier. A schematic dia-

gram of the counting system is shown in Fig. 2.2.4. The counting system

was calibrated with the 0.47-Mev, 0.66-Mev and 0.84-Mev gamma rays

of Ir19 2 , Cs13 7 and Mn 5 4 , respectively. Each time the foils were counted,

the system was calibrated before and after counting to check for drift in

the electronics. The foils were counted between 4 and 12 hours after

irradiation was completed. After 12 hours, the activity of the depleted

uranium foils was generally too low to obtain statistically meaningful

counting results.
239

Before the depleted uranium foils were counted for Np activity,

the foils were permitted to Vpool" for at least four hours after completion

of irradiation to allow the U239 formed to decay into Np 2 3 9 . Therefore

the depleted uranium foils were Np239 counted for the first time after

the fission product counting had been completed. The 103-Kev peak in

the gamma-ray and X-ray spectrum of the Np239 was counted; this peak

is the result of a 106-Kev y ray of Np239 and the 99- and 100-Kev X rays

of Pu239 arising from the internal conversion of higher energy y rays of

Np239. The y-ray and X-ray spectrum of Np239 is shown in Fig. 2.2.5.

The counting system consisted of an integral detector unit containing a

1/2-inch-thick, 1-1/2-inch-diameter NaI(Tl) crystal and an RCA 6342A

photomultiplier, a preamplifier constructed by Mr. D. Gwinn, a Technical

Measurement Corporation Model HV-4A high voltage supply, and a
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Radiation Instrument Development Laboratory (RIDL) single-channel

spectrometer. The spectrometer consisted of an RIDL Model 30-19

amplifier, an RIDL Model 33-10 single-channel analyzer, and an RIDL

Model 49-25 combination scaler-timer, all mounted in an RIDL Model

29-1 chassis. Figure 2.2.6 is a schematic drawing of the counting

system. The lower limit of the analyzer window was set at an equiva-

lent energy of 84 Kev; the upper limit at 122 Kev. The 84-Kev gamma

ray of Tm170 and the 122-Kev gamma ray of Co57 were used to cali-

brate the window settings each time the system was used. In addition,

the Tm 1 7 0 and Co 57 y rays, along with the 103-Kev peak in the -y- and

X-ray spectrum of Gd153, were used to give a sensitive indication of

any drift during each counting session. Each set of foils was counted

in at least four counting sessions.

Either the Np 2 3 9 counting system or the fission product counting

system, whichever was convenient, was used to measure the activity of

the gold monitor foils. When the Np239 system was used, the 411-Kev

peak in the y-ray spectrum of Au198 was straddled with a window width

of approximately 60 Kev. When the fission product system was used,

the foils were integral counted with the base line set at the minimum

between the 411-Kev peak and its Compton edge. Figure 2.2.7 shows
198the y-ray spectrum of Au

2.2.5 Experimental Procedure

For each experiment performed to measure the microscopic

parameters, p 2 8 , C *, 625 and 628, the following procedure was used.

The uranium detector foils to be irradiated were chosen so as to have

minimum weight differences among themselves. The foils were cleaned

with acetone and mounted on aluminum planchets. The two counting
239

systems, the Np counting system and the fission product counting

system, were calibrated as described in Section 2.2.4. The natural

uranium foils were background counted on the fission product counting

system, and the depleted uranium foils were background counted on both

the fission product counting system and the Np239 counting system to

determine the natural and residual activities of the foils. An additional

natural uranium foil and an additional depleted uranium foil, both of

..........
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which had irradiation histories similar to those of the detector foils,

were also background counted. These additional foils were not irradi-

ated and were counted with the detector foils each time they were

counted after irradiation. This procedure provided a means of corre-

lating the measured natural and residual activities of the uranium

detector foils between the time the foils were background counted and

the times they were counted after irradiation.

The uranium detector foils together with the necessary gold

monitor foils were then loaded into the lattice fuel rods and the poly-

ethylene rod for the cavity sample tube as described in Section 2.2.2.

The polyethylene rod was inserted into the sample tube; the lattice fuel

rods were washed with acetone, rinsed with D20 and introduced into the

exponential tank through the glove box arrangement described in

Section 2.1. As a standard practice, twelve-hour irradiations were used

when a measurement of 628 was included in the experiment, because P(t)

in the experimental formulation of 628, Eq. 2.2.4, is a function of the

irradiation time. If 628 was not measured, the irradiation times used

varied from four hours to more than 24 hours, as was convenient for the

particular experiment. After the irradiation was completed, the lattice

was allowed to cool at least four hours before the fuel rods were removed.

This cooling period, which was necessary before the foils were counted,

also permitted the dose rates at the surface of the fuel rods to decay to

an acceptable level for handling purposes (about Ir per hour). After the

fuel rods and the polyethylene rod were removed from the exponential

tank and the cavity sample tube, the detector foils were unloaded and

cleaned with acetone; then each foil was remounted on the same alumi-

num planchet used to background count it before irradiation.

The fission product counting system was calibrated and all the

uranium detector foils were fission product counted from about six hours

to about 12 hours after completion of irradiation. The room background

of the counting system and the unirradiated control background foils were

counted several times during this period. The counting system was

recalibrated after the counting session was completed to check for drift

in the electronics.
239

The depleted uranium foils were Np counted as described in
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Section 2.2.4 once or twice a day for several days after irradiation. The

foils of each experiment were counted at least four times. Each time the

foils were counted, the room background of the counting system and the

control background foils were also counted.

The gold monitor foils were counted as described in Section 2.2.4.

The activities of the gold monitor foils were always within the experi-

mental error so that corrections to the uranium foil activities for differ-

ences in flux were not necessary.

2.2.6 Measurement of 628 by La140 Counting

The reference value of the fast fission ratio, 6* used to deter-
2'140

mine the function P(t), was measured by means of the La counting

technique developed by Wolberg et al. (W3). The experimental formu-

lation for 6* derived in Ref. (W31), is:

2 8'

6* =g2 EC-a r-S (2(2217)28 8 1-a*-r j' '2'

where P25 and 28 are the yields of La140 from the fission of U235 and

U 238, respectively, and

140
Db (2.2.18)

N140
b

The superscript 140 indicates that La140 activity was the measured

activity.

To measure the value of r, bare foil packets were constructed

and placed inside fuel rods in the exponential tank as described in

Section 2.2.3. Typical positions for the foils were near the central rod

radially and four to eight inches above the bottom of the fuel region

axially so that the foils would be irradiated in a relatively high neutron

flux. The foils were irradiated for about 100 hours and then allowed to

cool for about a week. This cooling period allowed the La 140, which

has a 40.2-hour half-life, to come into equilibrium with its precursor
140

Ba , which has a 12.8-day half-life, and also permitted other fission
140

product activity competing with the 1.60-Mev La gamma ray to

decay (W3).
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The La activity of the depleted and natural uranium foils was

measured by counting the 1.60-Mev gamma ray with a system which

consisted of an integral detector unit containing a 3-inch-thick, 3-inch-

diameter NaI(Tl) crystal and photomultiplier tube, a preamplifier con-

structed by Mr. J. Renner, a Baird Atomic Model 312A high voltage

supply, a Baird Atomic Model 215 linear amplifier and a Technical

Measurements Corporation Model CN-110 256 channel pulse height

analyzer containing a Model 210 plug-in unit. A diagram of the count-

ing arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.2.8. A small sample of La(NO3 3

which was periodically irradiated in one of the pneumatic sample tubes
140

of the MITR to produce 40.2-hour La , was used to calibrate the

system.

The detector foils were counted between one week and five weeks

after irradiation. It was found that 30-minute counting times for the

natural uranium foil and 300-minute counting times for the depleted

foils produced enough counts for acceptable counting statistics (10,000

or more total counts per foil). Before irradiation, both the depleted

and natural detector foils were background counted along with an addi-

tional depleted uranium foil and an additional natural uranium foil, both

of which had irradiation histories similar to those of the detector foils.

These additional or "control background" foils were not irradiated and

were counted each time the detector foils were counted after irradiation.

This procedure provided a means of correlating the measured natural

and residual activities of the uranium detector foils between the time

they were background counted and the times they were counted after

irradiation.
140The relative La activity of the depleted uranium detector foil

and the natural uranium detector foil were used to determine a value of

68 via Eq. 2.2.17. Three of the nine determinations of 68 were per-

formed by Mr. H. Bliss (B1). An identical set of detector foils in an

identical foil arrangement was irradiated in the same position as was

used to measure 628 to obtain a value of T(t) for that position. Then the

function P(t) was determined via Eq. 2.2.5. Once P(t) had been evalu-

ated, subsequent values of 628 were determined by measuring y(t) and

calculating 628 from Eq. 2.2.4.

P11""RO RIM IRMFORIP".
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2.2.7 Measurement of RAu in the Fuel

The average gold-cadmium ratio in the fuel, RAu, was measured

in the three lattices studied. The same foil arrangement as described

in Section 2.2.3 was used except that in each foil packet the uranium

foils were replaced with three 0.005-inch-thick, 0.250-inch-diameter

lead alloy foils containing 13.6% gold by weight. These Pb-Au foils

whose absorption and scattering properties closely matched those of the

fuel were prepared as described in Section 2.2.2. Inside the fuel rods,

the foil packets containing the Pb-Au foils were placed adjacent to the

foil packets containing the uranium foils for the microscopic parameter

measurements. The Pb-Au foils were counted with the gold monitor

foils as described in Section 2.2.4. The experimental procedure outlined

in Section 2.2.5 was followed.

1
2.2.8 p2 8 and RAu of a Single Rod in a - Flux

Both p 2 8 and RAu were measured for a single fuel rod irradiated

in the A epithermal flux of position 13 of the MITR (see Section 2.1). A

3-inch-long section of a lattice fuel rod was placed in a standard MITR

sample can and irradiated in the in-core sample thimble of position 13.

Both bare and cadmium-covered foil arrangements, which were the same

as those described in Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.7, were located in the middle

of the fuel rod sections. Figure 2.2.9 is a schematic drawing of the

sample can showing the foil packet and fuel arrangement. To ascertain

that both samples were irradiated in the same neutron flux, separate

irradiations were made with the samples in the same position. For each

run, a gold monitor foil was placed about three inches away from the

sample to provide a means of intercalibrating the neutron dose between

runs. The methods and experimental procedures for p2 8 and RAu
described in the preceding sections were used.

2.3 Measurement of the Intracellular Activation Distributions

The intracellular flux distribution was measured by using depleted

uranium foils, irradiated both bare and cadmium-covered, and by using

copper foils, both bare and cadmium-covered. The depleted uranium was
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used to determine the intracellular distribution of the neutron flux

captured by the U2 3 8 ; the copper was used to estimate the neutron flux
1 238

captured by the 1 portion of the U cross section.

Both the depleted uranium foils and the copper foils were 0.005

inch thick and 1/16 inch in diameter. All foils of one element were

punched from the same sheet of material with the same punch and die.

The foils were weighed with an accuracy of about ±0.1% on a high-

precision balance. The foils were arranged according to weight and

placed in a plastic foil holder. Foils for a particular experiment were

chosen so that the weight differences among them would be as small

as possible.

The experimental methods for intracellular traverses developed

by Brown et al. (B2) and Simms et al. (Si) were used. Inside the central

fuel rod, the detector foils were placed in 1/16-inch-diameter, 0.012-

inch-deep holes milled into the ends of 0.060-inch-thick fuel slugs. The

foils were shielded with 0.001-inch-thick aluminum or 0.002-inch-thick

Mylar tape to prevent the pickup of fission products. In the moderator,

0.012-inch-thick, aluminum foil holders were used for both the bare and

cadmium-covered foils. A typical holder is shown in Fig. 2.3.1. The

moderator holders were attached as shown in Fig. 2.3.2 to the three fuel

rods of the removable central cluster. Figure 2.3.3 is a schematic dia-

gram of the arrangement of the foil holders.

The activities of both the depleted uranium foils and the copper

foils were measured with a gamma-counting system coupled with a

Nuclear Chicago automatic sample changer, Model C-110B. The count-

ing system consisted of an integral detector unit containing a 1/2-inch-

thick, 1-1/2-inch-diameter NaI(Tl) crystal and an RCA 6342A photo-

multiplier tube, a Baird Atomic Model 312A high voltage supply, a

Baird Atomic Model 215 linear amplifier, a Baird Atomic Model 510

single channel analyzer, a Nuclear Chicago Model 186 scaler, and a

Nuclear Chicago Model 111B printing timer. A block diagram of the

system is shown in Fig. 2.3.4. The copper foils were counted by
64

straddling the 510-Kev peak in the y-ray spectrum of Cu with a window

width of 60 Kev.
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The depleted uranium foils were counted, as described in Section 2.2.4,
239

by straddling the 103-Kev peak in the Np oy-ray spectrum with the

lower and upper limits of the analyzer window set at 84 Kev and 122 Kev,

respectively.

2.4 Methods of Measuring Resonance Activation

In connection with one of the objectives of this work, which was to

seek new measurements to make and new methods of making existing

measurements in the area of interest, the investigation of the resonance

energy region was extended by irradiating several nuclides, which have

large resonance integrals, in the moderator of the 1.75-inch lattice and

measuring the resonance activity of these nuclides. The resonance

activity of a nuclide is that portion of its activity due to neutrons cap-

tured by resonances in the activation cross section of the nuclide. In

Chapter VI the resonance activities of these nuclides will be related to

the slowing-down density in the moderator which will then, in turn, be

used in a new approach to the calculation of the resonance escape proba-

bility, p. Other potential uses of the resonance activities, including the
238determination of the effective resonance integral of U , will also be

discussed in Chapter VI.

The measured activity of a nuclide, a, may be expressed as follows:

Aa = a a (E) O(E) dE + Ea /(E) 4(E) dE
E res fE 1vE ()

0 0
(2.4.1)

or

a a +Aa a res a (2.4.2)res 1/v [ res a 1/

where

RIaa = 0 aRIaes _ E ar (E) 4(E) dE , (2.4.3)

o (E) O(E) dE , (2.4.4)

0

and Ea is a factor containing the counting efficiency, nuclide concentra-
1 1tion, etc.; the subscripts res and - refer to the resonance and - portionsv v

.................. ---------- '. - , " , 1 - , - 1- ... - -- -------------------- .... .. ...
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of the activation; a is the 2200 meter per second activation cross

section; and the superscript, a, refers to the nuclide. The lower limit

E on the integrals in Eq. 2.4.1 will be zero in the case of a bare foil

and approximately 0.4 ev in the case of a cadmium-covered foil. Now,
1

if a second nuclide, b, which closely approximates a pure absorber so

that its resonance activity is negligible, is irradiated in an equivalent

position, then:

Ab =A /v = b0 4 1/v (2.4.5)

and, using Eqs. 2.44 and 2.4.5:

Aa =Aa a =Aa A Ab Aa Ab (2.4.6)
res 1/v Ab

1/v

If A a is negligible below about 0.1 ev, then the proportionality constant
res

a can be determined by irradiating the nuclides a and b in a pure

Maxwellian neutron flux.

Since it is difficult to measure accurately the absolute activity of

a nuclide, it is desirable to perform the irradiations in such a way that

only ratios of the relative activities for a particular nuclide need be

measured. This can be done by means of cadmium ratio measurements

or by making use of an auxiliary irradiation position. For irradiations

performed in the lattice in the exponential tank, the cavity sample tube

provided an ideal auxiliary position for the following reasons:

1. Both facilities (the exponential tank and the cavity sample tube)

have the same source of neutrons, and thus the ratio of the

neutron flux levels in the two facilities will be a constant for

all irradiations performed for a particular lattice.

2. Irradiations in both facilities are begun at the same time and

ended at the same time.

3. The energy spectrum in the cavity sample tube closely approxi-

mates a Maxwellian spectrum; the cavity sample tube can,

therefore, be used both for making the relative measurements

mentioned above and for determining the proportionality

constant a.
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4. The flux levels in the exponential tank and the cavity sample

tube are of the same order of magnitude so that activities of

the same order of magnitude will be obtained from simul-

taneous irradiations.

The activities of nuclides a and b irradiated in the exponential tank

and in the cavity sample tube can be expressed as follows:

Aa _ a RIa 4a + aa 4 (2.4.7)
b res o01/v)

Ab Eb ib (2.4.8)
b ioo1/v

Aa a a (2.4.9)
H OO H

Ab b (2.4.10)

where the subscript H refers to the cavity or "hohlraum" sample tube

and the subscript b refers to an irradiation of bare foils in the expo-

nential tank. Using Eqs. 2.4.7 to 2.4.10, we obtain:

RI a
Ab -a 0 Jres+4

b Aa
H OH

b
bA b

Rb _ b (2.4.12)
bAb 4HH

RAa - b = a res res (2.4.13)
b b res A a40J OHH

and thus:

0a Ra Ra Rb
res res _ b b (2.4.14)
OH (RIa (RIa

o or

If we now assume that the resonance integral of nuclide a is due to one

large narrow resonance at energy Ea, then we can assume that:

11PR I NMI T 1.1,
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4res = 4(E), (2.4.15)
res a

and Eq. 2.4.14 is then a measure of the neutron flux at energy Ea in the

lattice relative to the flux in the cavity sample tube. By irradiating

nuclides a and b in the exponential tank with cadmium covers and

assuming A a is zero below the cadmium cutoff, we get an expressionres
analogous to Eq. 2.4.14:

Aa Ab~c c

a A b a aOlres LA H~ Rars Rcs_ -A RI_ a_ _Res R -R c (2.4.16)

where the subscript c refers to an irradiation of cadmium-covered

foils in the exponential tank. The cadmium ratios of nuclides a and b

in the exponential tank furnish a third approach to attain 4 es. The

cadmium ratio of a in the exponential tank, R , is:

A a aIa a + a a
RL - R es 1/v,SC + a a 4/v,EC (2.4.17)

L A a RI a4)a +
c res 0o1/v,EC

where the subscripts SC and EC refer to the subcadmium and epicad-

mium portions of the spectrum. On rearranging terms, Eq. 2.4.17

becomes:

1(RI~aa-1 res + 1/v,EC
pa = (Ra-1) 0 (2.4.18)

L 1/v,SC

Analogously we can obtain the following expression for nuclide b:

pb = (R -1 1 , (2.4.19)
4 1Iv,SC

and, combining Eqs. 2.4.18 and 2.4.19:

pa ___ Pb _ _RI , (2.4.20)
1/v, SC
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or

a a b)res _ _Pi p . (2.4.21)
4 1/v, SC _R a

Thus Eqs. 2.4.14, 2.4.16, and 2.4.21 provide three methods to

obtain the relative resonance energy neutron flux at various energies

which can then be related to the slowing-down density at those energies,

or, knowing the relative flux, any of the three equations can be used to

determine the ratio which suggests a method of determining the
0 238

effective resonance integral of U in a lattice.

Both bare and cadmium-covered resonance detector foils were

irradiated in the moderator of the lattice in the exponential tank and,

simultaneously, identical foils were irradiated in the cavity sample

tube to provide a means of normalizing between runs and between differ-

ent foil materials. Since the epithermal flux spectrum in the in-core
1

sample thimble at position 13 of the MITR varies very nearly as ,

both bare and cadmium-covered foils were irradiated at that position

to serve as references to which measurements in the lattice could be

compared. From these irradiations, four ratios were measured for

each nuclide: the cadmium ratio, RR, in position 13 of the MITR; the

cadmium ratio, RL, in the moderator of the lattice; the ratio, Rb of

the bare foil in the lattice to the activity of the foil in the cavity sample

tube; and the ratio, Rc, of the activity of the cadmium-covered foil in

the lattice to the activity of the foil in the cavity sample tube.

In selecting suitable nuclides as resonance detectors to carry out

these resonance activation measurements, the following characteristics

were sought:

1. The ratio of the activation resonance integral to the activation

cross section at 2200 meters per second, y- , should be large
0 1

to maximize the resonance activity relative to the activation.

(If is 0,5, then the resonance activation will be equal to the
0 1

epicadmium - activation.)v

R"I"M MR 1"MOPIR MR111 M W,, 6 - M'' . M.11- 1-11- -P III . - - - , . 1'.. --- - -1 -1 . I"., . ".. -, , I I
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2. The resonance activation should be due almost entirely to a

single dominant resonance.

3. The resonance integral and the resonance cross section

parameters should be known.

4. Other isotopes should not produce significant competing

activities.

5. The half-life of the activity produced should be long enough

(about 1/2 hour, depending on the cross section and the iso-

topic abundance) to allow time to remove the foils from the

exponential tank and prepare them for counting before the

activity has decayed to too low a level to obtain acceptable

count rates.

6. The combination of cross section, isotopic abundance, and

half-life should be such that sufficient activity can be pro-

duced in the exponential tank to obtain suitable count rates.

The initial selection of the nuclides was made on the basis of the char-

acteristics 1 to 4. This group of nuclides was then irradiated in the

lattice to determine which nuclides satisfied the conditions 5 and 6. If

the dominant resonance of one or more acceptable nuclides had nearly

the same energy as the dominant resonance of another nuclide, only

one of the nuclides was selected. If the element containing a chosen

nuclide was not available or not acceptable (because of some of the

reasons listed below) in the uncombined form, compounds or alloys of

the element were chosen on the following basis:

1. The combining elements, if any, should not produce significant

competing activities.

2. The compound or alloy should not be harmful to the lattice

facility.

3. The compound or alloy should not be soluble in water.

4. If possible, the material should be inexpensive and readily

available.

The nuclides finally chosen for the measurements are listed with their

properties in Table 2.4.1. Sodium, which is also listed in Table 2.4.1,

has an extremely small resonance integral (only 3% of its epicadmium

M' 'M I



TABLE 2.4.1

Properties of Resonance Detectors

Resonance
Detector
Nuclide

Chemical
and

Physical Form

Natural
Elemental
Abundance

2200 m/s
Activation

Cross
Section,
o , barns

Ratio of Total
Resonance

Integral to -
TRI(a)

0

Peak Energy
of Dominant
Resonance

E , ev

Half-life

T 1 2

Active
Nuclide

Produced

In powder

3 w/o Au
in Al alloy

W powder

NH 3I powder

As 2 O 3 powder

Ga 2 O powder

NH 3 Br powder

MnO 2 powder

CuO powder

Na 2 CO 3 powder

(a)Data for the values of the
were obtained from Refs.

total resonance
(M2) and (P3).

integrals (which include the epicadmium 1/v contribution)
0

I-

In115

Au 1 9 7

W 186

I127

As 7 5

Ga7 1

Br81

Mn 5 5

Cu63

Na 2 3

95.84%

100%

28.7%

100%

100%

40%

49.4%

100%

69.1%

100%

155

98.8

35

7.0

4.3

5.1

3.3

13.2

4.5

0.5

12.8

15.8

10

18.6

8.56

2.94

18.7

1.17

0.98

0.515

1.457

4.906

18.8

20.5

47

95

101.2

337

580

2850

54m

2.7d

24h

25m

26.6h

14.2h

35.9h

2.68h

12.8h

15h

In11 6m

198

W1 8 7

I128

As 7 6

Ga72

Br 8 2

Mn 5 6

Cu64

Na.2 4

............. o unmWms m Mmmunimi ni MI' " ',, ll MIl -M IIMI
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activity is due to resonance activation) and it was used to approximate

a I detector. Since the activity of main interest was the epicadmium
v

activity, thin foils were used to minimize self-shielding and thus maxi-
1

mize the resonance activation relative to the - activation.

2.4.1 Foil Preparation

Foils of the alloy of three weight per cent gold in aluminum, which

were 0.0035 inch thick and 0.250 inch in diameter, were fabricated in the

same manner as were the uranium detector foils described in Section

2.2.3.

Foils of the powdered materials were made by dipping 0.250-inch-

diameter foils of Mylar tape in the powder to obtain a thin, uniform layer

of powder clinging to the adhesive side of the tape. The powder was

ground with a mortar and pestle to ensure that it was fine and uniform.

This foil was then sandwiched between two 0.375-inch-diameter Mylar

tape foils to seal in the powder. Figure 2.4.1 shows the construction

of the powder foils.

2.4.2 Foil Arrangements

In the exponential tank, the foils were irradiated both bare and

cadmium-covered. The cadmium box used for the cadmium-covered

foils, shown in Fig. 2.4.2, was made of 0.020-inch-thick cadmium. The

bare foils were contained in identical boxes made of 0.020-inch-thick

Type 1100 aluminum. Both types of boxes were made watertight by

sealing them around the edge with epoxy resin. The foils were positioned

in the moderator by means of foil holders of 0.012-inch-thick Type 1100

aluminum. For each material, both the bare and cadmium-covered foils

were irradiated at positions equidistant from the surrounding fuel rods,

in equivalent positions in the exponential tank at least 16 inches above

the bottom of the fuel region. Figure 2.4.3 shows the resonance detector

foil arrangement in the exponential tank.

In the cavity sample tube, bare foils of each material were attached

with Mylar tape to the polyethylene rod 18 inches from the end closest to

the cavity.

Standard MITR irradiation sample cans were used for the
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measurements performed in position 13. Separate cans were used for

the bare foils and the cadmium-covered foils; the can for the latter was

lined with 0.020-inch-thick cadmium.

2.4.3 Counting Methods

After irradiation, the gamma activity of the foils was measured

with the same counting setup, described in Section 2.2.6, used to measure

La140 activity. Each foil was counted several times and the decay of the

measured activity was checked to ensure that it had the proper half-life.

The foils were intercalibrated by irradiating foils of each material

simultaneously at the same position in the cavity sample tube and com-

paring the measured activities. The 256 channel analyzer of this system

eliminated the need for doing a time-consuming calibration for each

material and permitted examination of the gamma-ray spectra for the

presence of competing activities. During each counting session, room

background and a Co 6 0 source were often counted; counting the Co 6 0

provided a check for drift in the electronics.

2.4.4 Experimental Procedure

With the versatility, speed and ease of operation of the counting

system permitted by the multichannel analyzer, much more latitude in

planning and performing the experiments was permitted. Several

nuclides with similar half-lives were irradiated in one run; the irradi-

ation times ranged from about one hour for nuclides with short half-lives

to one week for nuclides with very long half-lives. Extra care in handling

the powder foils was exercised to keep them clean, since they could not

be cleaned with acetone.
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CHAPTER III

INVESTIGATION OF SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

Introduction

This chapter describes the investigations of systematic errors

associated with the experimental methods (described in Chapter II)

used to measure the microscopic parameters, p2 8 , C , 625 and 628'
First, the sources of systematic error are considered; then the methods

used and results obtained in each investigation are given. Finally, the

results of the error investigations are summarized and their relations

to the experimental methods of Chapter II are discussed.

3.1 Sources of Systematic Error

Corrections to compensate for common sources of systematic

error are made routinely. Such sources include counter dead time and

pulse pile-up, variation of foil weights and foil thicknesses, exponential

decay of activity, room background in the counting system, natural and

residual activities of uranium foils, different foil positions during

irradiations, etc. Other common sources of error, which cannot be

corrected for easily, are avoided if possible; some examples are

counter gain shift, photomultiplier fatigue, and variation in counting

arrangement.

There are, however, some "uncommon" sources of error which

are peculiar to the particular experiments being performed, and we

shall be mostly concerned with these. First, these sources must be

recognized. That this is not easy is indicated by the fact that "new"

systematic errors can be uncovered in such "old" experiments as the

measurements of p 2 8 or 628. Systematic errors which were once

neglected may become significant because of the higher precision

resulting from improvements in the measurements, or because of modi-

fications in the experiments such as changes in fuel rod size or U 2 3 5
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concentration of the fuel.

Systematic errors associated with the measurement of the micro-

scopic lattice parameters can be introduced by the following factors:

1. The measurements are not made in an equilibrium neutron

spectrum.

2. The neutron flux is perturbed by the introduction of "foreign"

experimental materials into the lattice.

3. The over-all counting efficiency varies from foil to foil.

4. Competing activities are present.

One of the aims of the present work has been to eliminate these errors

or to establish appropriate corrections where the sources of error can-

not be removed entirely.

3.2 Methods of Investigation

To determine which of the possible sources of error were signifi-

cant, all of the error sources considered were investigated experimentally.

When feasible, the effects due to factors that might introduce errors

were observed directly; otherwise, the effects were determined indirectly.

The investigation into the effect of the position in the lattice at which

measurements were made is an example of direct observation, while the

effect of a depression of the fast flux caused by the presence of cadmium

on the values of 625 and p2 8 is an example of an indirect determination.

3.2.1 Effect of Lattice Position

Values of microscopic parameters measured in an exponential

assembly are to be related to the values of the parameters in a critical

lattice. Although useful measurements can be made in neutron energy

spectra which are not characteristic of the critical lattice (P2), the

interpretation of the measurements is greatly simplified if they are made

in a characteristic or "asymptotic" spectrum, that is, one free of source

or edge effects.

The parameters, p2 8 , C, 625, and 6 28 were measured as functions

of position in the lattice to see if they were independent of position over

a significant portion of the lattice. The existence of a region of the lattice
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in which such independence is found is taken to mean that a satisfactory

approximation to an equilibrium or "asymptotic'' neutron energy spectrum

does indeed exist in the lattice. Axial and radial distributions of p2 8 , 625'
and 628 were determined in the 1.75-inch lattice and in the 2.50-inch

lattice. The distributions of 625 and 628 were measured by Mr. H. Bliss

(B1). The foil arrangements for these measurements were the same as

those described in Section 2.2.3. For the axial distributions, foils were

placed in two diametrically opposite rods adjacent to the central rod of

the lattice. The foil packets were separated by 4-inch-long fuel slugs

and were located at heights between 4 and 28 inches from the bottom of

the fuel region. For the radial distributions, foils were placed at a

height of 20 inches in rods adjacent to the central row of rods. Figure

3.2.1 shows the fuel rod and foil arrangements. The experimental pro-

cedure and the counting methods of Chapter II were followed.

The results of these measurements are shown in Figs. 3.2.2 to

3.2.7. The measured values of p 2 8 and 625 were constant axially

between 16 and 28 inches from the bottom of the fuel region and radially

from the center of the lattice to within four inches of the tank wall. The

constancy of these parameters over a large fraction of the volume of the

lattice indicates that the results may safely be assumed to be the same

as those that would be obtained in a critical assembly or actual reactor.

These results are consistent with the results of buckling measurements

in which the same values of the radial and axial bucklings were obtained

with different materials and with cadmium-covered foils (K2). The

results also agree qualitatively with the theory of small assemblies

developed by Peak et al. (P2) which predicted that the asymptotic region

would begin at a height of about 16 inches. Figures 3.2.6 and 3.2.7 indi-

cate that, within the experimental uncertainties, 628 is independent of

lattice position. This result is not surprising since 628 is mainly a "local"

effect; the spatial distribution of the fast neutron flux is nearly the same

as the thermal neutron distribution because the distance which fast

neutrons diffuse after originating from thermal fission is relatively

short (two to five inches).
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3.2.2 Effect of Cadmium

The use of cadmium can effect the results of the microscopic

parameter measurements in three ways. First, if the bare foils are

not placed far enough away from the cadmium, their activities will be

decreased by the depression of the thermal flux caused by the cadmium.

Second, the depression of the thermal flux will decrease the fast flux

(because there will be fewer fast neutrons from thermal fission) with

the result that the activity induced by fast neutrons in the cadmium-

covered foils will be decreased. Finally, the effect of the decrease in

the thermal flux may persist into the resonance flux; in addition, the

resonance flux may be perturbed by the displacement of moderator by

the external cadmium sleeve, and by the higher resonances of cadmium.

3.2.2.1 The Thermal Flux Depression

The extent of the thermal flux depression in a fuel rod caused by

the use of cadmium on an adjacent rod was investigated experimentally

in all three lattices studied. Axial traverses were made with bare foils

inside a fuel rod adjacent to another fuel rod which had a cadmium

sleeve 20 inches from the bottom of the fuel zone. The foils were spaced

four inches apart with one foil at the same height as the cadmium sleeve.

Each axial distribution was examined for evidence of a dip in activation

at the height of the cadmium sleeve. No effect was observed within the

limits of the experimental uncertainties, indicating that the presence of

one cadmium sleeve did not affect the total flux in a neighboring rod.

An axial traverse with bare gold foils was made in the central fuel

rod of the 1.75-inch lattice with two cadmium sleeves (one at 10 inches

and one at 14 inches from the bottom of the fuel region) on the six fuel

rods adjacent to the central rod. In this case, an effect was observed:

the activity of the gold foil in the central rod located at a height of 12

inches (equidistant from the 12 cadmium sleeves) was decreased by 2.576.

The decrease attributable to one cadmium sleeve is about 0.2%, which is

less than the estimated experimental uncertainties associated with the

microscopic parameter measurements. Since the bare foils were always

two rods away from a rod with a cadmium sleeve, a decrease in the

activity of the bare foils of 0.2% can be considered as an upper limit.
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3.2.2.2 The Fast Flux Region

The fast neutron flux was depressed within the cadmium-covered

uranium detector foils so that the activities produced by fast neutrons

in those foils were reduced. This reduction in the activities of the

cadmium-covered foils meant that the measured microscopic parame-

ters p 2 8 and 625 would be affected. The magnitude of the reduction in

the Np 2 3 9 activity and the U2 3 5 fission product activity of the cadmium-

covered foils was determined from estimates of the depression of the

fast flux in these foils and from calculations of the fractions of the epi-

cadmium activities which were due to fast neutron captures or fissions.

An estimate of the depression of the fast flux above the fission

threshold of U 2 3 8 (about 1 Mev) was made from measurements of the

ratio 6 which is defined as follows:

6 =U 238 fission rate in cadmium-covered fuel (3.2.1)
c U238 fission rate in bare fuel

or

U238 fission product activity of a cadmium-

6 covered uranium detector foil . (3.2.2)

c U 230 fission product activity of a bare
uranium detector foil

The fractional reduction of the fast flux in the cadmium-covered foils

was then (1-6 ). The value of 6c was calculated from the measured

fission product activities of the uranium detector foils used in the

measurement of 625 (see Section 2.2.1.3) by means of the following

relation:

D - (D )NFP
c E N c

6= . (3.2.3)

c D - N

Values of both 6 c and (1-6 ) which are listed in Table 3.2.1 show that the
238 c

U238 fission rate (and thus the fast flux) in the cadmium-covered uranium

detector foils was reduced significantly in all three lattices studied. The

reduction of the U238 fission rate within the cadmium-covered foils



TABLE 3.2.1

Effects of the Fast Flux Depression in the Cadmium-Covered Foils

Fraction of Epicadmium Fraction of Epicadmium

Rod Np 2 3 9 Activity Due to Fractional U2 3 5 F.P. Activity Due ductiona

Spacing Fast Neutrons, FN Reduction of to Fast Neutrons, FF of U2 3 5

(Inches) 6 c (1- 6 c Exp,. GAM-I Np 2 3 9 Activity Exp. GAM-I F. P. Activity

1.25 0.654 0.346 0.007 0.006 0.0024 0.015 0.010 0.0053

1.75 0.459 0.541 0.011 0.012 0.0058 0.020 0.019 0.011

2.50 0.274 0.726 0.018 0.018 0.013 0.029 0.030 0.021

IFTj Mili 111"Fl".11
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decreased as the rod spacing decreased because a larger fraction of the

fast neutrons reaching the foils were born in neighboring fuel rods

where the thermal fission rate was not appreciably depressed by the

cadmium.

The fractions of the cadmium-covered foil activities which were

due to fast neutron reactions were calculated both from experimental

results and from analytical results. As shown in Appendix E, the
239fraction FN of the N activity of a cadmium-covered foil due to fast

R28 235neutron captures is - 628 a.2 8 , and the fraction FF of the U fission
C

product activity of a cadmium-covered foil due to fissions by fast

1+62 25
neutrons is 28 2 . Analytically, the fractions F and

625 ) 8E 2
f FAST

FF were obtained directly from the output of the computer program
239

GAM-I (see Chapter V). The reduction in the Np activity of a

cadmium-covered foil is (1-6 )FN and the reduction in the U235 fission

product activity of a cadmium-covered foil is (1-6 c)F The results

are listed in Table 3.2.1. The reductions in Np 2 3 9 activities and the
235U fission product activities are within the experimental uncertainties

with one exception. The reduction of 1.3% in the Np 2 3 9 activity of a

cadmium-covered foil from the 2.50-inch lattice is more than the experi-

mental error of 0.5% for R2 8 in that lattice (which is directly proportional

to the activity of the cadmium-covered foil). For completeness, all the

values of p2 8 and 625 were adjusted to compensate for the reductions in

the activities of the cadmium-covered uranium foils.

3.2.2.3 The Resonance Flux Region

Two experiments were made to determine whether the presence of

cadmium perturbs the resonance flux.

First, microscopic distributions of the Np239 activity, induced in

cadmium-covered, 0.005-inch-thick, 0.0625-inch-diameter, depleted

uranium foils, were measured in the moderator between two bare rods

and between a bare rod and a rod which had a cadmium sleeve. A sche-

matic diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.2.8.
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The resulting distributions were practically the same, as shown in

Fig. 3.2.9.

Second, six 0.005-inch-thick, 0.250-inch-diameter, depleted

uranium foils were irradiated in equivalent positions (i.e., positions of

equal height and equal radius) in the lattice. The arrangement of the

cadmium-covered foils, described in Chapter II and shown in Fig. 2.2.1,

was used except that the natural uranium foils were omitted and the

cadmium sleeve length was varied from 0.25 inch to 1.5 inches. Two

types of cadmium sleeves were used, external and internal. An external

sleeve is one which is placed on the outside of the fuel rod cladding as

described in Section 2.2.3, and an internal sleeve is one where the cad-

mium sleeve replaces aluminum removed from the inside of the cladding.

The results are shown in Fig. 3.2.10; the data show no significant trend

compared to the experimental uncertainties. In addition, three different

cadmium sleeves were used for the microscopic parameter measure-

ments made in the 2.50-inch lattice: a 0.250-inch-long internal sleeve,

a 0.500-inch-long internal sleeve, and a 1.0-inch-long external sleeve.
238The reproducibility error (0.6%/) for the U cadmium ratio, R2 8 , in

that lattice was about the same as the reproducibility errors for R2 8 in

the 1.25-inch and 1,75-inch lattices in which only one type of sleeve was

used. Thus the values of R 2 8 obtained by using the three different cad-

mium sleeves were the same within the experimental errors, which indi-

cates that the use of the three different cadmium sleeves does not intro-

duce significant errors.

3.2.3 Effect of Foreign;Materials Within the Fuel

3.2.3.1 Thermal and Resonance Flux Regions

239.Figure 3.2.11 shows the intracellular distributions of Np

activity produced in 0.005-inch-thick, 0.0625-inch-diameter, depleted

uranium foils, bare and cadmium-covered. The epicadmium activity
238distribution shows that the U capture rate has a steep gradient at

the fuel rod surface. This steep gradient implies that at the rod surface

the angular neutron flux is peaked strongly toward the center of the fuel.
239Hence, the epicadmiuim Np activation of a uranium foil placed between
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two fuel slugs in a rod may be highly sensitive to any perturbation in the

rod surface. Such perturbations may include:

1. Misalignment among foils and between foils and fuel slugs;

2. Foils and fuel slugs having different diameters;

3. Burrs, chips, cracks, etc. on the edges of the foils or of the

fuel slugs;

4. Gaps among the foils and between the foils and fuel slugs

caused by tapered foils, crowned foils, unsquare fuel slug

ends, or a uranium oxide layer on the surface of the foils

or slugs;

5. Deviations due to the use of materials whose resonance cross

sections depart significantly from that of the fuel; such

materials are U 235, gold,aluminum or aluminum alloys, etc.

Special care was taken when preparing the foils and slugs to avoid

the perturbations associated with the types 1 through 4; for example,

Teflon sleeves were used to align the foils, and specially made foil

punches were used to prepare the foils.

Several experiments were made to determine the following effects,

which may be due to perturbations of type 5 above:

1. The effect of using aluminum catcher foils or aluminum alloy

detector foils;

2. The effect of substituting depleted or natural uranium for fuel

materials;

3. The effect on the detector foil activity due to the 0.020-inch-

thick aluminum holder foils.

These experiments, made in the lattice with the 1.75-inch spacing,

were:

1. Six bare, depleted uranium detector foils were irradiated in

similar positions with aluminum catcher foils ranging in thick-

ness from 0.001 inch to 0.040 inch.

2. Six cadmium-covered, depleted uranium detector foils were

irradiated in similar positions with aluminum catcher foils

ranging in thickness from 0.001 inch to 0.040 inch.
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3. Six bare depleted uranium detector foils were irradiated in

similar positions with depleted uranium catcher foils ranging

in thickness from 0.005 inch to 0.030 inch.

4. Six cadmium-covered, depleted uranium foils were irradiated

in similar positions with depleted uranium catcher foils

ranging in thickness from 0.005 inch to 0.030 inch.

5. Six bare, depleted uranium detector foils, with 0.005-inch-

thick depleted uranium catcher foils, were irradiated in simi-

lar positions with the aluminum holder foils ranging in thick-

ness from 0.020 inch to 0.060 inch in three rods and with no

aluminum present in the other three rods. Mylar tape was

used instead of the Teflon sleeves for this experiment.

The results are shown in Figs. 3.2.12, 3.2.13 and 3.2.14.

Figures 3.2.12 and 3.2.13 show that the presence of aluminum

catcher foils adjacent to either bare or cadmium-covered depleted

uranium detector foils perturbs the Np239 activity induced in the

detector foil; on the other hand, up to 0.0 30 inch of depleted uranium

used as a catcher foil does not significantly affect the Np239 activity of

either the bare or cadmium-covered detector foils. First- and second-

degree curves were fitted by least squares through each set of data; all

the lines had the same ordinate intercept when extrapolated to zero

catcher foil thickness to within 0.9% of each other; this difference is

within the experimental uncertainty.

The results show that the substitution of depleted uranium for fuel

does not perturb either the thermal flux or the resonance flux. The sub-

stitution of natural uranium for fuel causes a smaller perturbation than

the substitution of depleted uranium for fuel, as would be expected,

because less U is removed. Hence, neither the thermal flux nor the

resonance flux is perturbed by the presence of natural or depleted

uranium foils and neither the U235 fission product activity nor the Np 2 3 9

activity produced in these foils should be affected.

Figure 3.2.14 shows that the presence of up to 0.060 inch of alumi-

num with 0.065 inch of uranium separating it from the detector foil has
239no effect upon the Np activity of the detector foil.
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3.2.3.2 Fast Flux Region

Replacing fuel material with aluminum, depleted uranium, or

natural uranium reduces the thermal fission rate and thus the fast

neutron flux. The fission neutrons born in the immediate vicinity of a

foil comprise the most important source of neutrons causing fast

reactions in that foil. As indicated in Section 3.2.2, a relatively large
235

fast flux perturbation will not significantly affect the U fission pro-
239 238

duct activity or the Np activity. However, U fission product

activity will be affected to an extent directly proportional to any pertur-

bation of the fast flux. Only about 3% of the fission product activity of
238

a natural uranium foil is due to U fissions, so that the total fission

product activity of a natural uranium foil will be insensitive to pertur-

2338bations in the U 28fission rate. But more than 99% of the fission

product activity of a depleted foil is due to U238 fissions, so that the

fission product activity of a depleted foil will be affected to an extent

directly proportional to the perturbation of the fast flux within the foil.

The set of experiments described in Section 3.2.3.1 was also used

to investigate the effect of the presence of foreign materials within the

fuel on the measured fission product activity of a depleted uranium foil.

The fission product activity of each of the depleted uranium detector

foils was counted as described in Section 2.2.3. This portion of the

experiments was done by Mr. H. Bliss (B1). The results are plotted

in Figs. 3.2.15, 3.2.16, and 3.2.17.

The fission product activity of a depleted uranium foil is signifi-

cantly affected by the presence of non-fuel materials within the fuel

zone. The perturbations are larger than had been anticipated, but they

are of the same order of magnitude as those given by analytical formulae

derived by S. A. Kushneriuk (K4) to correct fast fission measurements

made at Chalk River.

As a consequence of these results, corrections to the fission pro-

duct activity of the depleted foil were developed. The corrections apply

only to the "single rod" portion of the activity since the fast flux due to

the neutrons born in neighboring rods is not perturbed. Thus, a differ-

ent correction factor is necessary for each lattice spacing. The experi-

ments described in the preceding paragraphs were made in the 1.75-inch
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lattice; and a correction factor to be applied to the U238 fission product

activities of the uranium detector foils used for 628 measurements in that

lattice was obtained directly from Figs. 3.2.17 and 3.2.19. Correction

factors, aL, for the 1.25-inch lattice, the 2.50-inch lattice, and the single
1.75

rod measurement were calculated from the correction factor, a , for

the 1.75-inch lattice via the following relation, which is derived in

Ref. (B1):

L 1.75_ ly1.75 t
aL = 1 + (a1.75)(YL(t) , (3.2.4)

where y1.75(t) and YL(t) are the perturbed measurements of y(t) (as

described in Chapter II) for the 1.75-inch lattice and the rod spacing
L

corresponding to a , respectively. The values of the correction factors

for the three lattices studied and the single rod measurement are listed

in Table 3.2.2.

TABLE 3.2.2

Correction Factors for the Fission Product Activity of Depleted
Uranium Foils Irradiated in the Foil Arrangement Shown in Fig. 2.2.1

Lattice Spacing Correction Factor

1.25 inch 1.08 ± 0.02

1.75 inch 1.09 ± 0.02

2.50 inch 1.10 ± 0.02

00 1.12 ± 0.02

3.2.4 Effect on Nonuniform Activity Distribution in the Detector Foil

As can be seen in Fig. 3.2.11, the distribution of epicadmium

Np 2 3 9 activity is strongly peaked at the surface of the fuel. The same
239

figure shows that the distribution of the subcadmium Np activity is

more nearly uniform. As a result of these two activation distributions,

the over-all counting efficiency may be different for the subcadmium

and epicadmium activities (A3). This difference in counting efficiency

can be caused by two effects. First, for a foil centered under a NaI (Tl)

crystal, a gamma ray emitted from the center of the foil will have a

191 '' , in 11.1-JIM" I - - _-- I .WWOPM, if M 11 MR. 11 R"MR.M"MI qe"01M " , .' - .- W W 1119,1.1 "
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higher probability of being counted than a gamma ray emitted from the

foil edge. Since the subcadmium Np239 activity has a large fraction of

its gamma rays originating near the center of the foil, the count rate

due to the subcadmium Np239 activity will be higher relative to the count

rate due to the epicadmium Np239 activity. Second, the Np 2 3 9 103-Kev

gamma ray is highly self-absorbed by the uranium foil, so that gamma

rays emitted through the edge of the foil will not be attenuated as much

as those emitted through the top surface of the foil. Since the epicadmium

Np239 activity is strongly peaked at the edge of the foil, a larger fraction

of the gamma rays due to epicadmium Np239 activity will reach the

crystal through the foil edge. Thus the over-all self-absorption effect
239will be smaller for the epicadmium Np activity. The count rate due

to the epicadmium Np239 activity will then be higher relative to the count

rate due to the subcadmium Np239 activity. The two effects act in opposite

directions and tend to cancel each other.

To investigate the extent of these effects, three different procedures

were used to determine the activities of several sets of foils. A set of

foils consisted of the bare and cadmium-covered depleted uranium foils

used for the p2 8 measurements. Two additional sets of foils were pre-

pared, each consisting of a cadmium-covered foil irradiated in the lattice

and a bare foil irradiated in the cavity sample tube, which provided a

direct comparison of the counting results from two extreme activity dis-

tributions. The distribution of the Np239 activity of the cadmium-covered

foil irradiated in the lattice was strongly peaked at the edge of the foil

and the distribution of the Np 2 3 9 activity of the bare foil irradiated in

the cavity sample tube was uniform. On the other hand, the bare foils

irradiated in the lattice contained both types of activity distributions, so

that when their counting results were compared to the counting results

for the cadmium-covered foils, any differences among the three counting

procedures would not be as large.

The three different counting procedures were:

1. The distance between the NaI(Tl) crystal and the foils was

varied from 0.5 inch to 2.5 inches.

2. The radiation emitted by the foils was collimated by a

5/16-inch-diameter hole through 2-inch-thick lead so that
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all the gamma rays reaching the crystal would have the same

detection efficiency and the solid angle permitting gammas to

reach the crystal through the edge of the foil would be negli-

gible.

3. The foils were homogenized by dissolving them in nitric acid

to form identical solutions. Equal amounts (aliquots) of the

solutions were then counted.

The results are listed in Table 3.2.3 and shown in Fig. 3.2.18.

There is no significant difference among the results obtained with the

three different procedures compared to the experimental uncertainties.

TABLE 3.2.3

Effect of the Counting Method Used
on the Ratios of the Np 2 3 9 Activity of Different Foils

Distance from Average Value of R 2 8
NaI(Tl) Detector

(Inches) (1.75" Lattice)

0.5 3.311 ± 0.019 (±0.57%)

2.5 3.344 ± 0.024 (±0.72%)

oo (Pb collimator) 3.266 ± 0.039 (i 1.2%)

oo (HNO 3 solu.) 3.332 ± 0.027 (±0.81%)

(a)These values do not include flux perturbation corrections.

3.2.5 Effect of Fission Product Activity on Np Counting

235
The highly depleted uranium foils, containing 18 ppm U , were

used so that the fission product activity produced in them would be

negligible compared to the Np activity produced. This was checked

experimentally. The measured activity, M, of an irradiated uranium

foil can be expressed as follows:

M = (1-E)A39 + (1-E)A28 + EA25 (3.2.5)

where E is the U235 atom fraction of the uranium foil, the A's refer to

the activities induced in the foil, and the superscripts 39, 28, and 25
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refer to Np239 activity, U238 fission product activity, and U235 fission

product activity, respectively. If the activity of three uranium foils,

each with a different but known enrichment is measured, an equation

similar to Eq. 3.2.5 can be written for each foil, yielding three equations

with three unknowns: A 3 9 , A2 8 , and A2 5 . The fraction of any one of the

constituent activities compared to the total activity of any one of the foils

can then be determined. The fractions of the measured Np 2 3 9 activity of
28 25

a depleted uranium foil due to the competing activities, A and A ,

were calculated from the measured activities of depleted, natural, and

fully (93%) enriched uranium foils. This was done for both bare and

cadmium-covered foils irradiated in the 2.50-inch lattice. The results

are listed in Table 3.2.4.

TABLE 3.2.4

Percentage of Depleted Foil Activity
During Np 2 3 9 Counting Due to Fission Products

Competing Activity Cadmium Foil Bare Foil

U238 f.p. 0.1% 0.20%

U235 f.p. ~0 0.03%

Total f.p. 0.1% 0.2%

The results show that fraction of the measured Np239 activity of a

depleted uranium foil due to fission product activity is negligible com-

pared to the experimental uncertainties.

3.2.6 Effect of Variation in Foil Thickness

The 103-Kev gamma ray which is counted to measure the Np239

activity is highly self-absorbed in the foil with the consequence that

variations in the foil thickness will affect the count rate due to the

Np239 activity. Thus the measured Np239 activity of the depleted

uranium foils must be corrected for differences due to the self-

absorption.

.1 MR W4.1 101", IN IP, M, I rw I I - "I"" Imp"" "m ''.
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The procedure used by Weitzberg et al. (W1) was followed. The

average value of the transmission probability, T, of a gamma ray

originating in a foil of thickness t is:

T = - 1-e ) (3.2.6)
a-t

where a is the attenuation cross section. Since the weight of each foil

was found to be directly proportional to its thickness, Eq. 3.2.6 can be

rewritten:

T =-(-1-e-PW), (3.2.7)

where p is the mass attenuation coefficient and W is the foil weight.

The value of p was obtained by a transmission experiment. The

Np239 activity of an irradiated depleted uranium foil was cQunted as

described in Section 2.2.4. The counting procedure was repeated,

successively, with shields of unirradiated depleted uranium varying in

thickness from 0.005 inch to 0.030 inch placed between the irradiated

foil and the NaI(Tl) crystal. The measured activities were plotted

against the shield thickness as shown in Fig. 3.2.19. The value of p is

given by the slope of the curve at the ordinate intercept and was found
-1

to be 0.004182 ± 0.000015 mg .
239

The self-absorption correction to the Np activity of the

depleted uranium foils was combined with the foil weight correction.

The combined multiplicative correction factor normalized the activity

of each foil to the activity of a foil with an arbitrary standard weight

of 76 mg. The combined correction factor is:

W 0.272 (3.2.7)

The IBM 7094 of the M.I.T. Computation Center was used to compile

tables of the combined correction factor for foil weights ranging from

60 mg to 80 mg.

3.3 Summary of the Results of the Investigations of Errors

An equilibrium spectrum exists axially between heights of 16

inches and 28 inches and radially out to within four inches of the lattice

I P'11qMT)11.W"P I I " 11 1 1 P R 11 1 IT 11 111PI RPRIMPRPM, I I . M
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tank wall. Since all microscopic parameter measurements were made

within these limits, the results should be characteristic for the lattices

studied; that is, they sIgould correspond to the results that would be

obtained in critical assemblies.
239

The use of cadmium had no significant effects on the Np activity

of the cadmium-covered foils. The thermal flux perturbation due to a

single cadmium sleeve was not detectable in an adjacent fuel rod. Since

the cadmium-covered foil and the bare foil were always separated by

two lattice cells, the thermal flux perturbation at the bare foil was prac-

tically zero. A depression of the fast flux in the cadmium-covered foils

affected a slight reduction in both 625 and P28; however, for all but one

value of p2 8 (for the 2.50-inch lattice), the effects were within the experi-

mental uncertainties.

The use of depleted uranium, natural uranium, and aluminum within

the fuel rod as shown in Fig. 2.2.1 produces a significant perturbation

only in the measurement of 628* A reduction in the fast flux caused by

the displacement of fuel material depresses the fission product activity

of the bare, depleted uranium foil. Corrections to be applied to the

depleted foil fission product activity have been developed to compensate

for this effect.

No effect due to the nonuniform Np239 activity distributions in the

depleted foils was observed during Np counting. Also, no significant

fission product activity was present during Np239 counting of the depleted

uranium foils.

Some aspects of the methods used to measure p28, C , 625 and 628
were a direct result of these error investigations. An attempt was made

to consider all possible sources of systematic error. Those which were

found to be significant were eliminated or corrections were developed to

compensate for them.

.Awkk 4'1 - I _ 11- .11 - "I'll" - - 111 .... ......
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Introduction

The results given in this chapter have been corrected only for

perturbations associated with the experimental method or technique.

Examples of such perturbations are depression of the neutron flux by

the experimental materials or reduction of the measured count rates

by counter dead time. Analytical adjustments or corrections, such as

corrections for neutron leakage, have not been applied; analytical

corrections and interpretations are made and discussed in Chapter VI.

A discussion of the methods used to reduce the raw counting data pre-

cedes the presentation of the final experimental results.

4.1 Methods of Data Reduction

Corrections for each of the following items were made, where

applicable, to each count of each detector foil:

1. Room background;

2. Natural and residual activities;

3. Decay of activity between or among the foil counts to be

used to calculate a ratio;

4. Decay of activity during counting;

5. Counter dead time and pulse pile-up;

6. Foil weight and thickness or intercalibration;

7. Axial and radial position in the exponential tank.

These corrections were applied to the raw counting data for the intra-

cellular activation distributions, and to the raw counting data for the

measured fission products of the uranium detector foils by means of

computer programs written for the IBM 7094 of the M.I.T. Computation

Center. The experiments for the intracellular activation distributions

NRF11 11R" . .
W , . I . , - qmmm WIR lp 'MWIN
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involved a large number of foils and hence a large number of calcula-

tions; the program ANA, described in Appendix C, was therefore used

to analyze the data for these experiments.

The decay of the fission product activities of the uranium detector

foils is a complicated sum of exponentials, and a special technique had

to be developed to correct for the decay of the activity between foil

counts. A polynomial was fitted by the least squares method to the

corrected foil activities as a function of the time at which the activities

were measured, and then the polynomial coefficients obtained by this

fitting were used to determine relative foil activities at the desired

common times. The values of 628 and 625 were calculated by means of

the computer program PEG, written by J. Wolberg and described in

Ref. W$. The computer program LSQ-4D, described in Appendix C,

was used to aid in the determination of values of R F which were then

used to calculate values of C . All the results involving fission product

activities were found to be insensitive to the degree of the polynomial

used, and also insensitive to the functional relation chosen for example

A as a function of t, or ln A as a function of t, or ln A as a function of

ln t, where A is the corrected fission product activity and t is the

time at which the activity was measured.

The general method used to determine an experimental value of a

ratio of foil activities was as follows:

1. A value of the ratio was determined for each set of counts for

each set of foils;

2. For each foil set, the values of the ratio for each set of counts

were averaged by weighting each result with its uncertainties

as estimated from the counting statistics for each set of

counts;

3. The values of the ratio for each foil set were averaged to

obtain a final average value of the ratio. The uncertainty due

to counting statistics were approximately equal; hence, the

final value is taken as an unweighted average.

4. The standard deviation of the average value of the ratio was

computed and is the uncertainty assigned to the values of the

ratios; hence, this uncertainty includes experimental

111 1 11 '1 , W" W , lom m "Im I 1 11 .1 R1. I R. .1 1. 1-1 - -_'_--'_'_
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uncertainties such as foil positioning as well as counting

statistics.

4.2 Results

The values of p28, C, 625' 628 and pAu obtained for the three
235lattices studied, containing 0.250-inch-diameter, 1.03 w/o U fuel

rods, the values of p28 and pAu for a single rod in position 13 of the

MITR, and the value of 628 for a single rod in the exponential tank, are

listed in Table 4.2.1. In Fig. 4.2.1, the values of p28, obtained during
235the present work for 1.03 w/o U , 0.25-inch-diameter fuel rods, are

compared to the values of p28 for 1.14 w/o U 235, 0.25-inch-diameter

fuel rods measured by Peak et al. (P 2) in the M. I. T. miniature lattice

and to the values of p28 for 1.0-inch-diameter, natural uranium fuel

rods. The three sets of results seem to show the same trends; the

comparison will be discussed in more detail in Chapter VI.
*

Figure 4.2.2 compares the results of the C measurements

obtained with the two different experimental methods discussed in

Section 2.2:

C C N (2.2.13)

and

6258
1 + P2 Ea8

C = -- . (2.2.16)1 +6 25)25 E fS
SC

The results differ by about two per cent. Although this discrepancy is

smaller than the uncertainties associated with the values of the cross

sections used in Eqs. 2.2.13 and 2.2.16, it seems to be systematic in

that the results obtained from Eq. 2.2.13 are consistently lower. The

difference between the two methods is in the way in which the measured

activities are related to relative reaction rates; this is done by form-

ing the ratio of the relative reaction rate of a foil as calculated by

THERMOS to the measured activity of the foil. In Eq. 2.2.13, this

normalization is by means of the activity of a foil irradiated in the well

thermalized neutron flux in the cavity sample tube; in Eq. 2.2.16, the

"""PORI I, IF'



Measured Microscopic Parameter Data (a)

C
Rod Volume (Equation (Equation

Spacing Ratio (b) c (d) ()2 - e
(Inches) Vm/V R28 P2 8  2.2.13)'' 2 .2 . 16 )(c) Average 6 25 62 8(d) PAU B cm

1.25 25.9 2.183 0.8453 0.7919 0.8137 0.8028 0.0525 0.0274 0.452 0.001195

±0.010 ±0.0071 ±0.0020 ±0.0075 ±0.0064 ±0.0100 ±0.0012 ±0.000023

1.75 52.4 3.287 0.4373 0.625 0.6436 0.6345 0.0310 0.0217 0.244 0.001200

±0.016 ±0.0031 ±0.016 ±0.0032 ±0.0076 ±0.0013 ±0.0007 ±0.000018

2.50 108.6 5.402 0.2272 0.5467 0.05544 0.5506 0.0188 0.0183 0.147 0.000907
±0.029 ±0.0014 ±0.0028 ±0.0018 ±0.0022 ±0.0023 ±0.0007 ±0.000020

Single - - - - - - 0 . 0 1 3 0 (g) -

Rod ±0.0005

Pos.#13f) 00 2.93 0.521 - - - - 0.275 -

oftRe ±0.06 ±0.016

(a) The uncertainties are the standard deviations of the mean of two or more determinations.
(b) The value of CSTD, 0.4569, was calculated from THERM9S results for a simulated cavity.

(c) The values of (E8 25 used were obtained from THERMOS results and are listed in Table 5.4.1.

(d) Results include measurements made by H. Bliss (B1).

(e) Results of Harrington (H8), Kim (K2), and F. Clikeman et al. (C2).

(f) The values quoted are an average of measurements made at heights of 14.5 inches and 21.0 inches
above the bottom of the sample thimble.

(g) Preliminary results from measurements made by Olsen (01).
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normalization is by means of the subcadmium activity of a foil in the

lattice. Thus, the systematic difference is probably due either to the

calculated relative reaction rates obtained from THERMOS or due to

a systematic error associated with the measured activities. Recent

investigations of the counting systems indicate that the most likely

source of error seems to be the measured U2 3 5 fission product activi-

ties because of the relatively high activity of the natural uranium foil

irradiated in the cavity sample tube. The relatively high activity of

this foil may have reduced the gain in the photomultiplier tube slightly,

which would result in a lower count rate for that foil and thus a lower

value of C . Further studies of this effect are recommended as dis-

cussed in Chapter VII.

The reproducibility errors in the values of C obtained by

Eq. 2.2.13 decreased chronologically from 2.6% to 0.5% to 0.25% for

the 1.75-, 2.50-, and 1.25-inch lattices, respectively. This increase in

the precision reflects the improvements made in the technique as suc-

cessive measurements were made. The uncertainty of 0.25% finally

attained for this method is a large improvement over that of about 2%

associated with the techniques used in earlier work (W1).

The effectiveness of the many small changes made in the experi-

mental arrangements, technique, and procedure are also shown in the

decreased scatter in the R 2 8 measurements, which is about 0.5% for

the results of the present work compared to about 1.0% for the results

from earlier work at M.I.T. (Wi).

Figures 4.2.3, 4.2.4, and 4.2.5 show the results of the intracellular
239Np activation distributions obtained with depleted uranium foils

irradiated bare and cadmium-covered in the 1.25-, 1.75-, and 2.50-inch

lattices, respectively. The epicadmium Np 2 3 9 distributions all show

the same fractional change in activity between the edge of the cell and

the center of the fuel rod. This may indicate that the extent to which

neighboring rods shield each other in the resonance energy'region is

not significant. In Figs. 4.2.6 and 4.2.7, the activation distributions

obtained with bare and cadmium-covered copper foils are shown-for the

1.25- and 1.75-inch lattices. The distributions obtained with bare and

cadmium-covered gold foils, measured by Simms (Si) and Clikeman et
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al. (C 2), are shown in Figs. 4.2.8, 4.2.9., and 4.2.10 for the 1.25-, 1.75-,

and 2.50-inch lattices, respectively. The epicadmium copper and gold

distributions are both flat in the moderator, and both distributions have

about the same fractional change between the edge of the cell and the

center of the fuel rod. Approximately half of the epicadmium copper

activity is due to a resonance at 580 ev. In view of these observations,

it seems reasonable to assume that the neutron flux in the resonance

energy region is spatially flat in the moderator except at energies cor-
238

responding to the U resonances. The preliminary results of the

intracellular distributions of the U fission product activity, as

measured with depleted uranium foils by Woodruff (W4) in the 1.25-,

1.75-, and 2.50-inch lattices, are shown in Figs. 4.2.11, 4.2.12, and

4.2.13. Although these results are not final and will probably be cor-

rected, their accuracy is sufficient for the purposes for which they will

be used in the present work (see Chapter V). The results show that, as

the rod spacing is decreased, the flux peaking in the fuel rod decreases,

which is indicative of the increased interaction effect in the high energy

region in the tighter lattices.

The results of the resonance activation measurements in the 1.75-

inch lattice and at position 13 of the MITR are listed in Table 4.2.2. The

experimental values of the resonance activation integrals were obtained

by means of Eq. 2.4.20 and with the results of the measurements made
1in the R spectrum at position 13 in the MITR; the known resonance

integral of gold was used as a standard. Some of the measured resonance

integrals were found to differ significantly from the values reported in

the literature. Two examples are As and Ga whose resonance inte-

grals were found to be larger than the reported values. This discrepancy

cannot be due to self-shielding in the foil, because this effect would act in

the opposite direction. The ratios RF and RN are defined in the same

manner as the ratio Rb; that is, the activity of a foil irradiated bare in

the lattice to the activity of a foil irradiated bare in the cavity sample
238

tube. Hence, RF and RN are equal to the values of Rb for U capture

in the fuel rod and U2 3 5* fission in the fuel rod, respectively. By means
of R R238 235

of RF RN' P28, and 625, the values of Rc for the U capture and U

fission in the fuel rod were also determined. The values of R and Rc

................ ................ ............
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TABLE 4.2.2

Resonance Activation Data

Resonance Integral
Ratio RI/ a

Peak Energy Measured Activation Ratios Reported
of Dominant Value,
Resonance, Measured Refs. (M2)

Nuclide E0, ev RL Rb Rc Rres R(a) Value and (P3)

In 1.46 2.91± 0.01 0.158±0.003 0.0546±0.0055 0.0435±0.0057 6.17 8.0 12.3

Au 4.9 2.41± 0.09 0.228±0.021 0.0944±0.0047"0.0985±0.0049 3.80 1 5 . 3(assumed 15.3
value)

W 18.6 2.74± 0.02 0.184±0.013 0.0672±0.0054 0.0629±0.0056 4.74 11.3 9.5

As 47 2.51± 0.01 0.188±0.006 0.0745±0.00450.0684±0.0047 4.30 12.9 8.1

Ga 95 3.52 ± 0.07 0.196±0.030 0.0557±0.0078 0.0634±0.0080 6.21 8.0 2.4

Br 101 2.05 ± 0.02 0.246 ± 0.015 0.1202 ± 0.0084 0.1203 ± 0.0086 3.38 18.1 18.2

Mn 337 21.4 ± 4.1 0.118 ± 0.011 0.0059 ± 0.0024 0.0037 ± 0.0026 28.0 1.15 0.67

Na 2850 62 ± 19 0.123 ± 0.009 0.0022 ± 0.0004 assumed 0 95.0 assumed 0 ~10

238U 283.306 ± 0.013 0.1982 ± 0.0005 0.0600 ± 0.0003 0.0570 ± 0.0004 - -

235- 33.2± 1.7 0.1408 ± 0.0041 0.0042 ± 0.0002 assumed 0

(a) Measured at the bottom of the sample thimble at position 13 of the MITR.

(b) For foil irradiated in center lattice at height of 20 inches above the bottom of the fuel region. 0
wD
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listed in Table 4.2.2 have all been normalized to the values of the ratios

which would be obtained if the foils in the lattice were irradiated in the

central fuel rod at a height of 20 inches above the bottom of the fuel

region. The values of the axial and radial bucklings, as measured by

Clikeman et al. (C2), were used to correct the activities of the foils

irradiated in the lattice to this standard position.

The values of the resonance activation of each nuclide, Rres, are

the average of the values determined by means of Eqs. 2.4.13 and 2.4.16.

To calculate R for the nuclides irradiated in the moderator, the
res

sodium activation data were used as those of a -y detector and, in the fuel

rod, the activation data from the fission of U2 3 5 were used as those which
1

would be obtained for a - detector.v
The uncertainty of most of the resonance activation data is of the

order of 5 to 10 per cent. Although this precision is only fair, it is suf-

ficient to show the feasibility of the experimental methods described in

Section 2.4 (see Section 6.3). The resonance activation measurements

in the moderator have the advantage that many sources of systematic

errors which are significant for foils irradiated inside the fuel rods are

not present, and therefore it is expected that measurements can be made

with uncertainties equivalent to or better than that found in the measure-

ment of C (of about 0.25%).
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CHAPTER V

THEORETICAL METHODS AND RESULTS

Introduction

This chapter treats the theoretical methods used to calculate the

analytical quantities, such as spectrally averaged cross sections and

relative reaction rates, necessary for the analysis and interpretation

of the experimental results given in the preceding chapter. These ana-

lytical quantities were obtained from the output of two computer pro-

grams: THERMOS, which calculates the spatial and spectral thermal

neutron distribution, and GAM-I, which calculates the homogeneous

epithermal neutron spectrum.

5.1 THERMOS

The computer program THERMOS, developed by H. C. Honeck(H6,

H7, H8), solves numerically the integral transport equation for the rela-

tive scalar neutron density as a function of position and velocity. The

program also calculates spectrally averaged reaction rates and cross

sections as functions of position. Up to 30 thermal velocity groups, 20

space points and 10 nuclides in five mixtures can be used in a one-

dimensional slab or cylindrical arrangement with either a reflecting or

vacuum boundary condition. Ten additional nuclides can be used for edit

purposes. The program was used with the reflecting boundary condition

to make calculations for infinite assemblies of lattice cells correspond-

ing to the three lattices studied during the course of the present work.

Simms et al. (S1) have shown that the use of the infinite-lattice THERMOS

code for the finite exponential experiments introduces only negligible

errors.

Two basic assumptions made in THERMOS which might affect its

results are isotropic scattering and the reflection condition of the cell

edge in which the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection.

49WW.&W.M
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Earlier work at M.I.T. by Brown et al. (B2) and Simms et al. (Si) has

shown that these assumptions can significantly affect the results. The

assumption of isotropic scattering is most likely to introduce signifi-

cant errors when light elements such as hydrogen or deuterium are

used. A first-order correction for anisotropic scattering was made by

multiplying the diagonal elements of the hydrogen and deuterium

scattering kernels by 1 -Po (B2, Si), where p 0 is the average cosine of

the scattering angle; the use of these modified scattering kernels

yielded results which agreed satisfactorily with experimental results

(B2, Si). The reflection condition at the cell boundary may lead to

serious errors in "tight" lattices arising from the assumed cylindri-

calization of the unit lattice cell, as in the case of the Wigner-Seitz

cell approximation. A "tight" lattice is one in which the cell dimen-

sions are small in terms of neutron mean free paths. Modified one-

dimensional THERMOS calculations, in which the usual equal-angle

reflection condition at the cell boundary is replaced by an isotropic

reflection condition, have been shown to give good results (H10, Si),

that is, results in agreement with both experimental results and the

results of two-dimensional THERMOS calculations. In the latter, the

cylindrical cell approximation is not made and the actual hexagonal

cell is treated.

The type of energy exchange kernel used in THERMOS is optional;

the Nelkin-Honeck kernel (H9) was used for D 20, the Nelkin kernel for

H 2 0 (N1), and the free gas kernel was used for all other nuclides. An

analytical study by Simms et al. (Si) indicated that the details of the

kernel are not important for the D 2 0 lattices studied. A unit "1"

slowing-down source of neutrons is assumed in THERMOS; for the

three lattices studied, this assumption is valid because the calculated

neutron flux spectra for the three lattices exhibit a " energy depend-

ence in the upper velocity groups. As in earlier work at M.I.T. (P2,

B2, Sl), the results of the THERMOS calculations were found to be

insensitive to the spatial distribution of the slowing-down source and,

for simplicity, a spatially uniform source was used for all calculations.

Calculations were made with the method developed by Simms et al. (Si)

in which the loss of neutrons due to radial leakage was simulated; the
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same technique was used to simulate the axial leakage. Neither the

radial leakage nor the axial leakage had a significant effect upon the

spectrally averaged relative reaction rates and cross sections. Hence,

in calculations for finite assemblies, it should be valid to include the

effects of thermal neutron leakage by multiplying the relative reaction

rates calculated for the infinite lattice cell by the thermal nonleakage

probabilities.

The good agreement between the THERMOS results and experi-

mental results (B1, Si) indicate that the neutron distributions calcu-

lated by THERMOS are an excellent approximation of the actual distri-

butions. The factors which limit the accuracy of the calculations are

most likely the uncertainties in the input data such as the nuclide cross

sections and the nuclide concentrations. The input data used for the

THERMOS calculation are given in Appendix D.

5.2 GAM-I

The computer program GAM-I, developed at General Atomic and

described in Ref. (J1), solves the one-dimensional, energy-dependent

transport equation in either the B or P I spherical harmonics approxi-

mation for the spatially averaged relative neutron flux and current

spectra in the neutron energy range between 0.414 ev and 10 Mev. The

numerical solution of the set of B or consistent P 1 equations is based

on a 68 lethargy group structure for this neutron energy range. The

program also calculates up to 32 broad group, spectrally averaged cross

sections and can optionally calculate the age of an infinite homogeneous

medium by the moments method. Many approximations are associated

with the solution of the equations (G1) and, although no effort will be

made to evaluate all of them, a few merit comment since they affect the

input data and the use of the program.

Since the solution of the GAM-I code assumes a homogeneous

medium, it is necessary to homogenize the heterogeneous lattice cell.

As indicated by the intracellular activation distributions presented in

Chapter IV, the magnitude of the fast neutron flux is much higher in the

fuel rod than in the moderator; the resonance energy flux is higher in

the moderator than in the fuel rod. Obviously, this flux peaking can lead

............ .......................
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to errors in the calculation of the relative reaction rates. To compen-

sate for this effect, the GAM-I program has a provision for energy-

dependent flux weighting factors for each nuclide. Values of these factors

were calculated from the intracellular activity distributions presented in

Chapter IV. The U 2 3 8 fission products activation distributions were

assumed to be proportional to the fast flux above 1 Mev, and flux weight-

ing factors for the energy range between 1 and 10 Mev were calculated

directly from these distributions. Since experimental results which

would provide information for the energy range, 0.1 Mev to 1 Mev, were

not available, the weighting factors for this range were set equal to one-

half the magnitude of the factors for 1 to 10 Mev. This makes the tran-

sition from the fast region, where the flux peaks in the rod, to the reso-

nance region, where the flux peaks in the moderator, more realistic.

Between 1 Kev and 0.1 Mev, the factors were taken to be equal to unity;

between 0.414 ev and 1 Kev, the factors were calculated directly from
64 198

the Cu or Au epicadmium activation distributions. The program
238calculates the resonance integral for U 8 by the methods developed by

Adler et al. (Al) so that resonance energy flux weighting or "self-

shielding" factors are not required for this nuclide. The flux weighting

factors used for the three lattices studied are listed in Table 5.2.1.

GAM-I assumes that the medium is in the form of an infinite slab and

that the spatial dependence of the neutron flux is of the form cos BZ

where B is the geometric buckling, assumed independent of energy.

Since the medium is treated as homogeneous, there is no loss of gener-

ality with the assumption of an infinite slab; it is only required that a

proper buckling, based on the total leakage from the system, should be

used. Since the GAM-I calculations for the three lattices studied are to

represent the characteristics or "asymptotic" spectra, the material

buckling as determined by buckling measurements (HI, K2, C2) was used.

Calculations with extremely small values of the buckling were also made

so that the effects of neutron leakage could be estimated.

The accuracy of the GAM-I results is probably limited by a combi-

nation of the accuracy of the input data such as the cross sections and

the flux weighting factors and, depending on the type of system, by the

many approximations made in GAM-I. The approximations associated
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TABLE 5.2.1

Flux Weighting Factors for GAM-I Input

Rod Region
Spacing
(Inches) Energy Range Fuel Clad Moderator

1.25 1 Mev to 10 Mev 1.40 1.22 0.984

0.1 Mev to 1 Mev 1.20 1.11 0.992

1 Kei to 0.1 Mev 1.0 1.0 1.0

0.414 e v t o 1 Ke v 0.920 0.971 1.002

1.75 1 Mev to 10 Mev 2.71 1.86 0.958

0.1 Mev to 1 Mev 1.855 1.43 0.980

1 Kev to 0.1 Mev 1.0 .0O 1.0

0.414 ev to 1 Kev 0.926 0.969 1.002

2.50 1 Mev to 10 Mev 4.82 3.20 0.953

0.1 Mev to 1 Mev 2.91 2.10 0.977

1 Kev to 0.1 Mev 1.0 1.0 1.0

0.414 ev to 1 Kev 0.901 0.967 1.001

HH
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with the GAM-I calculations are probably too severe due to the highly

heterogeneous nature of the three lattices studied, the presence of a

strong resonance absorber such as U 238, and the heavy water moder-

ator; however, as will be pointed out in the next section, the GAM-I

calculations are adequate for the purposes of the present work.

5.3 Normalization Between GAM-I and THERMOS

Cross sections and relative reaction rates averaged over the sub-

cadmium portion of the neutron flux spectrum were obtained directly

from the output of the THERMOS calculations and over the epicadmium

portion of the spectrum from the GAM-I calculations. However, for

some calculations, such as the calculation of the initial conversion ratio,

C, from the experimental ratio C* (see Chapter VI), values of cross

sections or relative reaction rates averaged over the total neutron flux

spectrum are required. These quantities can be obtained by combining

the results of GAM-I and THERMOS because the two programs cover

complimentary portions of the total flux spectrum. The lower limit of

the energy range covered by GAM-I is 0.414 ev and the upper limit of the

twenty-seventh velocity group in THERMOS is 0.415 ev. Since the differ-

ence between these two limits is insignificant and since these limits lie

in the neighborhood of unclearly defined energy of the "cadmium-cutoff,"

they provide an excellent coupling point between the two programs.

The values of the cross sections and relative reaction rates aver-

aged over the total neutron flux spectrum were calculated from the

results of THERMOS and GAM-I by means of the relation:

(aTO T) aSCOSC + "aECOEC
+aO=EC (5.3.1)

TOT OSC + a4EC

where (aT4 T) is the spectrally averaged relative reaction rate, and the

subscripts T, SC, and EC refer to the total spectrum, the subcadmium

portion of the spectrum treated by THERMOS, and the epicadmium portion

of the spectrum treated by GAM-I, respectively. The factor a normal-

izes the arbitrary magnitudes of the neutron flux of THERMOS and GAM-I

and must be determined appropriately. (The relative flux calculated by

THERMOS is normalized to one neutron slowing down past 0.785 ev and

--- -I._-_- 11- -_II ................... - .111 111,111,1111, 11- -......1 ... .......
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the relative flux calculated by GAM-I is normalized so that the value of

the integral epicadmium flux is 4.0.)

The normalization factor, a, can be determined in several ways:

1. by equating the magnitudes of the relative flux from each

program at the coupling point;

2. by equating the total number of neutrons produced by

fission to the total number of neutrons absorbed or lost

by leakage;

3. by equating the number of neutrons slowed down out of

GAM-I to the number of neutrons slowed down into

THERMOS;

4. by equating the number of neutrons slowed down out of

GAM-I to the total number of neutrons absorbed and lost

by leakage in THERMOS.

Method 1 is sensitive to errors in the flux spectrum at the coupling

point between the two programs. Method 2 involves the assumption

that the neutron multiplication factor of the system described by the

input data is unity which is, of course, not true for the calculations

based on an infinite system. Methods 3 and 4 are equivalent because

the THERMOS calculations are for a cell of an infinite system and the

number of neutrons slowing down into THERMOS are equal to the total

number of neutrons absorbed there. Although methods 3 or 4 might

produce a discontinuity in the normalized spectrum at the coupling

point, they should yield the most accurate normalization factor because

they are least sensitive to inaccuracies in the input data and in the

spectra calculated by GAM-I and THERMOS.

The experimental ratios, p2 8 , C*, 625, and 628 are compared in

Table 5.3.1 to the values predicted by the combined results of THERMOS

and GAM-I. The analytical values of p2 8 , C , and 625 were determined

by means of the calculated relative reaction rates; the analytical value

of 628 was determined by means of the following equation:

28

628 S 28 , (5.3.2)

vZ f
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TABLE 5.3.1

Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results

Rod Ratio of P 6 6 *
Spacing Moderator Volume 2 8  25 28
(Inches) to Fuel Volume Exp. Anal. Exp. Anal. Exp. Anal. Exp. Anal.

1.25 25.9 0.845 0.745 0.0525 0.0630 0.0274 0.0196 0.8028 0.762

1.75 52.4 0.437 0.396 0.0310 0.0308 0.0217 0.0193 0.6345 0.625

2.50 108.6 0.227 0.195 0.0188 0.0165 0.0183 0.0167 0.5506 0.541

The analytical results were obtained from the THERMOS and GAM-I calculations applied to a bare
critical system.

NINI
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where S is the number of source neutrons from fission, v is the average
28

number of neutrons produced per fission, and Z is the spatially and
238fspectrally averaged U fission rate. Most of the results show fair

agreement, about 10% or better; however, some of the results for the

1.25-inch lattice show large differences, up to 30% in one case. As

mentioned in Section 5.2, THERMOS results show good agreement with

experiment and the reasonable agreement for most of the combined

results indicates that the normalization method is satisfactory. The dis-

agreement for the tight lattice is probably due to the inability of the

homogenized treatment of the epithermal region used by GAM-I to take

proper account of the effects of lumping the fuel and of the interaction

of neutrons between fuel rods. Hellens and Honeck (H5) found that the

analytical results for the BNL water-moderated lattices (K4) based on

a homogeneous treatment required corrections for these effects. Honeck

(H11) is presently carrying on an analysis of lattices moderated by heavy

water, including the M.I.T. lattices, with an extension of the method used

for water-moderated lattices; it is expected that his analysis will clarify

the points raised here.

In Chapter VI, where the analytical results presented here are

used to aid in the analysis of the experimental results, the effects of the

errors associated with the GAM-I results are of second order. Either

the analytical quantities are small and have a second-order effect on the

final results, or the contribution of the GAM-I results to the analytical

quantity is second order. An example of the first case is the ratio of the

U238 capture rate in the fast region to the U238 fission rate, a 2 8 , and an

example of the second case is the value of the thermal utilization, f. In

the worst case, that in which there is a 30% discrepancy between experi-

ment and the GAM-I calculations, the estimated effect on the final

results discussed in Chapter VI is less than 1.5%.

5.4 Analytical Results

The results obtained from the output of the computer programs

THERMOS and GAM-I are listed in Table 5.4.1.

The thermal diffusion length L2 was calculated from values of the

macroscopic absorption cross section and the transport cross section
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TABLE 5.4.1. Analytical Results from Output of THERMOS and GAM-I

Rod Spacing (Inches) 1.25 1.75 2.50

Moderator to
Fuel Volume Ratio 25.9 52.4 108.6

L2, cm2 76.9 134.8 263.0

28

0.464 0.462 0.460

f )SC

th 0.914 0.858 0.813

-r(0.4 ev) cm 2  113.3 116.4 116.8

v28 2.851 2.852 2.850

a 2 8  0.0930 0.0929 0.0926

FN 0.00553 0.0101 0.0176
FF 0.00955 0.0188 0.0303

E25
0.0294 0.0294 0.0294

f)FAST

FAST 0.973 0.971 0.979

RES 0.964 0.888 0.920

25) 0.836 0.845 0.849

aTOT

1.475 1.481 1.485

f 0.971 0.963 0.947

G 0.258 0.264 0.278 0

X+

0.0500 0.0626 0.0915

6 0.0411 0.0191 0.00976

f(p 2 8 ) 0.883 0.881 0.841

16 2 5 ) 0.889 0.834 0.796

e(C*) 0.957 0.971 0.978
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spectrally averaged over the flux spectrum below 0.4 ev and spatially

averaged over the unit lattice cell. The thermal nonleakage probability,

eSC, was calculated from L and B 2 , the measured material bucklings
(H1, K2, C2). The quantities FF and FN are the fractions of the epi-

U2 3 5 fisinrae8ncadmium U fission rate and U capture rate due to fast neutrons.

The nonleakage probabilities for the fast resonance energy regions were

obtained from the calculation for a critical system by means of the rela-

tion:

I = (1 -(5.4.1)

wherel is the ratio of the number of neutrons leaking from the given

energy region to the number of neutrons entering that energy region.
1 238

Only the I portion of the U captures was included in the calculation
oeahv 238of each of the quantities rj, f, and G (the ratio of the subcadmium U

capture rate to the "thermal" absorption rate in the fuel. The quantity
1

6, which is related to the cadmium ratio of a absorber in the fuel, was
calculated from the relation:

EH z28 28
6 = EC ( < (5.4.2)

ESC (Eo )

where the S's are the weighting factors for the resonance energy flux,

the Z 's are the macroscopic capture cross sections at 2200 m/sec,

and the superscript H refers to hydrogen. The quantities , e6 2'

and C* are the ratios of the values of the parameters p2 8 , 628. and

C*, respectively, calculated on the basis of an infinite system to the

values of the parameters calculated on the basis of a critical system.

Some of these analytical results and some experimental results

of the present work will be compared, in Chapter VI, with results

obtained independently (M3) in experiments made with pulsed neutron

techniques.
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CHAPTER VI

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Introduction

In this chapter, the experimental results presented in Chapter IV

are combined with the analytical results summarized in Chapter V in

order to calculate quantities such as the resonance escape probability,

the fast fission effect, and the multiplication factor on an infinite lattice

for the three assemblies studied.

6.1 Reactor Parameters

In this section, the calculation of the resonance escape probability,

the initial conversion ratio, and the fast fission effect are discussed.

6.1.1 Resonance Escape Probability

To characterize the life cycle of a neutron in a reactor, the

familiar four-factor formulation of the multiplication factor k, is

often used:

k = lfpc = "net number of neutrons produced" by fission

"total number of absorptions"

(6.1.1)

where n is the number of neutrons produced by U 2 3 5 fission per

"thermal absorption" in the fuel, the thermal utilization factor f is the

number of "thermal absorptions" in the fuel per "thermal absorption"

in the total system, the fast fission effect E is the "net number of

neutrons produced" by all fissions per neutron produced by U235 fission,

and the resonance escape probability p is the ratio of the number of

"thermal absorptions" in the total system to the "total number of

absorptions" in the system. The terms thermal absorption, net number

of neutrons produced, and total number of absorptions are set in

A*Mkiqk."" I . - I..". - 11 -- 1,,,,1,,, ......... i.."; 4 ..... ....... ............
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quotation marks because the specific reaction rates included in the

quantities can vary, depending on the definitions used; for example, the
1epithermal - absorptions may or may not be included in the term,

thermal absorptions, and the fast absorptions may be included in the term,

total net number of fast neutrons produced, rather than in the term, total

number of absorptions. (The latter option affects the value of k., slightly,

but for the well thermalized lattices studied, the effect is of the order of

only 0.1% and is negligible.)

As in earlier work at M.I.T. (W1), the following expression,

derived by Kouts and Sher (K3), was used to calculate the resonance

escape probability;

+628a28
p 25F =(6.1.2)

1-6/p28
1 + 1r thP28 1 ) fG

where IA r Ith are the nonleakage probabilities for the fast, resonance

and thermal energy groups, respectively; 6 is defined so that the ratio
238 16/p is the fraction of the epicadmium captures in U due to the v628 v

portion of the capture cross section; G is the ratio of the subcadmium
238 235 1 238

U capture to the sum of the U absorptions and the - U capture;

E is the fast fission factor; f is the thermal utilization; and 628, a28'
and p2 8 have their usual meanings. If the above expression for the

resonance escape probability is used, then the epicadmium Z capture
238 238by U is placed in the term 'thermal absorptions; " the fast U

capture and fission is placed into the term "net number of neutrons

produced; " and corrections are included for the effects of leakage in

the value of p2 8 which is measured in a finite system. This definition

of p can be expressed as follows:

p = (1/v absorptions in U238 + all absorptions in all other materials)
238

+ (all absorptions in all materials - fast absorptions in U ).

(6.1.3)

As a result, we have the, following definitions for Y1, f, and E which are

consistent with Eqs. 6.1.2 and 6.1.3:
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= (neutrons produced by U235 fission)

235 1 238
+ (absorptions in U + - absorptions in U ); (6.1.4)

235+1 238
f = (absorptions in U + - absorptions in U )v

+ (- absorptions in U + all other absorptions

in all other materials); (6.1.5)

E = (neutrons produced by all fission - fast

absorptions in U 2 3 8 )

+ (neutrons produced by U 2 3 5 fission). (6.1.6)

When these definitions of the separate factors are combined, the result-

ing definition of k0 becomes:

k = (neutrons produced by all fissions -fast

absorptions in U )

(all absorptions in all materials - fast

absorptions in U 2 3 8  (6.1.7)

The values of p calculated by means of Eq. 6.1.2 are listed in

Table 6.1.1 and are compared in Fig. 6.1.1 to values obtained from

earlier measurements made at M.I.T. (W1, P2). The results of Peak

et al. (P2) have two points which seem to be low. This apparent dis-

crepancy will be considered in more detail later in this section.

The uncertainty associated with the value of p is difficult to

estimate. The fraction of the uncertainty in p that is due to the experi-

mental uncertainty in p2 8 is negligible (of the order of 0.05 per cent in

p). The second term in the numerator of Eq. 6.1.2 is extremely small

(~0.001) and the effect of uncertainties associated with that term is

also negligible. Thus the uncertainty in the value of p depends on the

uncertainty associated with the analytical quantities appearing in the

second term of the denominator. The values of f and G depend mainly

on the results of THERMOS and, as pointed out in Chapter V, their

uncertainties are probably limited by the uncertainties in the input data

9,11 I'm 11 M- ill 0 '1 , 11 1 1 -- -- ---------- -_ .......



TABLE 6.1.1

Values of the Resonance Escape Probability, p, for Lattices with

0.25-Inch-Diameter, 1.03 w/o U235 Fuel Rods

Rod Moderator
Spacing to Fuel (a) 6(a) (b)(C () W (d
(Inches) Volume Ratio p2 8  6 (a E (c) fG(c) (c) F(c) (c) (c) (d)

28 2828 F r th

1.25 25.9 0.8453 0.0274 1.020 0.0411 0.258 0.093 0.973 0.964 0.914 0.851

±0.007

1.75 52.4 0.4373 0.0217 1.016 0.0191 0.264 0.093 0.971 0.888 0.858 0.922

±0.004

2.50 108.6 0.2272 0.0183 1.013 0.0098 0.0263 0.093 0.979 0.920 0.813 0.960

±0.002

(a) From Table 4.2.1.

(b) From Table 6.1.3.

(c) From Table 5.4.1.

(d) Estimated uncertainty is ±0.5%.
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which are of the order of one per cent. The precision of 6 is not as

good but since the value of 6 is less than 0.05, its contribution to the

total uncertainty is small, approximately one per cent. In determining

the nonleakage probabilities, the uncertainties of the input parameters

(L 2, r, B 2) are associated with one minus the nonleakage probabilities

(1-1), and a 10 per cent uncertainty in the input parameters reduces to

only a 1 to 2 per cent uncertainty in the nonleakage probabilities. The

uncertainties associated with each of the two nonleakage probabilities

are probably within five per cent. A liberal estimate of the combined

uncertainty associated with these factors would be 5 per cent; however,

this large error reduces to only about 0.5 per cent error in the value of

p, the resonance escape probability. Therefore, the precision of the

values of p, as calculated by Eq. 6.1.2, is probably of the order of 0.5%.

A simpler formula is obtained if all captures except U238 reso-

nance capture above the cadmium-cutoff energy and neutron leakage are

assumed negligible. Then the resonance escape probability, p, can be

expressed as follows:

thermal absorptions thermal absorptions

238total absorptions thermal absorptions+U resonance absorptions

(6.1.8)

or

(U238 thermal absorptions)(1/fG)

S 238 238(U thermal absorptions)( 1/fG) + U epithermal absorptions

(6.1.9)

or

1
p = 1 + p2 8 fG (6.1.10)

where f and G have the same definitions as in Eq. 6.1.2. This simple

relation, in spite of its severe approximations, is quite useful for making

comparisons of measurements made in similar systems, such as

systems which differ slightly in the U235 content of the fuel and, as will

be seen in Section 6.3, for making comparisons of different methods of

measuring p.
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Another simple relation can be derived from Eq. 6.1.8: with the

assumptions of only U238 capture above the cadmium cutoff and no leak-

age, Eq. 6.1.8 may be rewritten as:

thermal absorptions total absorptions - resonance absorptions
p =j

total absorptions total absorptions

(6.1.11)

238resonance absorptions U resonance absorptions G
p 1 - =-1- 238~'

total absorptions U thermal absorptions IE

(6.1.12)

G
p = 1 - p -- , (6.1.13)P P28 TIE

where the additional assumption has been made in Eq. 6.1.12 that the

total number of absorptions is equal to the total number of neutrons

produced. Again the approximations are severe but, as before, the

expression can be useful for purposes of comparison.

The values of p obtained by means of Eq. 6.1.2 are compared to

the values given by Eqs. 6.1.10 and 6.1.13 in Fig. 6.1.2. As can be seen,

the values of p calculated with Eq. 6.1.13 are quite close to the more

accurate values determined by means of Eq. 6.1.2.

An example of the utility of Eqs. 6.1.10 and 6.1.13 is in the com-

parison of the measurements of p2 8 made in the three lattices studied
235during the present work, with fuel enriched to 1.027 w/o U , and the

measurements of p 2 8 made in the M.I.T. miniature lattice by Peak et
23523al. (P2), with 1.14 w/o U fuel. The 10% difference in the U 2 3 5

content should not have a significant effect on the resonance energy flux

spectrum and the resonance escape probability should not be affected

significantly. The values of p calculated by means of Eqs. 6.1.10 and

6.1.13 for the two sets of measurements are listed in Table 6.1.2 and

are compared in Fig. 6.1.3. To provide a more direct comparison of

the two sets of measurements, the values p28fG and p28 - for the two

sets of data are compared in Fig. 6.1.4. According to Hellens and

Honeck (H5), the ratio of the U238 capture rate to the slowing-down

density should vary linearly with the moderator to fuel volume ratio and

should be insensitive to the U2 3 5 content of the fuel. Figure 6.1.5 shows

- -- ' -*AjjiWWd'Wi'_ " -jW- ; ., , ". - - '--' , -. k- 1 1. .
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TABLE 6.1.2

Values of the Resonance Escape Probability, p, Obtained

by Means of Equations 6.1.10 and 6.1.13

Rod Moderator Value of p
Spacing to 235 G(Inches) Fuel Ratio w/o U p28fG p28  Eq. 6.1.10 Eq. 6.1.13 Facility

0.88 12.0 1.14 0.413 0.270 0.707 0.730 Miniature Lattice

1.128 20.8 1.14 0.323 0.213 0.755 0.787 Miniature Lattice

1.25 25.9 1.03 0.218 0.150 0.821 0.850 M.I.T. Lattice Facility

1.34 30.0 1.14 0.204 0.135 0.830 0.865 Miniature Lattice

1.75 52.4 1.03 0.115 0.080 0.897 0.920 M.I.T. Lattice Facility

2.50 108.6 1.03 0.0597 0.042 0.944 0.958 M.I.T. Lattice Facility

I.
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that this is the case for the lattices studied by Peak et al. (P2) and in

the present work.

The results of the present work and the results of Peak et al. (P2)

appear to be consistent with each other with the exception of the mini-

ature lattice measurement at a volume ratio of 20.8 as shown in Figs.

6.1.3, 6.1.4, and 6.1.5. This reasonably good agreement indicates that

the apparent discrepancy noted in Fig. 6.1.1 between the results of

Peak et al. (P2) and the results obtained during the present work is

probably not due to an experimental error. The discrepancy is believed

to be an error in the calculation of the values of p obtained from the

miniature lattice measurements, probably in the calculation of the leakage

factors which appear in Eq. 6.1.2. In view of the large theoretical cor-

rection (up to 25 to 30 per cent) which had to be applied to the results

obtained in the miniature lattice to correct them for the effects of the non-

asymptotic spectrum of that facility, the agreement with the present

results obtained in the MITR Lattice Facility,indicated by the results

shown in Figs. 6.1.3, 6.1.4, and 6.1.5, is reasonably good. Those theo-

retical corrections for the non-asymptotic spectrum were derived (P2)

on the basis of age-diffusion theory, and the results here indicate that a

better theoretical treatment of the corrections seems worthwhile and

that satisfactory results for the measurement of p 2 8 can be obtained

from measurements in a miniature lattice.

6.1.2 Fast Fission Effect

In the last section, the fast fission factor was defined by the

relation:

neutrons produced by all fission - fast absorptions in U238

neutrons produced by U 2 3 5 fission

(6.1.6)

With this definition, E is related to the measured microscopic

parameter 628:

E= 1 + 6 2 8 (6.1.14)

........ ..... ..
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where v 2 8 , a28 , and v25 have their usual meanings. The energy used to

determine the lower limit for fast U238 capture in a.2 8 is arbitrary. As
noted by Bliss (B1), there is no clear preference among the several

effective cutoff energies proposed; but the numerical differences in the

values of E, calculated by means of different formulations which use

different effective cutoff energies for fast neutron capture in U 238, are,

however, smaller than the uncertainties in E, due to the uncertainties

in the input data. The results of GAM-I indicated that more than 99% of
238the U fissions occur above 1 Mev and, since this is a convenient

division point, all U238 capture above 1 Mev has been included in E,
and all U238 capture below 1 Mev has been included in p or f. The

values of E obtained with Eq. 6.1.14 are listed in Table 6.1.3. The

second term in Eq. 6.1.14 is of the order of 0.01 to 0.02, and since all

uncertainties are associated with this term, the uncertainty in E is

probably a small fraction of 1 per cent, approximately 0.1 to 0.2%, and

negligible compared to the uncertainties in p, i, or f.

TABLE 6.1.3

Values of the Fast Fission Factor, E, for Lattices with

0.25-Inch-Diameter, 1.03 w/o U235 Fuel Rods

Rod Moderator to
Spacing Fuel Volume 6(a) (b)
(Inches) Ratio 28

1.25 25.9 0.0274 1.020 ± 0.002

1.75 52.4 0.0217 1.016 ± 0.002

2.50 108.6 0.0183 1.013 ± 0.001

(a) Obtained from Table 4.2.1.
(b) Values of v28 and a 2 8 were obtained from Table 5.4.1.

The value of v25 used was 2.43+ 0.01.

In Fig. 6.1.6, the results of the measurements of the fast fission

ratio 628 made during the course of the present study are compared

with earlier results obtained at M.I.T. by Peak et al. (P2) in the minia-

ture lattice with 0.25-inch-diameter, 1.14 w/o U235 fuel rods, and with
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results obtained at the Brookhaven National Laboratory in water-

moderated lattices with 0.25-inch-diameter, slightly enriched uranium

rods (H12). The results show some discrepancies between the two

M.I.T. results; however, the miniature lattice results have not been

corrected for the fast flux depression associated with the measurement

of 628. This flux perturbation and the correction factors developed to

compensate for it are discussed in Chapter III. The application of the

appropriate correction factors to compensate for this flux perturbation

in the miniature lattice measurements would raise the values obtained

in those measurements slightly. With this correction in mind, the

results obtained in the miniature lattice and the results of the present

work show fair agreement and indicate that the miniature lattice is

probably satisfactory for the study of the fast fission effect; work on

this problem is being continued by others. The results obtained for the

heavy water lattices at M.I.T. are not consistent with those obtained in

the more closely packed B.N.L. lattices, moderated with ordinary water.

This difference may be due to the greater slowing-down power of ordi-

nary water, as a result of which, a larger fraction of the fast neutrons

which enter the moderator is scattered to energies below the U2 3 8

threshold; the interaction effect may then be relatively smaller than

that in the lattices moderated by heavy water.

6.1.3 Initial Conversion Ratio

A parameter which is related to the lifetime of a reactor core is

the initial conversion ratio, C, defined by the relation:

239
C Pu producedC=235

U 2 destroyed

number of neutrons absorbed in U 2 3 8

number of neutrons absorbed in U 235 (6.1.15)

The initial conversion ratio, C, is related to the measured microscopic

parameter, C , by the relation:

~235

C = C (=35 C *(1+ 2 )~ 1 , (6.1.16)
235) 25

III I . - I MR I ", t"11 1"_ _ ... ..... ..... ..
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where the value of a 25 is averaged over the entire neutron flux spectrum.

The values of C for the present work are listed in Table 6.1.4 and are

shown in Fig. 6.1.7 together with results of measurements made by

Weitzberg et al. (W1) at M. I. T. in lattices with 1.0-inch-diameter,

natural uranium fuel rods. Owing to the large differences in the fuel

rod size, the two sets of results are not directly comparable; however,

the two curves show similar trends, and the results seem to be consistent.

TABLE 6.1.4

Values of C for Lattices with 0.25-Inch-Diameter,
2351.03 w/o U Fuel Rods

Rod Moderator to (a) (b)
Spacing Fuel Volume -(1+a )
(Inches) Ratio Av. C* 25 C

1.25 25.9 0.803 ± 0.006 0.836 0.671 ± 0.010

1.75 52.4 0.634 ± 0.007 0.845 0.536 ± 0.008

2.50 108.6 0.551 ± 0.002 0.849 0.468 ± 0.007

(a) From Table 4.2.1.

(b) From Table 5.4.1; uncertainty assumed to be one to two per cent.

Although Peak et al. (P2) did not measure C * in the miniature

lattice, reasonable results for C * and thus C should be obtainable in

such an assembly. This can be shown by considering the following

expression for C :

28

S 1 + 28 a(2.2.16)
C = 1 + 6 2, , (2..16

(fSC

where C * is determined from the values of the two measured ratios p28
and 6 25* In Section 6.1.1, it was found that measurements of p 2 8 obtained

in the present work in the exponential assembly and by Peak et al. in the

miniature lattice showed good agreement. To determine if the measure-

ments of 625 are also consistent, consider the expression:

1-1- 1- 11". -11 '" Tl "PW M M-Mm".. 11, F'. W J.P., qwlp
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25
6 Cf OEC (..7

625 25
Sf OSC

25 ad25 235
where oa 4 EC and a 2SC are the spatially and spectrally averaged U

fission rates for the epicadmium and subcadmium portions of the spectrum,

respectively. From the definitions of n and f, it follows that:

25

6 N2  f QE , (6.1.18)
N QO

where Q is proportional to the slowing-down density entering the reso-

nance region and N 2 5 /NT is the atom fraction of U2 3 5 in the fuel. The

right side of Eq. 6.1.18 is independent of the U235 content and depends only
on the epicadmium portion of the spectrum and the averaged microscopic

U 2 3 5 fission cross section. Thus the values of 625 measured in systems

with different U2 3 5 contents may be analyzed for consistency by compar-

ing values of 62 5 ff(N 2 5 /NT). This comparison is made in Fig. 6.1.8 for

the results of the present work with 1.03 w/o U2 3 5 fuel and the results of

Peak et al. with 1.14 w/o U235 fuel. The two sets of measurements again

show reasonably good agreement, indicating that the miniature lattice

assembly should be suitable for the measurement of 625 and, therefore,

also for measurements of C .

6.2 The Multiplication Factor for an Infinite Assembly

As noted in Section 6.1.1, the multiplication factor, k.,, can be

expressed in the familiar form:

k = nfpE (6.1.1)

with the definitions of k. and the four factors given in Eqs. 6.1.3 to 6.1.7.

Equation 6.1.1 was evaluated by using the values of rl and f determined

from the combined results of THERMOS and GAM-I (see Chapter V), the

values of p calculated by means of Eq. 6.1.2, and the values of e obtained

from Eq. 6.1.14. The results are given in Table 6.2.1. The uncertainties

in the values of Y7 and f, as noted in Chapter V, are dominated by the

uncertainties in the cross section data and also, in the case of 77, the

uncertainty in v2 5 . The uncertainty in v25 is 0.4%, and the uncertainty in

1W IRPI94 W IR lop III" F"" M.
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each of ri and f due to the cross section uncertainties is negligible. The

uncertainty associated with p, discussed in Section 6.1.1, is about 0.5%,

and, as pointed out in Section 6.1.2, the uncertainty in E compared to the

errors in rl and p is negligible. The combined effect of these uncertain-

ties leads to an uncertainty in k. as calculated by means of Eq. 6.1.1 of

approximately 1.0%.

The value of k , may be determined by means of a second approach.

The definition of k, was expressed in Section 6.1.1 as:

k - neutrons produced by all fission - fast absorptions in U2 3 8

all absorptions of all materials - fast absorptions in U2 3 8

(6.1.7)

The numerator of Eq. 6.1.7 may be written:

25 2 8 2f8. 28
net production = v 2 5 + 28 2 z2 F j (6.2.1)

and the denominator may be written:

net absorption= z25 28 x_ 8 2 (6.2.2)

where the Z's are spectrally and spatially averaged cross sections; 4 is
the spatially and spectrally integrated flux; the subscripts f, c, a, and F

refer to fission, capture, absorption, and fast capture, respectively; and

the superscripts 25, 28, and x refer to U 2 3 5 , U 2 3 8 , and all other mater-

ials, respectively. Dividing each of the terms on the right-hand sides of
25Eqs. 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 by Z and by using the following relations:

z25
a = (1+ -1 (6.2.3)25 (1 2 5)

28

25 = 628 (6.2.4)

f

28

2= a28 (6.2.5)

f

"11-10 M IN ""TROMP"MIM IF 'Pqlq 11 -I -- MRW
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25 1 , (6.2.6)

28
c C =C Pc (6.2.7)

f C * *

where Rc* is a leakage correction factor for the measured value of C

Eq. 6.1.7 can be rewritten as:

=ov 2 5 + 62 8 (v 2 8 -1-a 2 8  (6.2.8)

(1+c 2 5) + C+f -1 - (1+a 2 5 ) - 628a28

All the quantities in Eq. 6.2.8 pertain to an infinite system. The

measured fast fission ratio is insensitive to the effect of leakage and

its effect in Eq. 6.2.8 is second order, so there will be no loss of pre-

cision if the measured value of 628 is used directly. Since C * is the

ratio of two reaction rates averaged over the total spectrum and over

the same region of the lattice cell (the fuel rod), the effects of leakage

on each of the reaction rates will tend to cancel each other. As might

be expected, the leakage corrections listed in Table 5.4.1 show that the

difference between the values of C for a finite system and for an infinite

system are small, of the order of three to four per cent. Since the leak-

age effect is so small, the uncertainties of the leakage correction factors
*

for C are probably 1% or less. The values of ko, were determined by

means of Eq. 6.2.8 with the values of v2 8 , a28, a25 , f, and G determined

from the combined results of THERMOS and GAM-I which were based

upon an infinite system. The uncertainty in the value of k, as deter-

mined by Eq. 6.2.8 will be dominated by v 2 5 in the numerator and C* in

the denominator. The uncertainty in v25 is 0.4%; in C*, about 1%; and

in the leakage correction for C , of the order of 1%. Thus the uncertainty

in k should be of the order of 2%. The values of k, obtained by means

of Eq. 6.2.8 are compared in Table 6.2.1 with the values obtained from

Eq. 6.1.1. No significant trend in the numerical values of k, obtained

by the two methods was found and the values agreed well within the un-

certainties.
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TABLE 6.2.1

Values of the Infinite Multiplication Factor for Heavy Water

Lattices with 0.25-Inch-Diameter, 1.03 w/o U235 Fuel Rods

Rod Modeirator to k
Spacing Fuel Volume (a)
(Inches) Ratio From Eq. 6.1.1 From Eq. 6.2.8 Av.

1.25 25.9 1.243 1.237 1.240 ± 0.019

1.75 52.4 1.339 1.328 1.334 ± 0.020

2.50 108.6 1.368 1.363 1.366 ± 0.021

(a) Estimated uncertainty of 1.5%.

The present results for 1.03 w/o U235 fuel rods are compared in

Fig. 6.2.1 to the results of measurements made by Peak et al. (P2) in

the M.I.T. miniature lattice for 1.14 w/o U2 3 5 fuel rods. As can be seen,

with the exception of one point at the moderator to fuel volume ratio of

20.8 (which has already been discussed in Section 6.1.1), the miniature

lattice results obtained by Peak et al. (P2) appear to be consistent with

the results of the present work. Peak's results are somewhat higher,
235which should be expected because of the 10% difference in the U content.

The values of p and E should be insensitive to the change in U235 content,

and the combination of rif should increase slightly.

An independent experimental determination of the properties of the

1.75-inch lattice was made by Malaviya et al. (M3) by means of the pulsed

neutron technique. The results of that investigation are compared in

Table 6.2.2 with the results obtained during the course of the present

work. The difference between the value of k, obtained from the experi-

mental results of the present work and the value of k, obtained by

Malaviya et al. is negligible compared to the estimated uncertainties,

and the two results are in good agreement. The values of the thermal

diffusion length L2 , the thermal utilization of the fuel f, and the thermal

utilization of the moderator f m, which were obtained from the analytical

results discussed in Section 5.4, are also in good agreement with the

results of the pulsed neutron measurements. The value of vEa, spatially

, I I.Opmwp M "I I " ,
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TABLE 6.2.2

Comparison of Results of Present Work with
Results of Pulsed Neutron Measurements

Quantity Present Results Pulsed Neutron Results

k 1.334 ± 0.020 1.345 i 0.026

L2 135 ± 3 141 7

f 0.963 ± 0.009 0.966 i 0,004

f 0.0215 ± 0.0009 0.0193 i 0.0037m

vE 1615 ± 32 * 1396 66a

The value of km, is from Table 6.2.1; the remaining
quantities are obtained from the THERMOS and GAM-I
results discussed in Spction 5.4.

and spectrally averaged over the lattice cell, obtained from THERMOS

is only in fair agreement with the value obtained from Malaviya's pulsed

neutron measurements. This discrepancy may be due to a difference

between the subcadmium portion of the neutron spectrum treated by

THERMOS and the effective portion of the spectrum to which the experi-

mental value of vFa pertains. Malaviya et al. (M3) suggested that this

discrepancy may be due to the effects of neutron leakage (diffusion cooling

effects) in the experimental results of pulsed neutron work.

6.3 Analysis of the Resonance Activation Data

The measured resonance activity of a nuclide (which is that portion

of the activity of the nuclide due to neutrons captured by resonances in

the activation cross section of the nuclide) can be written:

A res fo es(u) (u) du, (6.3.1)

where a res(u) is the resonance portion of the activation cross section and

e is a proportionality factor containing such quantities as the counting

efficiency, nuclei density, etc. [Note: The e which is used in this section,

Section 6.4, and Section 2.4 is a proportionality factor and should not be

confused with the fast fission factor, which has the same symbol.] If

ares(u) has a single large dominant resonance (for example, Au 197 or In 1 1 5

at a lethargy ures (corresponding to the neutron energy Er at which the

IM Nil I NM_ M oprm"I""W" MIMMIMI
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resonance capture occurs) and if it is assumed that over the width of the

resonance 4(u) is a constant, then Eq. 6.3.1 can be rewritten:

Ares = res) f a(u u) du (6.3.2)

or

Ares res 0 ares(E) = Ores RI , (6.3.3)

where 0 res is written for 4(ures) and RI is the infinitely dilute resonance

integral of the nuclide. From the relation:

q(u) = ( s(u) 4(u) M (6.3.4)

Eq. 6.3.3 can be rewritten in terms of the slowing-down density:

A = E(qres RI . (6.3.5)
res (Islres,res

Thus a study of Eqs. 6.3.3 or 6.3.5 suggests a means of measuring

the relative neutron flux or the relative slowing-down density at various

energies in the resonance energy region (by irradiating several nuclides

which have known values of ERI for single dominant resonances at differ-

ent energies for each nuclide).

The general feasibility of Eqs. 6.3.3 or 6.3.5 and the experimental

techniques described in Section 2.4 can be illustrated by using Eq. 6.3.3

or 6.3.5 and the resonance activation data given in Chapter IV in a new

attempt to calculate the resonance escape probability, p. If it is assumed
238

that all epicadmium captures except U resonance captures are negli-

gible and that neutron leakage is negligible, then the resonance escape

probability as expressed in Section 6.1.1 becomes:

thermal absorptions
p~238 U238 '

thermal absorptions + U resonance absorptions in U

(6.1.8)

Since there is no neutron leakage, we can also write:

thermal absorptions = Q0 ,3 (6.3.6)
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where Q is the rate at which neutrons are slowed down into the thermal

energy region. On inserting Eq. 6.3.6 in Eq. 6.1.8, we get:

1
p = 28

a
+ res

Q O

where a is the U238 resonance absorption rate.res

(6.3.7)

The term a is:res

a =VFN28 (u) 4(u) du,res F res

a28 =VN28 EI28 028
res F EI 4 res'

(6.3.8)

(6.3.9)

where VF is the volume of the fuel, N28 is the density of the U 2 3 8 nuclei,

and

ERI28s aes(E) 4(E) dE. (6.3.10)

In Section 2.4, it was shown that:

R a = RI)ares ~ 0

a
~res

(2.4.13)

The combination of Eq. 2.4.13 and Eq. 6.3.9 gives:

28 28 28
res F reso H , (6.3.11)

where T28 is written for N28a28. If it is assumed that the contribution

of the fuel and the cladding to the slowing-down density is negligible, it

follows that:

Q =VMq =V M M (u9) 4(u 0 ), (6.3.12)

where VM is the volume of the moderator, and u0 is some lethargy

between the resonance region and the thermal region. The combination

of Eq. 2.4.13 and Eq. 6.3.12 gives:

R a
Sreso0 4Mg (

or

(6.3.13)
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The final result is derived by substituting Eqs. 6.3.11 and 6.3.13 into

Eq. 6.3.7, which becomes:

1
p (6.3.14)

28 28

Ra___ RresF

1+a 0 M M a VM
s res

Values of p calculated by means of Eq. 6.3.14 are listed in Table 6.3.1.

The experimental uncertainty of the resonance activation data, which

was about 10%, produces an experimental uncertainty in the values of p

of the order of 1 to 2%.

Since the same basic assumptions are embodied in Eqs. 6.1.10

and 6.3.14, the results of Eq. 6.3.14 may be compared directly to the

results of Eq. 6.1.10. The value of p for the 1.75-inch lattice calcu-

lated by means of Eq. 6.1.10 is 0.894 and, in view of the limited experi-

mental precision of the resonance activation data, the agreement with

the results listed in Table 6.3.1 is relatively good. The fact that the

measured values-of (RI/a 0 ) for As75 and Ga 7 2 yield good agreement,

gives support to the need for rechecking some of the data on resonance

integrals reported in the literature.

Another application of Eqs. 6.3.3 and 6.3.5 is to estimate experi-

mental values of the neutron flux and slowing-down density as a function

of position and energy in order to test sophisticated theoretical calcula-

tions of the resonance energy spectrum such as the treatment developed

recently at M.I.T. by Kier et al. (K1). Such a comparison is beyond the

scope of this work; however, with the precision which should be attain-

able, as discussed in Section 4.2, and with improved resonance integral

data, the basic experimental methods outlined in Section 2.4 could be

useful in such a theoretically difficult region. A third application of the

Eqs. 6.3.3 and 6.3.5 is to determine the effective resonance integral of
238 28 238

U , ERI , in the fuel rods by comparing the U resonance activity

of a depleted uranium foil irradiated within the fuel to the resonance

activity of a nuclide irradiated in the moderator. This method is similar

to the method developed by Weitzberg et al. (W1).



TABLE 6.3.1

Values of the Resonance Escape Probability, p, for the

1.75-Inch Lattice Obtained by Means of Resonance Activation Data

(a) (a)
Measured Measured Value

Peak Energy Resonance Resonance of p
Resonance of Dominant Integral Activation, from
Detector Resonance, ev Ratio, (RI/o )a Ra Eq. 6.3.15

Br 101 18.1 0.1203 0.904

Ga 95 8.0 0.0634 0.920

As 47 12.9 0.0684 0.885

W 18.8 11.3 0.0629 0.889

Au 4.9 15.3 0.0985 0.903

In 1.5 8.0 0.0435 0.888

(a) Values of (RI/ 0 )a and Rres were obtained from Table 4.2.3. Values of other quantities used were:

V V 2.; 28 M M
VM F 52.4; F2 = 0.119; Es = 0.178 (calculated with effective cross

output).

sections from GAM-I

I.

0

MW
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6.4 Effective Resonance Integral of U 2 3 8

The effective resonance integral of U238 in the fuel rods of the

three lattices studied was determined by combining the results of

measurements made in the epithermal flux at position 13 of the MITR.

Measurements made by Anderson et al. (A3) indicate that the epithermal
1

flux in the MITR core has a energy dependence.

The infinitely dilute resonance absorption integral of a nuclide is

usually defined as follows (W5):

RI =f - (E) - (6.4.1)
wE res E

where a-s (E) is that portion of the absorption cross section of the
res

nuclide which is due to resonances and the lower limit E lies above

the thermal energy region and below the lowest energy resonance.

The assumptions embodied in Eq. 6.4.1 are the following:

1. The neutron flux entering the resonance energy region has a
1
y dependence.

2. The scattering cross section is independent of energy.

3. The resonance absorber is uniformly distributed.

4. The absorber is infinitely dilute so that the absorption rate

is negligible compared to the slowing-down density, and the

neutron flux continues to have a 1 dependence through the

resonance energy region.

5. All of the resonance absorption is above the thermal energy

region.

If the absorption rate becomes significant and the neutron flux no longer

has a L dependence, then Eq. 6.4.1 must be rewritten to include such

effects. The result is called the effective resonance integral, which is

usually defined as follows (W5):

a res(E) dE
ERI = foo r + E- (6 4 2)

E a

where E and Z are the total and scattering macroscopic cross sections

3- _-'- 1" 11 R N FFRRW I Romp FWWWWM IR I 111M . IN - R""O P0191 P P", 14
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of the system. With the exception of the assumption 4, all the other

assumptions listed above are embodied in Eq. 6.4.2. If the resonance

absorber is lumped rather than uniformly distributed, as in the case of

a single rod in an infinite sea of moderator, then the neutron flux inside

such a single rod is depressed relative to the flux in the moderator.

However, far from the rod the neutron flux in the resonance region still
1has a - dependence. In this case, Eq. 6.4.1 must be changed, and the

resultant effective resonance integral becomes:

ERI =v-- (E) S(r,E) - dr, (6.4.3)
F E rod res E

where VF is the volume of the fuel rod and, S(r,E) is the function which

describes the spatial dependence of the neutron flux inside the fuel rod.

Assumption 3 does not apply for Eq. 6.4.3, but the remaining assump-

tions listed after Eq. 6.4.1 are still in effect. In heterogeneous lattices

such as the three studied during the course of the present work, the

total number of absorber atoms present in the system is large so that

the resonance absorption rate becomes significant, and the absorber is

lumped so that the flux is depressed in the fuel rod. Therefore, a

relation must be developed for which both assumptions 3 and 4 do not

apply. To have a consistent set of definitions, the effective resonance
238integral of U in the fuel rods in a lattice shall be defined to include

the effects of significant absorption which causes the spatially averaged
1neutron flux spectrum to deviate from a R dependence and of lumping the

absorber which depresses the neutron flux in the fuel relative to the

moderator. This is done by redefining the function S(r,E) in Eq. 6.4.3

so that it describes both the spectral and spatial variation of the flux in

the resonance energy region.

In terms of this definition of the effective resonance integral, the

resonance activation of a foil can be expressed as:

A = E#.ERI, (6.4.4)res 1

where is the value of the neutron flux per unit lethargy at energies

above the energy of the resonance region.

Comparison of Eq. 6.4.4 with Eqs. 6.3.3 gives:
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RIa a = ERI a. . (6.4.5)
res i

Hence, Eq. 2.4.20 may be rewritten in terms of the effective resonance

integral:

pa _a Pb (ERI)a 4 . (6.4.6)
res -p 41/v, sc

If we make assumptions that 625 is equal to p b, that pAu is proportional

to 4 /41/v, sc, and that the thermal flux dip in the rod is insensitive to

variations in the rod spacing, we get:

p2s Au) 28
lat ER lat (6.4.7)

28 / ERI28
Pres/ Au 13 13

where the subscripts, lat and 13, refer to measurements made in a

lattice and in position 13 of the MITR, respectively. The value of ERI,

the effective resonance integral of a single rod irradiated in an epi-

thermal flux which has a energy spectrum, is 18.3 ± 0.9 barns (R3).
E 238

Rewriting Eq. 6.4.7, we get for the effective resonance integral of U

in a fuel rod in a lattice:

28

ERI28 = 18.3 Pres PAu barns . (6.4.8)
lat PAu) (28)

Aulat ares 1

288Values of ERI 28with their estimated uncertainties for the three lattices

studied are listed in Table 6.4.1. The value of ERI may then be used

to calculate the resonance escape probability from the relation (W1):

p = exp V F N 2R , (6.4.9)

VMg~ s

where N 2 8 is the U238 concentration in the fuel rod and ( MZM is the

slowing-down power of the moderator. Equation 6.4.9 is an approximate

relation for the resonance probability that is derived from slowing-down

theory (I1); however, the definitions of the resonance escape probability

on which Eqs. 6.4.9 and 6.1.2 are based are equivalent. The values of p

obtained by means of Eq. 6.4.9 are compared in Table 6.4.1 to the values

of p obtained by means of Eq. 6.1.2. The results of the two methods

show good agreement.

............................................



TABLE 6.4.1

Effective Resonance Integral of U 2 3 8

Effective Resonance(a) Resonance Escape Probability
Rod Moderator to Integral of

Spacing Fuel Volume 238 2 8  (b) (c)
(Inches) Ratio, VM/VF U , ERI , barns From Eq. 6.4.9 From Eq. 6.1.2

1.25 25.8 14.0 ± 1.1 0.875 ± 0.012 0.851 ± 0.007

1.75 52.4 16.2 ± 1.3 0.926 ± 0.007 0.922 ± 0.004

2.50 108.6 17.3 ± 1.4 0.962 ± 0.004 0.960 ± 0.002

00 00 18.3 ± 0 .9(d)

(a) Values of p2 8 , 625, and pAu were obtained from Table 4.2.1.

(b) N28 = 0.04375 atom/cm3 M F = 0.178 cm~ .

(c) From Table 6.1.1.

(d) From Ref. (R3).
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

The microscopic parameters, p 2 8 , , 625' and 628, were measured

in three lattices moderated by heavy water with 1.03 w/o U 235, 0.25-inch-

diameter fuel rods arranged in triangular arrays and spaced at 1.25-,

1.75-, and 2.50-inches. The results of these measurements are listed in

Table 4.2.1. These results provide new experimental reactor physics

data to which the results of theoretical treatments may be compared.

Previous studies of heavy water lattices have been restricted almost

entirely to large (1.0 inch in diameter or more), natural uranium fuel

rods (H11). Hence, the results of the measurements reported here are

particularly useful in that they extend the experimental data into the

region of small, slightly enriched fuel rods, thus broadening the base

against which the presently available theory may be tested. The results

of an investigation of systematic errors associated with the measure-

ments has led to many changes and adjustments in the experimental

technique and procedure which have improved the general precision of

the experimental results. The investigation of the resonance energy

region was expanded by developing methods to measure the resonance

activation of a foil which is proportional to the resonance energy neutron

flux.

7.1 Cadmium Ratio Measurements

The subcadmium and epicadmium U 2 3 5 fission product activities

and the subcadmium Np239 activity of foils irradiated within a fuel rod

were not affected by perturbations within the fuel rod such as the re-

placement of fuel material with aluminum catcher foils. However,

because of the extremely short mean free path within the fuel of a

neutron whose energy corresponds to one of the U238 resonances, any
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perturbation in the surface of the fuel will permit neutrons to stream

into the interior of the fuel rod. Hence, the measured epicadmium

Np239 activity (which was directly proportional to the U238 capture rate)

was found to be very sensitive to perturbations in the U238 concentration

in the fuel rod, particularly at the rod surface (see Section 3.2.3). The

use of aluminum or aluminum alloy foils within the fuel rod is an

example of such a perturbation which was found to affect the measured

results. The epicadmium Np239 activity and the epicadmium U 2 3 5 fission

product activity were found to be slightly sensitive to perturbations in the

high energy neutron flux. The depression of the thermal flux caused by

the use of cadmium also depresses the high energy flux in the cadmium-

covered foils (see Section 3.2.2). The values of p2 8 and 625 were cor-

rected for this high energy flux depression. The epicadmium Np 2 3 9

activity due to resonance energy neutrons was not found to be affected

by the presence of cadmium; however, many other laboratories have

reported such effects (cf. Ref. (El)), and further study of this problem

is recommended to seek the possible causes of this disagreement. In

contrast to the results obtained at the Brookhaven National Laboratory

(A4), no effect upon the measured Np239 activity due to nonuniform

activity distributions was observed. Continued study of this problem is

also strongly recommended. In addition, a program to compare the many

methods (El, K3, H12) of measuring the value of the U238 cadmium ratio

should be undertaken.

7.2 The Measurement of the Ratio of Capture in U 2 3 8 to Fission in U 2 35, C

A new method, described in Section 2.2.1, was developed to measure

C* which significantly reduced the experimental uncertainty associated

with this quantity, eliminated some sources of systematic error inherent

in the previous method, and simplified the experiment. As discussed in

Section 4.2, the results of this new method and the results obtained by

means of cadmium ratio measurements seemed to have a systematic dis-

crepancy. Preliminary studies indicate that this discrepancy may be

caused by the relatively high fission product activity of the natural giranium
foil irradiated in the cavity sample tube. This relatively high activity may

have produced a gain shift in the photomultiplier tube of the counting system.
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This gain shift could be eliminated by using either a gain stabilized high

voltage supply or by using zener diodes to establish the voltages for the

dinodes of the photomultiplier tube. As in the measurement of p2 8 , the
* 239determination of C involves the measurement of Np activity. The

precautions to be taken for the measurement of the Np239 activity have

been discussed in Section 7.1.

7.3 The Fast Fission Ratio

The fast fission ratio was found to be highly sensitive to perturba-

tions of the high energy neutron flux in the vicinity of the uranium

detector foils used to measure this quantity (see Section 3.2.3). On the

one hand, this effect is unexpected because the mean free path of a high

energy neutron is large (of the order of 10 cm); but, on the other hand,

this effect is quite reasonable because high energy neutrons born within,

and in the immediate vicinity of, the detector foils have the highest

probability of causing a U2 3 8 fission in those foils. The importance of

these neutrons increases as the fuel rod diameter decreases and as the

distance between the rods increases; hence, in the lattices which con-

tained small fuel rods on wide spacings, a change in the U235 fission rate

in or near the uranium detector foils significantly affected the U2 3 8 fission

rate in those foils. The experimental methods currently used to measure

the fast fission ratio require the use of two uranium foils whose U 2 3 5

contents differ significantly; therefore, the experimental method

inherently contains a source of systematic error. Correction factors

were experimentally determined for the results obtained for the 1.75-inch

lattice and an analytical method was developed to convert these results

into the proper correction factors for other lattices. These correction

factors, which are listed in Table 3.2.2, should be tested, preferably by

using measurements made in single-rod experiments to maximize the

perturbation.

The method used during the present work to make the fast fission

measurements had the disadvantage of requiring an auxiliary experiment.

The formulation of the fast fission ratio experimental values is given by

the relation:

628628 = P(t)F(t) = * F(t) , (71.3.1)
F (t)

MW6
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where F(t) is a function of the measured relative foil activities, P(t) is

a factor to convert the measured relative foil activities to relative reac-

tion rates, t is the time after irradiation, and the superscript * refers

to a reference position. The factors F(t) and P(t) are also functions of

the irradiation time. This method has three disadvantages: 1) F(t) and

F *(t) must be measured at different times, perhaps separated by many

months; 2) F(t) and P(t) are functions of the irradiation time; and 3)

F(t) and P(t) are functions of the time after irradiation. These three
**

disadvantages could be eliminated by measuring 6 and F (t) in the
28

graphite-lined cavity of the facility. Then the measurements of F(t) and

F *(t) could be made simultaneously, thus eliminating all time dependence:

6 6* F (7.3.2)28 28 F.3
F

In Eq. 7.3.2, the value of 62 in the cavity is assumed to be constant and28
not affected by the presence or absence of a lattice in the exponential

tank. This independence of conditions in the exponential tank should be

verified experimentally.
* 140The value of 6 * was determined by means of the La counting28

technique developed by Wolberg et al. (W3) (see Section 2.2.6). It is

recommended that this method be compared with the double fission

chamber methods, particularly the method recently developed at the

Brookhaven National Laboratory (Ti). Finally, the graphite-lined cavity

and the exponential tank provide excellent facilities for a study of the

fast fission ratio for single rods as a function of rod size, U235 content,

and moderator. Portions of this study are under way.

7.4 Resonance Activation Measurements

A new method of determining the resonance escape probability has

been developed as described in Section 2.4. This method involves the

measurement of that portion of the activity of a foil which is due to

neutron captures in the resonances in the activation cross section of the

foil material. The resonance escape probability was determined by using

the resonance activation data to calculate the ratio of the slowing-down

density in the moderator to the U238 resonance absorption in the fuel. This
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new method has the advantage that the use of cadmium is not necessary,

and the value of p determined by means of this method should be less

sensitive to experimental uncertainties in systems which have a large

epithermal flux relative to the thermal flux. The methods developed to

determine the resonance activation of a foil are similar to methods used

at other facilities (C3, B3). The resonance activation data, which is

listed in Table 4.2.2, may also be used to measure the relative neutron

flux or slowing-down density as functions of position at various energies

in the resonance energy region, which would provide experimental data

to which sophisticated theoretical treatments of this energy region could

be compared. The experimental methods may also be used to determine

the effective resonance integral of U 2 3 8 in the fuel rod. It was assumed

that the irradiation sample thimble at position 13 of the MITR provided
1

a good reference position with an epithermal flux which has a energy
dependence. The results of the resonance activation measurements

made at that position supported this assumption. Some of the results of

the measurements in the MITR indicate that some of the resonance inte-

gral data appearing in the literature may be in error. This possible dis-

crepancy, plus the complete lack of information for many nuclides,

indicates that a program to accurately measure the resonance activation

integrals of various nuclides could yield some useful basic data.

7.5 Analysis and Comparison of Results

The experimental results of the measurements made during the

present work show good agreement with the results of measurements by

Peak et al. (P2) in the M.I.T. Miniature Lattice Facility. This agree-

ment indicates that the miniature lattice can be used for microscopic

parameter measurements. The feasibility of using the miniature lattice

for other measurements is currently being studied. The value of k,
obtained from the results of the present work agreed within the experi-

mental uncertainty with the value of ko, obtained by Malaviya et al. (M3) from

pulsed neutron experiments made in the 1.75-inch lattice. The results

for the values of f, fm, L2 , and va of Malaviya et al. also showed

reasonable agreement with the results obtained from the output of the

computer programs THERMOS and GAM-I. Investigations in the lattice
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facility by means of the pulsed neutron technique are being continued.

The theoretical results obtained from the output of computer pro-

grams THERMOS and GAM-I were used to aid in the analysis and

interpretation of the experimental results. There were some significant

discrepancies between the values of the microscopic parameters calcu-

lated from the theoretical results and the experimental values of these

parameters. The discrepancies are most likely due to shortcomings

associated with the GAM-I calculations as applied to the present work.

The effects of those discrepancies on the final analytical results given

in Chapter VI are small (see Section 5.3). A more sophisticated theo-

retical treatment such as is being undertaken by Honeck (H11) should

pinpoint the sources of errors in the theoretical treatment.

In summary, the usual microscopic lattice parameters were

measured in the three lattices studied. The general precision of these

measurements was improved as a result of the extra care and precautions

introduced into the experimental techniques and procedures. An investi-

gation of systematic errors was carried out and the sources of these

errors were avoided or, where this was not feasible, correction factors

were developed. A new method was developed to measure the ratio C *

which simplified the experiment, reduced the experimental uncertainty

associated with the measurement, and avoided systematic errors inherent

in the method used to measure C* in earlier work. A new experimental

method was also developed to measure the effective resonance integral

of U238 in a fuel rod in the lattice. Methods to measure the resonance

activity of a nuclide were developed, and these methods were used in a

new approach for finding the value of the resonance escape probability.

This new method had the advantage of avoiding the use of cadmium. The

final results obtained are consistent and in good agreement with earlier

work done at M. I. T.
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APPENDIX A

NOMENCLATURE

Superscripts

a denotes

b denotes

FP denotes
product

25 denotes

28 denotes

39 denotes

140 denotes

Subscripts

b

c

EC

F, FAST

H

Lat

M

res

SC

a quantity pertaining to nuclide a

1
a quantity pertaining to - absorberv

a quantity pertaining to a measured fission
activity

a property of U2 3 5

a property of U2 3 8

a property of Np 2 3 9

a property of La 1 4 0

denotes a quantity pertaining to a foil irradiated bare in the
lattice facility

denotes a quantity pertaining to a foil irradiated cadmium-
covered in the lattice facility

denotes a quantity pertaining to the epicadmium portion of
the neutron flux spectrum

denotes a quantity pertaining to the high energy portion of
the neutron flux spectrum

denotes a quantity pertaining to a foil irradiated in the cavit
sample tube or "hohlraum"

denotes a quantity pertaining to the lattice

denotes a quantity pertaining to a Maxwellian flux

denotes a quantity pertaining to the resonance energy region

denotes a property of or quantity pertaining to the sub-
cadmium portion of the neutron flux spectrum

...... . ................
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Subscripts (continued)

TOT denotes a property of or quantity pertaining to the total
neutron flux spectrum

1 denotes a property of or quantity pertaining to the - portionv of the activation cross section of a nuclide

13 denotes a quantity pertaining to an experiment made in
position 13 of the MITR

25 denotes a property of U2 3 5

28 denotes a property of U2 3 8

Arabic Symbols

A activity induced by neutron capture

2B material bucklingm

C ratio of capture rate in U238 to absorption rate in U 2 3 5

(initial conversion ratio)

C ratio of capture rate in U238 to fission rate in U 2 3 5

* *
C value of C determined in a Maxwellian fluxM

* *
CSTD value of C determined at a reference position

* *
C value of C determined in an infinite system

D activity of depleted uranium foil

E energy (ev)

Eres peak energy of a resonance in an activation cross section

ERI effective resonance integral

f thermal utilization of fuel

f thermal utilization of moderatorm
235

FF fraction of epicadmium U fission product activity caused
by high energy neutrons

239
F N fraction of epicadmium Np activity caused by high energy

neutrons

238
F(t) ratio measured fission product activity of U to measured

fission product activity of U 2 3 5
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Arabic Symbols (continued)
238

G ratio of the subcadmium capture rate in U to the sum of
the absorption rate in U2 3 5 plus the 1/v capture rate in U 2 3 8

k ratio of the net neutron production rate to the net neutron
consumption rate in an infinite system

L 2 thermal diffusion length

nonleakage probability

I F nonleakage probability in the high energy region

I r nonleakage probability in the resonance energy region

I th nonleakage probability in the thermal energy region

C* ratio of the value of C* in an infinite system to the value of
C* in a critical system

I ratio of the value of 625 in an infinite system to the value of
25 625 in a critical system

I ratio of the value of p2 8 in an infinite system to the value of
P28 p2 8 in a critical system

p resonance escape probability

P(t) ratio of the measured U2 3 5 fission product activity per U
fission to the measured U 2 3 8 fission product activity per
U 2 3 8 fission

Q rate at which neutrons slow down into the thermal energy
0 region

q 0slowing-down density at upper limit of the thermal energy
region

gres slowing-down density at E res

q(E) slowing-down density as a function of energy

q(u) slowing-down density as a function of lethargy

RAu cadmium ratio of gold within the fuel rod

Rb ratio of the activity of a foil irradiated bare in the lattice to
the activity of a similar foil irradiated in the cavity sample
tube

R c ratio of the activity of a foil irradiated cadmium-covered in
the lattice to the activity of a similar foil irradiated in the
cavity sample tube
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Arabic Symbols (continued)

RF ratio of the U235 fission product activity of a uranium foil
irradiated bare in the lattice to the U 2 3 fission product
activity of a uranium foil irradiated in the cavity sample tube

RL cadmium ratio of a nuclide in the moderator
RN 239

RN ratio of the Np activit of a uranium foil irradiated bare
in the lattice to the Np 23 activity of a uranium foil irradi-
ated in the cavity sample tube

RR cadmium ratio of a nuclide in position 13 of the MITR

R ratio of the resonance activity of a foil irradiated in the
res cavity sample tube

RI resonance integral

1TRI total resonance integral (RI plus epicadmium - contribution)

u lethargy

Greek Symbols

a25 ratio of the capture rate to the fission rate in U 2 3 5

a 2ratio of the capture rate above 1 Mev to the fission rate
in U 2 3 8

25 yield of La 14 0 from the fission of U235

28 yield of La 40 from the fission of U238

r ratio of La 14 0 activity of a depleted uranium foil to La14 0

6

6c

625

628

*
628

activity of a natural uranium foil

ratio of the fission product activity of a depleted uranium foil
to the fission product activity of a natural uranium foil

1cadmium ratio of a - absorber in a fuel rod

defined by Eq. 3.2.1

ratio of epicadmium U2 3 5 fission rate to subcadmium fission
rate in a fuel rod

ratio of U238 fission rate to U 2 3 5 fission rate in a fuel rod

value of 628 for a reference position
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Greek Symbols (continued)

E fast fission factor (defined by Eq. 6.1.6)

E proportionality factor (used in Sections 2.4, 6.3, and 6.4)

ED ratio of U235 atom concentration to total uranium atom
concentration in a depleted uranium foil

EN ratio of U235 atom concentration to total uranium atom
concentration in a natural uranium foil

77 multiplication factor (defined by Eq. 6.1.4)

v 25 average number of neutrons produced per U 235 fission

V28 average number of neutrons produced per U238 fission

average logarithmic energy loss per collision

pAu ratio of the epicadmium activity to the subcadmium activity
of a gold foil irradiated in a fuel rod

pa ratio of the epicadmium activity to the subcadmium activity
of a resonance detector

pb ratio of the epicadmium activity to the subcadmium activity
of a 1/v detector

pres ratio of the resonance activity to the subcadmium activity of
a resonance detector

239
p2 8  ratio of the epicadmium Np activity to the subcadmium

Np 2 3 9 activity of a uranium foil irradiated in a fuel rod

-0 cross section at 2200 meters per second

ores (E) resonance portion of microscopic cross section

o-1v (E) 1/v portion of microscopic cross section

a macroscopic absorption cross section

"c macroscopic capture cross section

F macroscopic high energy capture cross section of U238

macroscopic fission cross section

macroscopic scattering cross section
S2

r Fermi age of neutrons (cm2)
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spatially and spectrally integrated neutron flux

OH conventional neutron flux in cavity sample tube

4. neutron flux per unit lethargy at energies above resonance
absorption area

Ores defined such that RI4 res is the resonance capture rate

1
4~' 1/v defined such that O1/va1/v is the - capture rate

4(E) neutron flux per unit energy

4(u) neutron flux per unit lethargy
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APPENDIX C

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

This appendix contains the listings of three computer programs

used during the course of the present work.

The program LSQ is listed in Table C.1. This program was used

to fit a polynomial by the least squares method to the measured fission

product activities of uranium foils as a function of time. The raw count-

ing data is corrected for counter dead time, room background, natural

and residual activities of the foils, foil weight, and foil thickness. Poly-

nomials ranging from second degree to tenth degree may be obtained for

any combination of three functional relations: A as a function of t, ln A

as a function of t, and ln A as a function of ln t, where A is the cor-

rected fission product activity and t is the time at which the activity was

measured.

The program ANA, which is listed in Table C.2, was used to aid in

the reduction of the raw counting data obtained from the experiments

made to measure the intracellular activation distributions. The raw

counting data are corrected for counter dead time, room background,

foil weight, foil thickness, decay of activity, and position in the expo-

nential tank.

The program AVNDFL was used to calculate the spatially averaged

thermal neutron flux spectrum from the punched card output of the pro-

gram THERMOS. Table C.3 contains a listing of the program AVNDFL.

NMI"
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TARLE C$l

COMPUTER PROARAM LSO

*M21SS-165T FMS9RESULT 0 5e1O0e5m0 We DARDFNNF LSO
* XEO
* LIST8

LABEL
CLSO-40
* SYMBOL TABLE

DIMENSION YLS(10),YILS(100),CT(100).XX(100)T(l0)
DIMENSION ID(16),AN(11)
DIMENSION X(1O0),Y(1o0) SUM(21),V(11) A(1i) B(1i12),C(100)F 11i

1100) 9CM(11911) *CX(11911) 9COFf 16#10 1 nCF (11t oSG (I Mf)*FPSA(11) I RCO
2(100),WTCO(100)
COMMON MIN.MAXN.MORENCASE.NTNFNTFNP,NeN2,N3,N4,N5,N6,N7
COMMON XYqM.in

1 FORMAT( 16A5)
2 READ 1i(ID(I),TIul16)

C 10(1) IS AN 1.. STATMENT
PRINT 15f(ID(I)9Iul916)
PUNCH 1.(ID(I).I=1.16)
READ 3,MINMAXNMORENCASENTNFeNTFNPN1,N2,N3,N4,N5,N6,N7
PRINT 54
PRINT 49,I4NMAXN,MORENCASEeNTNFNTFNPNi N2.N3,N4,N5.N6.N7

3 FORMAT(1615)
4 FORMAT(6E1I*6)

C MIN=LOWEST DEGREE EQUATION TO BF FIT TO DATA

C MAX-HIGHEST DEGREF EQUATION TO BE FIT TO THE DATA
C NwNUMBER OF DATA POINTS
C MIN LESS THAN MAX LESS THAN N-I OR Il
C MORE=NUMBER OF SFTS OF DATA POLLOWYNn THIS ONF
C NCASEmI.D. NUMAFR FOR THIS SlT OF DATA
C NT=NUMBER OF T(I) POINTS TO BE READ
C NF IS THE CONTROL FACTOR FOR THE SCALE FACTOR AND THE SHIFT TERM

C NTF IS THE CONTROL FACTOR FOR THE TYPE OF FIT

C NEG LOG-LOG ZERO LINEAR POS SFMI-LOG
C IF NP IS POS, PRFP IS CALLED
C IF NI IS NEG, NTF=-1 FOR SECOND PASS WITH DATA SET

C IF N1 IS POS. NTFW1 FOR SFCONt) PASS WITH DATA SET

C IF N2' IS NEG AND Ni WAS POS TWO PASSES MORE PASSES WITH DATA SFT WILL AF

C MADE WITH NTFw1 AND -1
C N3 IS CONTROL CHARACTER FOR WEIGHTINA COPFFiCIFNTS

C IF N3 IS POS.WT. COFF. ARE REQUIRED, OTHFRWTSE WT.COFFo a 1,0

C N4 IS CONTROL CHARACTER FOR CELL FIT, YFS IF DOSITIVE
IF(NP)36.36938

38 CALL PREP
IF(M)30939.202

36 READ INPUT TAPE 4,49(X(I)9Iul1N)
READ INPUT TAPE 4149(Y(I),IlvN)

C X(I) IS THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, YfI) IS THE DFPENDENT VARIABLE
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,50
PRINT 44,(X(I) Y(IIVelN)

39 CONTINUE
IF(NF)0,1l,11

11 READ 4,YO9XO
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C YO IS THE fCALE FACTOR# XO IS THE SHIFT TERM
DO 12 IulN
XI ()=XO+XI fI)

12 Y(t)SYO*Yft)
PRINT 14
PRINT 449YOXO

7 FORMAT (12H1CASF NUMBER)
8 'FORMAT(13HOCASF NUMBFR=f161
9 FORMAT(17HOPOINTS TO RE FIT)

10 IF(NT118,19018
18 READ 4v(T(I)*IalNT)

C T(Ij ARE THE NEW TIMES FOR LS VALUFS
PRINT 9
PRINT 44*(T(yTI*Ti1NT)

19 IF(NTF)25,24*25
25 DO 27 IaulN
27 Y(TI)LOGFY(TI))

PRINT 12
PRINT 44*(Y(TIl)fleN)
TF(NTF)21.24,24

21 00 29 I.lN
29 X(I)=LOGF(X(I))

PRINT 34
PRINT 44*(X(I).ImlN)
IF(NT)41,24941

41 00 30 TwI.NT
30 T(I).LOGF(T(I))

PRINT 449(TI19d.1lNT)
24 CONTINUE

IF (NS) 610,610,600
600 READ INPUT TAPE 4,49IWTCO(fIefal.N)

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2.650
650 FORMAT (23HOWEIGHTING COEFFICIENTS )

PRINT 44#(WTCO(),f=1eN)
GO TO 620

610 DO 612 1etN
612 WTCO(TI)1.0
620 IF(N4) 6229622.621
621 READ 49SP

RAD - SP/20
00 700 TaIlN
1T11+N
TT2uN-14
XtIT1=.O0*RAD-XtIT2)
WTCO(IT1)=WTCO(TT2)

700 YIT1)=Y(IIT2)
622 DO 200 MsMIN*MAX
615 IF (N4) 629,629,618
618 N-2*N

PRINT 7159SP
715 FORMATI61HOTHIS IS A CELL FIT IN POWFRS OF X-SOUARE. ROD SPACINGIT

IN.) BF6.3)
629 LS=2*M+1

LB*M+2
LV=M+1
DO 5 JuleLS

5 SUM (J).0.0
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00 6 JulLV
6 V(J)=0.O

no 16 YaleN
SUMt1)=SUMt19+WTCO(I)
P=WTCO(!)
Vf1)=VI1)+Yt)t*WTCO(T)
DO 13 J=2*LV
IF (N4) 618,818,813

813 P=X(I)i*Xt)*P
GO TO 819

818 PwX(I)*P
819 SUM(J)=SUMtJ)+P
13 V(J)=V(J)+v(ty*P
14 FORMAT(28HOSCALE FACTOR AND SHTFT TERM)
15 FORMAT(1H1,16A5)

DO 16 J=L8.LS
IF (N4) 828.828.8?3

823 P=X(I)*X(T)*P
GO TO 16

828 P*XtI)*P
16 SUM(J)=SUM(J)+P
17 DO 20 T*alLV

DO 20 KalLV
JaK+T

20 8(K*iaSUM(J-1)
DO 27 K.lLV

22 S(KvL8)V(K)
23 00 31 tLstV

DVw8=(LL)
00 26 JmL.L

26 8(LJ)t-(LJ)/DTVB
I1eL+1
TF(Ti-LB)28,33,33

28 DO 31 TwIlLV
FRULTBmBtfet)
DO 31 J=L9L8

31 StIJ)=S(IJ)-8fLqJ)*FMULT8
32 FORMAT(8HOYaLN(Y))
33 A(LV)sA(LVeL)
34 FORMAT(8H0XaLN(X))

ytLV
35 SIGMA=.0

DO S7 J&T*LV
37 SIGMA a SIGMA +8(t-1,J)*AtJ)

=1.-1
AfT)8(t IL8)-STGMA

40 TF(T-1142,42,35
42 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,43
43 FORMAT(30H-POLYNOMIAL COEPFTCfTNTS9 A(N)

WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,44,(AtI),Iu1,LV)
44 FORMAT(1P1OE12.4)

PUNCH 45. tCASEM
45 FORMAT(1ONCASE ID IS916,SX,1OHDEGREF TS.16)

PUNCH 43
PUNCH 46#(AtU)91mlLV)

46 FORMAT6E1245)
AN(1)=1.0
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DO 47 1=2.LV
47 AN(i)=A(I)/A(1)

PRINT 48
48 FORMAT(10H A(N)/A(O))
49 FORMAT(1X161T6)

PRINT 44*(AN(fle*el#LV)
50 FORMAT(9HORAW DATA)

TT*O00
TF (N4) 818,818.832

832 DO 833 KwleN
833 XX(K)=XtK)*X(K)

N=N/2
GO TO 834

838 DO 51 Kw1,N
51 XX(K)=X(K)

814 NN=N
52 DO 60 Ka1lNM

54 FORMAT 1HO.
1 1X3HMIN ,3X3HMAX,5X1HN,2X4HMlORFP1X5HNCASE4X2HMNT4X2HNF13X3H
2NTF94X2HMNP4X2HN14X2HN2,4X2HN394X2HN494X2HN5,4X2HN64X2HN7)

C HAVE USED STATMENT NUMBERS FROM 1 UP TO HERE ***M** M ***#*

YLS(K)30.0
YtLS(K)=0.(
DO 60 Iml t V
YLStK)=YLS(K)+A( I)*P
P=P*XX(K)

60 YILS(K)uYILS(K)+AtII*P/FLOATFil)
CT=0.0
DO 59 K=1lN

59 CT=CT+YLS(K)
IF(TT)61961*77

61 00 62 KalN
CtK)=YtS(K)

62 CTIK)=YtLS(K)
TT*1.0
PRINT 75

75 FORMAT(14MOSMOOTHFD DATA)
PRINT 44*(Xt(ihCttih.lN)
PRINT 639CT

63 FORMAT(5H0SUMw9E12.5)
PRINT 73

73 FORMAT (26HOINTEGRAL OF SMOOTHED DATA$
PRINT 44#(X(I)sCIt(I).1leN)
IF(NT)74#81974

74 IF(N4) 815,835.817
837 DO 839 KwlNT
839 XX(K)=T(K)**2*0

GO TO 841
835 DO 76 K=lNT
76 XX(K)=T(K)

841 RN=NT
GO TO 52

77 PRINT 78
78 FORMAT(13HODESIRED DATA)

PRINT 44.(T(I)9YLS(Il9 al*NT)
PRINT 63oCT
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PRINT 79
79 FORMAT(25HOTNTEGRAL OF DESTRFD DATA)

PRINT 44#(T(t)*YILS(T19T=1,NT)
81 CONTINUE

DO 70 Kul9N
1el
FF=1,0
F(ITK)=FF

53 T*1+1
FFaFF*X(Kl
F TiK)uFF
IF(I-M-1M53.70,70

70 CONTINUE
DOSS IalLV
DOSS Jul*LV
Kul
CM( IJ)=F(I K)*F(J#K)

80 K=K+1
CM(tIJ)=CM(IJ)+F(tIK)*F(JK)
IF(K-N)80,85,85

85 CONTINUF
TF(NTF)141986,141

86 CONTINUE
00 140 Lw1,LV
I l1
fu1

103 JJW1
Jul
!F(T-L)10491189104

104 IF(J-L)105.1159105
105 TF(J-LV)110,1106117
110 COF(IIJJ)sCM(T*J)

Ju J+1
JJ.JJ+1
GO TO 104

115 JuJ+1
GO TO 104

117 TuI+1
11=11+1
IF(I-LV)103,103,120

118 1=1+1
IF(T-LV)104.104.120

120 LVV=LV-1
CF.lo.0
MM=XDFTRMF(109LVVCOFtCF)
DCF(L )=CF

140 CONTINUF
WRTTE OUTPUT TAPE 2,305

305 FORMAT(21HODFTS OF COP MATR!CFS)
PRINT 449(DCF(L19LwleLV)
DCMul.0
MM=XDFTRMF(11LVtCM.DCM)
WRITF OUTPUT TAPF 2.300

300 FORMAT(16HODFT OF C MATRIX)
PRINT 440DCM
GO TO 149

141 C7=o0o
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DO 142 Il eN
Cy I toy( I I
YtI)wEXPF(Y(I))
C(iT=EXPFfrTi)

142 C.T=CT+C(!t
PRINT 75
PRINT 44*(C(I)slN)
PRINT 61,CT
IFfNT4140914q.141

141 CTs.0
DO 144 ImINT
YLStI =EXPF(YLS(t))

144 CTwCT+YLS(TI)
PRINT '78
PRINT 44,(YLS(I)qIulNT)
PRINT 639CT

149 Do 150 Iu1,N
150 RSO(f)=tCf()-Yff))*fC(I)-YtI))

IF(NTF)15191539151
151 00 152 I-ION
152 Y(IlCI(TI)
151 Tel

SRSaRSOff)
160 TmI+1

SRSO=SRSO+RSOf()
IF(I-N)160,1709170

170 OM=SRSO/FLOATF(N-M-i)
IFtNTF)188,171,188

171 W*OM/DCM
DO 180 Lu1.LV
WW=DCFft)*W
WW=ABSFIWW)

180 FPSAL)wSQRTFfWW)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,185

185 FORMAT(32HQCOEFFICIENT UNE7FRTATNTIESs FIN))
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2*44,IEPSAfX)vL41LV)
DO 186 La1,LV

186 ANL)=EPSAIL)/AIL)
PRINT 187

187 FORMATlOH EFIN)/A(N))
PRINT 44,(AN(t)#L=1LV)
PUNCH 185
PUNCH 46. (FPSAfL19LILV)

188 BVuSRSO/FLOATFIN)
ERMS=SORTFI V)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,190

190 FORMATIOHORMS FRPOR)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,449FRMS
OMEGA=SORTF. tM)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2, 195

195 FORMAT(11HOERMS ERROR)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2, 44, OMEGA

200 CONTINUE
IFfN)20192029203

201 NTFw-1
Mi=
IF(N212119910
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203 MTF=1

Go TO 19
202 CONTIMUE

!P(MORP)2059e2tn2
20S CALL EXJT

END
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SUBROUTINF PREP
* LISTS
* LABEL
CPREP1
* SYMBOL TABLE

DIMENSION T
DIMENSION T(100),R8(100).RT(10M),CA(100)
DIMENSION X(100)*Y(100)
DIMENSION TMCORR(100)
COMMON MINeMAX.NMORENCASENTNF9NTFNPNIN2,N3,N4eNSN6*N

7

COMMON XYeMoe
2 FORMAT(1615)
5 FORMAT(16A5)

IEtN)1,Set
3 CALL EXIT
I READ 6eWT.WO9TAUPI9DECAYSIG

C WT IS THE FOIL WEIGHT
C WO IS A STANDARD FOIL WEIGHT TO WHICH ACTIVITTIS ARE CORRECTED
C TAU IS THE COUNTER DEAD TIME
C PI IS THE COUNTER PULSE PILE UP
C DECAY IS THE DECAY CONSTANT OF THE ACTIVITY
C SIG IS THE WEIGHT ATTENUATION COEFFirIENT FOR THE GAMMA SELF-ABSORPTION
C CORRECTION FACTOO

6 FORMAT(6E12.5)
READ 6*SATA#B98TR8BSTS

C BA IS THE PREIRRADIATION 86 OF THE FOIL
C TA IS THE COUNT TIME FOR BA
C 88 IS THE PREIRR* 86 FOR THE CONTROL 86 FOIL
C TB IS THE COUNT TIME FOR 88
C BS IS THE PREIRR* ROOM PG
C TS IS THE COUNT TIME FOR RS

MuMIN
BRa0. 0
8OBA/TA
G~S/T8
ROWBS/TS
Ft801933934952

52 IF(GO)5334953
53 BRU(8o-RO)/(GO-RO)

IF(BR)33,34.35
33 PRINT 36
36 FORMATf2OHERROR ON DATA CARb 4)

GO TO 3
34 BRuloo
35 IF(M)27927928
27 M=6
28 00 13 IsIN

8G(?)m0.0
BT(Iimal.O

RT(I )mf.0
13 C6111e0

READ 6*t8G(TlIefleMl
C 8G(I) ARE THE CONTROL 86 FOIL COUNTS FOR THE I.TH COUNTING SESSION

READ 6,(BT(eIeIleMt
C BT(I) ARE THE COUNT TIMES FOR R6tI)

READ 6,(R8(tIsImleM)
C R8tII ARE THE ROOM 8G COUNTS FOR THE ITH COUNTING SESSION

READ 6,(RT(Ihleu1.M)
C RT(I) ARE THE COUNTING TIMES FOR R9(11

READ 69(CTfIlI#uleM)
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C CT(11 ARE THE COUNTING TIMES FOR THF CS(T1
TF t BT 1 151,51.54

51 BT(1)ul.0
54 CONTINUE

IFO GBG(11147947948
47 86t1)=SA/TA-8S/TS+R'B 11 /RTiI

BG t 13 G f(I * 01T (1I
48 00 12 ys2,N

1i.1-1
?FtRT(ty)38,37,38

37 RTf fiRTfTl)
38 TF(RB(T)140,39#40
39 RB(I)=RB(t!)
40 TF(BT1I))8,7,8
7 BTfT)u=T(TI)
8 TFtBGfTl10,9.10
9 BGf ft)GIT)/8Tt )-RB(I/RITI+R(t)/RT( T)

10 IF (CT () 12,11,12
11 CT1t1mCTfT1t
12 CO#T*TNUE
14 READ 6,(TC(I ,CSfT-e19a1N)

C TC(t1 ARE THE TIMFS THE CS(!) WERF STRATMD
C CS(11 ARE THE FOIL COUNTS FOR THE TTH COUNTING SFSSION

Mao
tFIS-IG)21,22#21

21 WT=(1.0-EXPF (-WT*SIG) /(WT*f10-EXPFt-WO*STIGI
22 IF(DECAY)23,26,23
23 00 49 I=1uN
49 TMCORRf I 1 )EXPF t TCt f )*DECAY)*DECAY*CT( t ) /f1.0-EXPF(-CT( t )*DECAY) I

Mal
GO TO 30

26 DO 50 T-leN
TMCORR( T)1.O

50 TC t I)TCfT i+no5*CTt(Y11
30 DO 15 I=u1N

XtI)aTCtI)
RwRB1) /RT(t)
BetBGfI)/BT( !)-R)*BR+R
CGaCS( I)/CT( TIl
CH=CG (1.*0+TAU*CG)
CCCH*(1.0-PT*CH)-B
CCaCC*TMCORR (I)
AC(T )CC*WO/WT
Y( T)=A01 fI

15 CA(?)=AC(I1*CT(T)
TF(MAX!24924,25

24 MAXw4
GO TO 25

41 MAXuN-l
GO TO 43

25 IFIMAX-N)43.41.41
43 TF(MAX-10)45.45944
44 MAXwl0
45 MINu2

PUNCH 16
16 FORMAT(3OHCORRECTEO TIMES AND ACTTVTTIFS)

PUNCH 69(TCf?),ACMfi9,11.N)
PRINT 18

18 FORMAfT1Hoe7X2HWTe12X2HW0#12XIMTAUI1X2HPTI
PRINT 20#WT9WO#TAUiPT

"wpm I , R, 1 I , IMIRR"'.
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4 FoAoATtK0,#7X2HBA,12X2MTA,12X2H8B,12X2HTS.12X2H8S,12X2MTSI
PRINT 2OBA9TA9SBTB,8S9TS
PRINT 19

19 FORAT(1X1ZHTV4E COUNTED,1X13HCOPRFCTED ACT,6X8HCORR CTS,6X8HR
lAW CTNS91XISRCOUNTING TtME,4Xl0HBACKGjROUND1Xl3H4B( COUNT TIME,7X7M

.*ftOO SC,1X1ISMPt 89 CT TyMF)
PRINT 20,i(TCII),AC(I),CA(!),#CS(T)CTthRG(T) ,PT(T) ,RB(I) PT(Thtua

11,6N)
20 FORATU9E4.5)

TP(IECAY) 999991929
29 !FINT)999999Q17 -

17 READ 69(T(!).!1.N)
YTuO#0
001 MIO1N

Vt I') Yt I *EXPF(-!WCAY*T( I)l
11 YToYT4YtIl

PRINT 42.
42 FORI'AT(14MMTII AN?) Y(t)?

PRINT 69(T(T)#Vry),Tu1N)
PRINT 4*YT

4 FORATI(IMMOSU4 YVU)w*.E2oS)
"99 RETURN

END
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TAALF C62

COMPUTFR PROnPAM ANA

'p42133-1657,FMS ,RESULT.3 .5 ,10flO'nof We DA~flFMNF ANAi

* LISTA
* LARFI

CANA-In) PROGRAM SY We H. DAP!WNNr, /o /'
* SVMROL TASIF

DTMFNSTON WT(I000) ,ND(l"0) ,CT(IVMO,241 .ATCT4'lAM,74) ,~'LTm(1fVm,4)

DIMENSION HOLR(16),ADENT(96,,COF(10O,11i.X(24),)Y(?4),PfFI) L(1('flI
DIMNSTON DTV(I00) ,RMS(j0)*MrCA~ln~j
flYMFNSYON FW(1o00),WoPD(4),otWf(4)
COMMON WTNDCToSATCTRFLM~f)FLAvCOtNTr-,DTyF ,AVCT ,Mr'~,HO'LP ,NT
COMMON DKAYLMAXNMAYNPAS. NOHT'r-,'~rp

1 PEAn IMNORUNS
YF(NORUNS)l100.10,102

c A PLANK CAPO TFPMTNATPS RUN
IMO CALL FXT
102 CONTINUF

CALL LYR(WTrsAlFNT)
2010 RFAf)18*(HOLP(T ) T=1sl6)

RFAr) 1lNOHTTS
PRINT 20
PRINT IQ, (HOLPU) .T1 .16)
CALL CALC
P4ORtNSuNORLINS- 1
YF(NORUNS)! .1,2010

10 FORMAT(16TS)
1.A FORMAT(16A95)
19 FORMATfIX16A51

20 FORMAT(22HIANALYSTS OF FOTL nATA)
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* LISTS
* LARFL
CLTS-1D PROGRAM RY W. H. DART)FNE, 9/P/63
* SYMBOL TABI F

SUBROUTINE LIR (WTFADFNT)
SYMBOL TABLE
DTMFNSTON WT(1000)#F(6),AfNT(Q6)
DO 2 K=11000

2 WT(K)=.m
C PROGRAM NOW PrFAnS IN FOIL LTRRAPY

READ 1,(AnFNT(T)!TwlQ6)
REA) 129LMAX(P'U)T.1=1l6)
IFILMAX)110,110,lh4

104 TF(LMAX-10M0)108,1n8q106
106 PRINT 14

CALL EXIT
108 CONTINUF

READ 16,(WT(LIL=1,LMAX)
110 CONTINUF

MAXwLMAX
C NFW FOILS ADMED OR RFPLACF

RFAf) 109LNfW9NPRINT9NPUNCH
NAM=LNPW
TF(LMAX+LNWW12l120, l??

120 PRINT 22
CALL EXIT

121 IF(LNEW)Il50.1501?2
122 TF(LNFW-1000)124.124,123
123 PRINT 24

CALL FXIT
124 CONTINUF

PRINT 26
140 RFAD 2AMAAMR#,MCrEMDn

PRINT 30#MAAqMR,MCC#MDn
TF(MD)125,125,13n

125 IF(MC)126,126,13?
126 IF(MR)136,1369134
130 WT(MD)=D

IF(MD-MAX)132,132,131
131 MAX=MD
132 WT(MC)=C

IF(MC-MAX)134,134,133
133 MAX=MC
134 WT(MR)=S

F(f MR-MAX.) 13613613R
135 MAX=MB-
136 WT(MA)=A

IFIMA-MAX)138138,917
137 MAX=MA
138 CONTINUE

NAM=NAM-4
IF(NAM)142,142.140

142 CONTINUE
C MAX=MAX NO. OF FOILS TO DATF
150 CONTINUE

IF(MAX-1000)49493
3 PRINT51

51 FORMAT(24HOTOTAL FOTLS EX(rrn 1000)
CALL EXIT

4 CONTINUE
LMAX=MAX

11 Rip"1119111w I 1 11 1 1 - I _ , , ,
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2000 IF(NPRfNT)2001,2001,2002
2002 CALL PRNTOCWTMAXADENT)

C PRNTO PRINTS OUT LIBRARY
2001 CONTINUF

!F(NPUNCH)2003,2003.2004
2004 PUNCH 18,(ADENTI),!=1,96)

PUNCH 12,MAX,(F(I),1=1.6)
PUNCH 16,(WT(T),I=1,MAX)

2003 CONTYNUF
10 FORMAT(6!5)

12 FORMAT(15,6F12.5)
14 FORMAT(27HILTBRARY EXCFFOS 1000 FOTL9)
16 FORMAT(6E12.)

18 FORMAT(16A5)
20 FORMAT(22H1ANALYSIS OF FOIL DATA)
22 FORMAT(15H(NO FOILS njVcN)
24 FORMAT(24HOFOILS ADOFO FXCFFn 1000)
26 FORMAT(21HOFOIL WFIGHTS CHANGF0/4(4X,1H1,12X,2HWT)l
2A FORMAT(4(I5,F10,5)l
30 FORMAT(4(T5,1PF14,5))
q99 RETURN

END

w lk . .................
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* LTSTS
* LAAFL
CPRN-10
* SYMROL TARLF
C PROGRAM PRINTS OUT AN ARRAY

SUBROUTINE PRNTO(FWNMAXADFNT)
DIMENSION FW(1000),WORD(4),TWD(4)AD)NT(06)
Jul

200 IF(NMAX-J*200)204,204.202
202 JwJ+1

GO TO 200
204 NPAGE=J

MX=NMAX-200*(NPAGE-1)
Ju1

206 TF(MX-J*50)210,210,208
208 JwJ+1

GO TO 206
210 NCOLM=J

NW=MX-50*(NCOLM-1)
C NPAGE=NUMBER OF PAGES
C NCOLM=NUMBER OF COLUMNS ON LAST PAGF

C NW*NUMRFR OF WOQRS YN THE LAST COLUMI
MX-0

212 TF(NPACF-1,210*21,214
214 NPAGEwNPAGF-1

PRINT 614
PRINT 615,(ADFNT(I)# .l-961
PRINT 616
DO 218 M=1*50
DO 216 J=1#4
JX=5o*(J-1)+MX+M
WORD(J)=FW(JX)

216 TWD(J).JX
PRINT 6189(IWD(J)*WORD(J),J=le4)

218 CONTTNUF
MX=MX+200
GO TO 212

230 PRINT 614
PRINT 615,(ADFNT(ITh9l,96)
PRINT 616
DO 240 MuleNW
NCzNCOLM
DO 238 J=l#NC
JX=50*(J-1)+MX+M
WOR(J)=FW(tJX)

238 TWD(J)=JX
PRINT 618.(IWD(J)#WORD(J),J=leNC)

240 CONTINUF
NCuNCOLM-1
TF(NC)21 .321.310

319 CONTINUF
NWaNW+1
IF(NW-50)10,10920

10 CONTINUE
DO 242 M=NW950
00 241 JelNC
JX*50*(J-1)+MX+M
WORD(JlsFW(JX)

241 YWD(J)uJX
PRINT 618,(IWD(J),WORD(J),Jzl9NC)

242 CONTINUF
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321 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

614 FORMAT(H1,30X,12HFOtL WEIGHTS)
615 FORMAT(1H,016A5./,5(1X16S o/))

616 FORMAT(1H0,19X.4(4H NO.,4X,6HWFGHT,10X) )
618 FORMATf20X.4(T4,F10.3,10X))
999 RETURN

END
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* LISTS
* LABEL
CCAL-1D PROGRAM SY R. SYMMS, RgVT SFn RY We W, nAiDPPNw, 9/2/63
* SYMBOL TABLE
C PROGRAM ANALYZES DATA FOR CONSTANT TOTAL COUNTS

SUBROUTINE CALC
DIMEN SION WT(1000),ND(100,CT(1l0,24),SATCT(100.24),QRLTM(100,24)
DIMENSION DFLAY(24),COUNTS(24),rDIF(24),AVCTi0),eMD (100)
DIMENSION HOLP(16)ADFNT(96),C0F(100o,11)X(1o),Y(100),F(6)
DIMENSION D1V(100),RMS(100),DMFGA(100),NCOF(100)
DIMENSION FW(1000)qWORD(4),TWD(4)
DIMENSTON AUNC(11),ACOE(11),UNC(103o,11),UL(100)
COMMON WTFD,CTSATCTRrLTM,0FLAYCONTDr)T,AVT,MD,HOLR.AwCNT
COMMON DKAYLMAXNMAXNPASSFNOHTT! ,TMCCP
READ 10, NMAXNPASS,ROT,,ri G1,SEPT,'LOPF,SIr,DKAY
READ 14,TMCFRTMIRR
READ 629(COUNTS(I),T=1,NPASS)
READ 62.,(DFLAY(yTIY1,M4ASS)
READ 12,(ND(I),!=1,NMAX)
DO 100 J=1,NPASS

100 READ 14,(CT(IJ),T1,NMAX)
READ 50019(UL(1))
tF(UL(1)II112

2 READ 5002,(UL(y)9.Tw,NMAX)
GO TO 3

1 0O 3 Iwl*NMAX
UL(11=1,0

3 CONTINUF
READ s01,(DiV(11)
YF(DTV(11)4,4#5

5 READ 5002,(DIV(1)Y=u.,NMAX4
GO TO 6

4 DO 6 I.leNMAX
DIV( I T)1O

6 CONTINUE
5001 FORMAT(E10.5)
5002 FOOMAT(8F10,5)

C ND IS THE NUMPFR OF THF FOTL COONT~r) TN THE T-TN POTTION
C WT. FOIL WFTGHT
C CT=COUNTYNS TTMF
C ROT a ROTATION TIME OF AUTOMATTC SAMDLF CHANAFP
C RELTM=PELATIVF TIMF
C SATCTwCOUNTS AT TIME 2ERO
C BACKGROUND=8G+BG1*TIMF CoM
C DE ADTIMF= SFPT+SLOPF*COUNTPATE
C DELAY= DELAY TIMF PFTWEFN CYCLFS
C COUNTS= TOTAL NUMPER OF COUNTS FOR THF J-TH PASS

Mu0
MM=-5

20 PRINT 38
PRINT 39 0(HOLRt( 1) .1,16 )
CALL CLOCK(21
MUM+6
MM=MM+6
TF(NPASS-M)21,21#22

21 MuNPASS
22 CONTINUE

PRINT 19,(JJ=MM,M)
DO 23 l.19NMAX

23 PRINT 17I,ND(T)(CT( IJ)#J=MMM)
IF(NPASS-M) 24,2470

TR- 5 L' "' P.1 I 10. 1 M. I I I I I,," -
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24 RS-*TMCFR
Jul

1000 DO 110 TI#NMAX
MUND(Ii
TIfSIG1111029101

101 WTtt4).t1.0-EXPFt.-SIG*WT(M) ))/SI G
102 RELTM(I.JI=RS

AuCOUNTS(J) /CT( ItJ)
DT IMENSEPT.SL0PE*A-
8Rw86+8GI*PFLTM( I J1
REALKuCOUNTS(J) /(1 .0-0TME*A1IGR*CT( y J)
IP(OKAY) 108.169.108

108 AwEXPF(DKAY*RFLTM( I J1)
8-1.0-FXPF(-DKAY*CT I .J$
SATCT(TJ)uDKAY*RFALK*A/(B*WT(4))
TF(TMIRRI1 1119107

107 SATCT(IJisSATCT(?,J)/(.0-FXP(.!KAY*TMRR))
60 TO 111

109 SATC-T(IJIUREALK/WT(M)
III SATCT(IJ)=SATCTITJ)*UL(I)flDIVI

110 RS=RELTM(T*J!+CT(Ij)+ROT
IPF(J-RPASS)1112 *1149114

112 RS=RS.FLOATF(NMAX)4'ROT
TF(DELAY(,JM 24#204*2nf1

200 COWITTNUE
RSwRELT4( Nt4AX *J).tT(NMAX 9J +nFLAY (J)

204 COINTINUE
Jwj+1
60 TO 1000

114 CONTINUE
Mat)
MMu-2

115 CONTINUE
MUM+3
MAVOMM+S3

3 00 MuNPASS
301 PRINT I8

CALL CLOCK(21
PRINT 6098G98G1,SFPT#S1OPFqnKANY.STG
PRINT 4029(C0UNTS(J)9JmMM*M)
PRINT 40
DO 120 Iw1,NMAX

120 PRINT 42,ILWT(L),(R!LTM(IJ),SATCT(?,J)JuM4,M)
TF(NPASSm.M!30693069115

506 CONTINUE
DEVEWO0

DO 308 J=lNPASS
308 Sug+C0UNTS(JI

IF(DKAY1403 .403,307
307 CONTINUE

Mn(0
mmu-s

304 CONTINUE
MMV46
MMOMM+6
IF(NPASS-M) 309,309,310

309 MuMPASS
310 PRINT 3S

q, - - I 1 1 1 W. ... In" '"MrM." W
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PRINT 39, (HOLP( I * ,I.16l
PRINT AO,(J9JwMM#M)
n092 1=1 NMAX

00 90 jummo
90 AuA+SATCT( IJ)*COUNTS(J)

A= A/B
AVCT( TlsA
DO 01 JuMMoM

91 DTF(J)uSATCT(TJ)fA-loM

D0 411 KuMMom
411 SUMS0.SUMS+nFlI(Kl*flYF(KO*(0UNTS(K)

SUMSQwSUMS0/ (!*FL0ATF (NPA.SS) I
SUMSOwSQRTF (SUMSO)
nF vEF nVF+SUMSO

92 PRINT 81,IND(I),ASUMSO,(nIF(J),J=MM,9M)
IF(N0ASS-M)311,'311 .3M4

403 DO 408 Iwl#NMAX
DO 409 Ju1,NPASS
XfJ)PwLTM(TI J)

40q V(J)fSATCT(IJ)
CALL LSP(XY.#PASSACOF ,NrnoFPMSOMF6,AUNrI

412 NCOr=NCOF+l
00O 401 MulNCOF
COP.( M)wACOF(M)

401 UNC(I9M)wAUNC(M)
P1.0o
0.1,0

AVCT( Ilsmog
T2wRELT4 NMAX ,NPASS)
TI=RELTM(1 .1 )
00 410 KnlNCOF
P=P*T2
0=04TI

410 AVCTfT)mAVCTtTI+fOFfI#Kl*(P-0)
AVCT( I)AVCT( I /fT2-T1)
RP45( I )ERMS
OMEGA (Ty) OMFG
NCOE( II -7C0F

408 9FV~F)lFVF+RMS (I)
404 PRINT 38

PRINT 19*(H0LR(l)9Tw19I6)
PRINT 82

82 FORMAT(1OX,1OM I NO,,7X,14PAVFRAnF rTRATP91OH RMS PQRnQ9,5X4HN.(
lOF)
PRINT 83, (T ,P4(I) AV(CT( I) PMS( I ,NCOF( II Tl ,NMAXI

83 FORMAT(100/(10X,2T5,5X,1P2E14.5,3XI3fl
I1I CONTINUF

DfYFwIn000*MFVF/FLOATF (NPASS)
PTDFV~u1O0o0/50QTF(Rl
PRINT 859 DEVEPTDFVF

85 FORMAT(1HO.26X38HTHF GRAND AVFRAGF 09 THF DFVIATIONS ISF90599H PE
1RCENTe/27X39MTHE INVERSE SO~RT OF THE TOTAL COUNTS IS9F9*599H PERCE
2NTo)

10 FORMAT(215*7E10.51
12 FORMATC14TS)
14 F0RMATf7FIfl.5)
17 FORMAT1215,6F14.3)
19 FORMAT(10H0 I ND(1h96(7X95HCTfII29lHII)

38 FORMAT( 22MIANALYSIS OF FOIL FIATA)

"WW".." 11 '.IF -mmR -W, '"n"W" 11 1
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19 FORMAT(IHO,16AS)
40 FORMAT(SH0 1,5S4 LQX,5HWT(L),3(1fMX,4HTTME,8X,6HCTRATi)I
42 FORMAT (2-15,OPF14*5,91 (OPF14*2, 1PEI45) )
60 FORMAT(ISH0IRACKGROUNn RATF = 1PF12.5,3H + lPF1205, 5H*TYMFf

111M DFAD T!MF=1PF12*5,3H + lPF12.5,7H*CT'RATFf
217M DECAY CONSTANT xt1PF12959/3O04 GAMMA SFLr-AA5ORPTTON FArTOP=,1P
3EI2051

62 FORP4ATf7E10*5)
80 FORMAT(10X,1lnH I NO,7X,14HAVFRArF CTA 9XQ~JM0*5rX

81 FORMAT( 1OlX92y5 95X,1PF14e5,7Xv0PF9*5 9'X,(tlP6Fl1(5 1
402 FORMAT (24X,91 (5X *qHCOUNTS w 1DE14.'511
405 YF(NOHYTS1407,407406
406 CALL MICRO
407 CONTINUE
99* RETURN

END)
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* LISTS
* L ABEL
CLSP-10 PROGRAM BY We He DARFNNF, 9/2/63
* SYMBOL TABLE

SUBROUTINE LSP (X9YNA qMeqMS fMFAAUNC)
DiMENS T OOMFGA(10 In IA At I1tl 9 111 $ X (10 I Yf I10 sy I ~ SUMf 21 IeV( (11) , o (11"'

111 12) ,C(100) F 11 100) , CM(11 *1 ) ,rX *(1111 1, (OF I 91 I enrr ( I 1 00
2(100) ,FPSA(11.10) RSO( 100 ) ,FRMS(10) , AUNC( 11
IF(N-10)2.293

2 MAXwN-I
GO TO 12

3 MAX=10
12 00 200 M-leMAX

LS=2*M+1
LB=M+2
LV*M+1
00 5 J*29LS

5 SUM (J)=Oo
SUM(1)-N
00 6 J.leLV

6 V(J)=0.0
DO 16 TwI-e
Paletl
Vt)=V(1)+Y(TI)
00 13 J=29LV
PUX( I)*P
SUM(J)=SUM(J)+P

13 VtJ)=VCJ)+YC I*P
DO 16 J=L89LS
P=X(TI)*P

16 SUM(J)=SUM(J)+P
17 DO 20 TwI-LV

00 20 K1l#LV
JeK+1

20 8tKI)=SUMtJ-1)
DO 22 K-lLV

22 R(K*L)-VtK)
23 00 31 Ll*LV

DTVB=S(LeL)
00 26 JLRLP

26 B(L*J)=B(L9J)/DTVP
T11L+1
TF(T1-LR1281331

28 DO 31 iI-IlLV
FMULTB=BfltL)
DO 31 J=L*LB

31 9(T9J)=B(T*J)-R(LqJ)*FMULTA
33 A(LV)=R(LV9LR)

I-LV
35 SIGMAmhoe

00 37 J=TILV
37 SIGMA a SIGMA +R(T-1,J)*A(J)

TII-1
A(T)=(TLR)-STGMA

40 IF(I-1)42942,35
42 DO 41 I=1LV
41 AA(TIM)=A(f)

DO 60 K1l9N
T1
FF1 .0
FtIK)uFF
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55 1-1.1
FFF* ( K I

Ff I K I FF
TF( y-M-1)55,6qq60

60 CONTINUE
00 70 K1,9N
1=1
C(KtuA( IF(#K

65 11T+1
C(K)=C(K)+A(TI)*F( T#K)
TF(I-N-i165970970

70 CONTINUE
LV=M+i
DOSS r-i9Lv
DOSS5 J*iLV
Kul
CM(I9 J~wF(T9 K)*F(JKt

80 KwK+i
CMII ,J)wCM( I .)+F( IK)*F(J*K)
IF IK-N ) 80 85 ,8

85 CONTINUE
D0 140 Lni.LV
ITwI

101 JJuI
Jul
TFI1-L1104,118,1M4

104 TF(J-L11059115,1l
105 TF(J-LVI)110,117
lln COF(TT#JJIOa'M(!,Jl

JJ-JJ+ 1
GO TO 104

115 J=J~i
6O TO 104

117 1.1+1
lIV! 1+1

118 11T+i
TFI 1-IV)I 04,10)4,1?

120 LVV=LV-i
CF=iso
M14.XDETRMF( 10,LVVCOFCFI
DCF(L I CF

140 CONTINUF
DCMUiOM
MMuXDFTRMF( 11 ,LVCM#D(M)
00 150 T=19N

150 RSO( I 1-Id I)-Y(MT *(C(TI -Y( T)
f-1
sq'sompsomI

160 7=1+1
SRS0inSRSO.RS0( I)
TFI 1-NI 160,170,17n

170 WwSRS0/(FL0ATF(N-M-i )*(nCM))
00 1e0 i-i*iv
WW=DCF I I P
WW-ABSF IVW)

180 EPSA(L*M)=SGRTF(WW)
RV*SRSO/FLOATF (N)
FRMS(M)wS0RTF(PV)
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OMEGA(M lSRSO/FLOATF(N-M-1)
2MM CONTINUE
189 MW2

MM al
191 FtOMEGA(MM)-OMFGA(M) )12,193,193
192 M=MM
193 MMUMM+1

YF(MAX-MM)1949194,191
194 CONTINUE

OMEG=OMEGA(M)
RMS*ERMS(M)
MMUM+1
00 198 12leMM
AUNC(Il=EPSA(IM)

198 A(Y)*AA(YtM)
201 CONTINUE
999 RETURN

END

................
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* LYST8
* LABEL
CMiC-10 PROGRAM BY R. SIMMS, RFVTSED BY We H. DARDEN4NF
* SYMBOL TABLE

SUBROUTINE MICRO
DIMENSION WT(1000),Nf(100),CT(100,24),SATCT(100,24),RFLTM(100,24)
DIMFNSTON DELAY(24),COUNTS(24) DTF(24),AVCT(100) ,Mfnl1m)

DIMFNSTON HOLP(16),ADFNT(96),COF(100,11),X(24),Y(74),W(6),UL(100)
DIMENSION V(1lM0),,RMS(100).OMCnA(10M)
DIMENSION FW(1000),WORD(41,IWD(4)
COMMON WTNDCTSATCTRELTMDELAYCOUNTSDIFAVCTMD.HOLR.ADFNT
COMMON DKAYLMAXNMAXNPASS ,ENOHTTSTMCFP
READ 10,NCARDS

C NCARDS IS THE NUMPER OF CARDS OF CORRECTIONS TO 8F RFAn IN

C TMCFR IS THE TIME CORRECTION FACTOR
PRINT 11
PRINT 12,(ADENT(t),T01,96)
PRINT 13,(H00P(I),I=1,16)
PRINT 14,TFCFR
PRINT 16
DO 200 Iwl*NCARDS
READ 18,HTFRPJ0FRNW,(MD(J),J=1,NW)

C HTFR IS THE HEIGHT CORRFCTION FACTOR

C BJOFR IS THE J-ZERO CORRECTION FACTOP

C NW IS THE NUMBER OF FOILS HAVING THIS SET OF CORRFCTIONS

C MD(J) IS THE COUNTING POSITION TO WHICH THE CORRECTIONS APPLY

C MD(J) IS THE COUNTING POSITION TO WHICH THE CORRECTIONS APPLY

C A ZERO COUNTING POSITION SKIPS A LINF
A HTFR*BJBOFR
DO 140 J=1,NW
L=MD(J)
IF(L)105,105.110

105 PRINT 20
GO TO 140

110 CONTINUE
CTRATE a A*AVCT(L)
PRINT 22,ND(L),AVCT(L),mTFR,8JOFRCTRATF

140 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
10 FORMAT(15,E10.5)

11 FORMAT(1H1,10X,21HANALYSIS OF FOYL DATA)

12 FORMAT(1H0,16A5,/,5(1X16A5,/))
13 FORMAT(1HO,16A5)

14 FORMAT(1H0,10X,30HTHE TIMF CORRFCTION FACTOR IS F1f.5)

16 FORMAT(1HO,10X,8HFOIL NO.,SX18HAVERAGE COUNT RATESX,9HHT FACTOR,

15X,10HJ-0 FACTOR,5X,13HCORR. CT RATE)
20 FORMAT(1H )
18 FORMAT(2E10.5,1015)
22 FORMAT(14X,15,9X,1PE12.5,7XOPF9.5,5X,0PF10.5.6X,1PF12.5)
999 RETURN

END
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TABLE Col

COMPUTER PROG~RAM~ AVNOFL

*M1I159M*FSL#to~O9n We DA~nFNNF AVNfVWL

* LISTS
* LABEL

CAVNDFL
* SYMBOL TABLE

DIMENSION DN(SO,20),VK(2n),VI(3D),AI(16),A2(16),A3(16) ,NK(5)

DIMENSION VL19)n(66*(06*(06
DITMENSION.U(30)F(O)EtJ(106)

1 FORMAT(16AS)
2 FORMAT(1615)
3 FORMAT(6F12*5)

0O 4 1.2915

4 V!(T)=VI(IT)+O.1
VT (16)m1.605
VI(17$ul.72
VII181.S*45.
VT (19)nlo98
VI (20)w2*1225
VI (21 )w22775
VII 22)u2*455
VI (231=2.66
VI (241*2*8975
VT (25jw3*.1o'2 1
VI (26)u3o49
Vt (27)s3.855
VI (28)w4*272S
VI (29).4.7575
VI (30)w5*285

5 READ 1#A1
READ 2v(NK(L)*La1,5)MORE
NTwNK(1 )+NK(2)+NK(I)+NK(4)944K('t

6 READ 19A2
READ 3,1 (DEN(IK)#Iw1,3l)9Kw1,NT;
READ 1,A3
READ 39dVK(K)#Kul*NT)
DO 11 1.1,30
E( I)z0*0253*VI (I)**2
U(I)=9.O*LOGF(10.O)-LOGF(253)-2.O*LO6F(VT(T))
DO 7 196
VL(1I L)=O.0
DV(I9 Llw0*0

7 D (1,L)=O*O

K2=NK(1)
DO 9 1#5
nO 8 KwKlvK2
VLtILl=VL( IL!+VKUK)

8 DV(?oL$=DV(19L),f)FN(I*K)*VK(K)
Dl IL)uDV( ,L-I/VL( 1.1)
FUI I L)=D( IL)*VIII )**2
FIT ,L)=D( I L)*VI (I)

III --- ,q I MR, I - I 1 11 "IM, '"ll .. M l M MI It M Mppm, *-,oil I 1 -1 - I I I 1 .1. 1
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LL=L+l
9 K2=NK(LLI

DO 10 1-1,4
VL(I96lSVLfI96l4VL(I9L)

10 DV(I,6)=DVtT6)+)V(ILl
DC I*6i'DV( 1,6)/VL( 1,6)
FUC I 6)wD(I 6)*VtfCI )**2

11 F(I,6)wD( I,6)*VI(Il
PRINT.12*A1

12 FORMAT(lH1,16AS)
PRINT 13

13 FORMATIS1H-VALUES OF THE SPATIALLY AVERAGED NDFN(V) OR PHI(F))
PRINT 14

14 FORMAT(3H0 1,3X9MNt)EN(ROD) ,3X9MNflFN(rnAP),2X1IHMNfFN(CLAl ,XQHNOFN(
IMOD),2Xl0HNDEN(SCAT),2X1OHNDN(CELL),SX4HV(I),8X4HE(I),SX4HU(Y)9f)
PRINT 15,(I,(D(T*IL*Lu61 ,VT(T),F(T),U(Ilt),T=1,)

15 FORMAT(1399F12.5)
PRINT 129A1
PRINT 16

16 FORMAT( 46H-VALUES OF THF SPATIALLY AVERAGED NFIJTRON FLUX)
PRINT 17

17 FORMAT(3H0 I,3X9HFLUX(ROD) ,3X9HFLUX(AAP),2XIOHFLUX(CLAO) ,3X9HFLUX(
iMOD) ,2X1ONFLUX(SCAT) ,2X1OMFLUX(CELL) ,8XA.V( I) .X4HF.( I) 8X4HU( I).,)
PRINT 15,(TCF(IL),L1,96),VI(T),E(I) ,U(I),I=1,30)
PRINT 129'A1
PRINT 20

20 FORMATC4OH.VALUFS OF TH4F SPACIALLY AVFAFf PMICU))
PRINT 21

21 FORMATt3HO T,3X9HPHTU(RODho3X9HPHTUAP)2X0HPHU(CLAf)),3XHPHtJ(
1MD9XOPI(CT9XOPT(EL~q4VT*XH()q4t~)/
PRINT 1S9(I,(FU(I , LinL16)VI(I),FCI),U(!),IullO)
IF(.MORE) 19,1I9,18

18 MORE=MORE-1
GO TO 5

19 CALL EXIT
END

................. ...........
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APPENDIX D

INPUT DATA FOR THERMOS AND GAM-I

The computer codes THERMOS and GAM-I, which were used to

obtain analytical results to aid in the analysis and interpretation of the

experimental data, are described and discussed in Chapter V. The

input data for THERMOS for the three lattices studied during the present

work and for a simulated graphite-lined cavity calculation are listed in

Tables D.1 and D.2. The GAM-I input for the three lattices studied are

listed in Table D.3. Three additional GAM-I calculations were made

with the values of the bucklings reduced by a factor of 103 to simulate

an infinite system. The spatially averaged asymptotic spectrum obtained

from the calculations based on a critical assembly for the 1.25-inch

lattice is shown in Fig. D.1.

TABLE D.1

Input Data for THERMOS Calculations of the Three Lattices Studied

1. Nuclide Concentrations:

Region Nuclide Concentration (barn cm) 1

a. Fuel rods U2 3 5  0.0004976
(1.027 w/o U 2 3 5 ) U238 0.04735

b. Air gap 016 0.0000538

14a (for N ) 0.00024

a 1/v (for N

c. Clad A12 7  0.060275

d. Moderator D 2  0.06611
(99.6 a/o D 20) H 1  

0.0002655

016 0.033188

e. Isotropic reflector a 200.0
s

IF 'I min Pin. 101"M '110101 P milli I-MMM11 W1.11 lip
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TABLE D.1 (continued)

2. Slowing-down source data:

a. Spatially flat source throughout cell excluding reflector.

b. High energy scattering cross sections:

Region

1) Fuel Rod

2) Air Gap

3)

4)

Clad

Moderator

Mass of
Scattering
Nuclide

235

238

14

16

27

1

2

16

Concentration
(barn cm)- 1

0.0004976

0.04735

0.0001

0.0000538

0.060275

0.0002655

0.06611

0.033188

Cross
Section
(barns)

10.0

8.5

9.9

3.75

1.4

20.4

3.4

3.75

Reduced
Temperature

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

3. Arrangement (cylindrical geometry with reflecting boundary):

Region Space Points

a. Fuel

b. Air Gap

c. Clad

d. Moderator

1) 1.25-inch lattice

2) 1.75-inch lattice

3) 2.50-inch lattice

e. Isotropic Reflector

4. All cross section data used in the thermal energy re

in BNL 5826 (H6).

Thickness (cm)

0.318

0.015

0.071

1.262

1.928

2.931

0.01

gion are tabulated

5. The Nelkin kernel for bound hydrogen was used for hydrogen (N1) and

the Nelkin-Honeck kernel for bound deuterium was used for deuterium

(H9). The diagonal elements of these two kernels were multiplied by

(1--p ) where jI is the average cosine of the scattering angle (B2, S1).0 0
The free gas kernel was used for all other nuclides.

U
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TABLE D.2

Input Data for THERMOS Calculation of
Simulated Graphite-Lined Cavity

1. Nuclide Concentrations:

Region

a. Cavity

b. Lining

c. Source

Nuclide

016

as (for N 1 4 )

a (for N 1 4 )
a,1/v
C12

Concentration (barn cm) 1

0.0000538

0.00024

0.00008

0.0803

0.0803

2. Slowing-down source data:

a. Spatially flat source is source region.

b. High energy scattering cross section:

Mass of
Scattering

Nuclide

12

Concentration
(barn cm)-1

0.0803

Cross
Section
(barns)

4.8

Reduced
Temperature

1.0

3. Arrangement (cylindrical geometry with reflecting boundary):

Region Space Points

a. Cavity

b. Lining

c. Source

Thickness (cm)

4

10

6

10

25

15

4. All cross section data used in the thermal energy region are tabulated

in BNL 5826 (H6).

5. Park's graphite kernel was used for carbon. The free gas kernel was

used for all other nuclides.

Region

Thermal
Column

-____,-- " I ................
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TABLE D.3

Input Data for GAM-I Calculations of the Three Lattices Studied

1. Description of problem:

a. Type of solution: B1 approximation

b. Neutron source: U2 3 5 fission spectrum

c.. Broad group structure:

Group Energy Range (ev)

1 106 - 10

2 105 - 106

3 10 - 105

4 0.414 - 103

d. Nuclide flux weighting factors are tabulated in Table 5.2.1.

2. Nuclide Concentrations:

a. Nuclide

H1

D 2

U 235

U 238

016

Al 27

1.25-Inch
Lattice

0.0002499

0.06223

0.00001807

0.001719

0.03120

0.001137

Concentration (barn cm)'

1.75-Inch
Lattice

0.0002575

0.06413

0.000009216

0.0008769

0.03219

0.0005803

2.50-Inch
Lattice

0.0002616

0.06514

0.000004516

0.0004297

0.03270

0.0002843

3. Resonance Data

a. Geometry: cylinder

b. Resonance integral parameters: a = 0; a = 8.5 barns; a (eff)=
U2 3 8 ao m p m -1

29.8 barns; lumped U atom concentration=0.04785(barn cm)

1 = 0.635 cm; temperature = 2930 K.

111 MR, 11 11M I lip
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APPENDIX E

FRACTIONS OF THE ACTIVITIES OF CADMIUM-COVERED FOILS

CAUSED BY FAST NEUTRON REACTIONS

Introduction

To determine the effect of the depression of the fast flux within the

cadmium-covered foils on the total activities of those foils, the fraction
239

FN of the epicadmium Np activity and the fraction FF of the epicad-
N 23

mium U fission product activity caused by fast neutron reactions

were calculated. These fractions were calculated with two independent

methods: the first involved the use of experimental ratios measured in

the lattices studied; the second involved the use of spectrum averaged

cross sections and neutron fluxes of the GAM-I output (see Chapter V).

The calculation of FN and FF from the GAM-I output is simple and

straightforward and will not be discussed further. The remainder of

this appendix will be devoted to the derivation of FN and FF in terms

of the experimental microscopic parameters.

E.1 Experimental Formulation of FN

The fast fission factor, 628, can be expressed as follows:

6 U 2 3 8 fission rate (E.1.1)
U fission rate

The definition of a.2 8 is as follows:

= U 2 3 8 fast neutron capture rate (E12)
a28 238 (E12

U fission rate

and

238
6 U fast capture rate (E13)

628 a28 ~~ 235.(E13
U fission rate

The ratios, C* and R 2 8 , can be expressed as follows:

....................
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1 total U 2 3 5 fission rate

C total U 2 3 8 capture rate

and

R 28 _
total U238 capture rate

epicadmium U capture rate

Combining Eqs. E.1.3, E.1.4, and E.1.5, the result is:

R28 a U238 fast neutron capture rate
6 2 8 a.2 8 =238C epicadmium U capture rate

which is the definition of F N; therefore:

F =R 28 .N C * 28 28

(E.1.4)

(E..15)

(E.1.6)

(E.1.7)

The values of F N calculated from Eq. E.1.7 and those obtained from the

output of GAM-I, which are listed in Table E.2.1, show good agreement.

E.2 Experimental Formulation of FF

Again we start with the fast fission ratio 628 (Eq. E.1.1) which we

multiply by the following ratio:

25\

f FAST

so that

25

fS
628 28

FAST

U235 fast fission rate

U238 fission rate

U235 fast fission rate
~~ a U235total U fission rate

Since the ratio 625 is:

625

or
1 + 625 _

625

235
epicadmium U fission rate

subcadmium U23 fission rate
(E.2.3)

total U235 fission rate (E.2.4)
epicadmium U 235 fission rate

(E.2.1)

(E.2.2)

,
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the following result is obtained:

62 28 28
25 ffFAST

U2 3 5 fast neutron fission rate

epicadmium U235 fission rate

which is the definition of F F; therefore,

1 + 625 f25
F6F 6 6528 Z F

FAST

Table E.2.1 also contains values of FF, and again the results of the ana-

lytical and experimental methods show good agreement except for the

lattice with the 1.25-inch spacing. This difference is most likely due to

the inability of the homogenized treatment used in GAM-I to take proper

account of the effects of lumping the fuel and of the interaction of

neutrons between fuel rods (see Chapter V),

TABLE E.2.1

Fractions of the Epicadmium Np 2 3 9 and U 2 3 5

Fission Product Activities Due to Fast Neutron Reactions

Values of FN Values of FF
Rod (a) From (a) From

Spacing From GAM-I From GAM-I
(Inches) Eq. E.1.7 Output Eq. E.2.6 Output

1.25 0.007 0.006 0.015 0.010

1.75 0.011 0.010 0.020 0.019

2.50 0.018 0.018 0.029 0.03M

(a) a 2 8 and ( 5  28) were calculated with the use of cross
FAST

sections from the GAM-I output averaged above 1 Mev. For all

three lattices, a.2 8 = 0.093 and (F AST = 0.029.

(E.2.5)

(E.2.6)


